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III. Abstract
This dissertation describes a method of providing network communications at a specified 
Quality of Service (QoS) in an integrated multimedia environment. A Communications 
Resource Manager (CRM) is used to coordinate application requests with current workstation 
and network usage in order to maximise the QoS perceived by the user.
The CRM forms part of a software architecture to service generic multimedia applications. It 
uses the principles of connection management to establish, coordinate and teardown 
multimedia connections. Where required the CRM can insert intermediate QoS control and 
monitoring modules into the information flow to match application requirements, 
workstation capabilities, and media formats. The CRM thus provides an additional layer of 
abstraction from the operating system to support distribution, device and presentation 
transparency leading to the simplification of applications, increased portability, and the 
ability to control and monitor abstract connections.
Rather than providing resources on a first-come first-serve basis, the CRM uses its 
knowledge of application QoS requirements and overall workstation usage to ensure 
resources are not over-committed. Where optimal resources are not available, call quality 
degradation paths allow call establishment at the highest QoS possible at that time. If during 
the life of the connection the network performance degrades or improves beyond the agreed 
bounds, the CRM can notify the application allowing modification of its operating level 
(compression rate, number of simultaneous media, media type) to cope with the change. Call 
admission techniques can be used to prevent further degradation by refusing to attempt 
connections where insufficient resources are available.
A prototype CRM is implemented on current workstation technology allowing existing 
multimedia applications to operate in an environment of known QoS. At the same time, the 
CRM allows for new technologies, such as ATM and real-time protocols, where available. 
Even though these new services are able to guarantee QoS in their own domain, the CRM is 
still required to manage workstation resources and to provide the maximum QoS when 
interconnecting LANs and traversing multiple networks.
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1. Chapter One. 
Introduction
By their very nature, multimedia communications place a wide variety of demands on 
workstation resources. The performance requirements of each connection depend on various 
factors relating to the type of media, the interchange format, and application using the 
information. In the integrated multimedia environment many different applications share the 
same workstation and network resources, which can allow the performance of one connection 
to adversely affect another. This dissertation examines how to allocate and control 
workstation communications in order to maximise the end-to-end Quality of Service (QoS) 
provided by the system.
End-to-end QoS is defined as the performance as perceived by the user. This is measured by 
properties such as the delay between screens of information, jitter, sound or video quality, or 
breakup that the user experiences. In general, the QoS of a given system can be quantified in 
terms of transport statistical properties (throughput, delay, loss and jitter) as well as the 
application related service requirements (acceptable loss and compression rates, relative 
priority, and recovery actions when the QoS is not met).
Traditional workstation operating systems provide applications with direct access to their 
services. There are no indications of the data characteristics to be transferred or importance 
to the user that are passed to the operating system or network transport. The handling of 
resources is left as a shared responsibility between each application and the network on a 
first-come first-serve basis. This has a number of implications, including:
• additional complexity within applications due to embedded support catering for a 
large variety of workstation devices and transport characteristics;
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• an inability to provide and maintain QoS, particularly when multiple applications are 
operating at the same time; and
• difficulty in measuring communications performance and the characteristics of 
multimedia applications within the workstation.
This thesis asserts that communications at a specified QoS should be provided as a 
workstation service rather than be left as the responsibility of each application or left to the 
network alone. This enables a workstation to coordinate application requests with current 
workstation and network usage in a manner which makes the best use of available resources 
and maximises end-to-end QoS.
This thesis demonstrates that multimedia applications can be simplified by providing a 
common interface to workstation services. An additional level of abstraction is added to 
workstation services which provides resource managed connections on behalf of 
applications. Each connection is established based on multimedia object characteristics and 
QoS requirements rather than specific interfaces. This is achieved by using existing 
connection management techniques adapted to the integrated multimedia environment. A 
workstation service is used to receive connection requests, negotiate against available 
resources, and establish the necessary multimedia connections on behalf of applications. 
This can simplify multimedia applications by providing distribution, presentation and device 
transparency as well as provide the capability for real resource allocation and 
synchronisation of multimedia connections.
This work is then extended by developing a workstation architecture to coordinate 
connection information across all applications. A Communications Resource Manager 
(CRM) is used to gather knowledge of all application connections, maintain workstation 
resource capacity and current usage levels, and control information flows as required. The 
CRM uses its knowledge of existing commitments versus workstation resources to 
coordinate connections and improve end-to-end QoS. The key features are:
• negotiation of QoS parameters to allow establishment of connections which would 
otherwise fail;
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• the establishment of connections at a QoS level which is most likely to be sustained 
and will not degrade other calls in the system;
• gathering of sufficient information to allow a predictive measure of the expected 
performance to a certain destination;
• automatic renegotiation to alternate QoS specifications within the agreed bounds 
(based on the use of degradation paths for incremental change); and
• notification of applications (for passing to the user if required) when the performance 
falls outside the agreed QoS specification to allow adaptation of its behaviour to the 
new environment.
A key design goal of this architecture is to provide support for existing workstations and 
connections to existing multimedia services. The architecture fulfils the key design 
principles of separation of control and information flows, transparency to the application, 
asynchronous (or distributed) resource management, and is designed to avoid performance 
bottlenecks. A prototype is implemented on an existing workstation to demonstrate the 
operation of the connection management subsystem and the key features of the CRM.
The CRM differs from other QoS architectures in that it focuses on connection management 
as its primary mechanisms for the provision of QoS. This enables the architecture and 
interface to be implemented on existing platforms and allows end-to-end performance and 
workstation resource information to be collected across all applications. The CRM model is 
designed to utilise QoS interfaces to services as they develop in order to facilitate smooth 
migration to a truly integrated multimedia environment.
In the remainder of this chapter, the integrated multimedia environment and the requirements 
for end-to-end QoS are reviewed. Current problems which are unable to be solved using 
existing QoS techniques are identified before presenting an alternate approach using the 
CRM. Finally, a summary of the contributions of this work is presented and an outline of the 
rest of the report is provided.
Peter J. Reynolds July 1996
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1.1 The Integrated Multimedia Environment
In order to identify current research problems, the environment in which communications are 
being considered must be clearly defined. Many early multimedia communications systems 
were purpose built for a specific application such as teleconferencing. These systems used 
dedicated hardware for the particular media format that was required and utilised either 
point-to-point or different communications networks to interconnect participants [Vin et al. 
1991] [Ensoretal 1992].
In contrast, the integrated multimedia workstation environment will use a common platform 
which is capable of supporting a variety of standard media and information formats for many 
types of applications. The multimedia applications to be supported include messaging, 
information retrieval and distribution, interactive communications and conferencing 
[Hehmann et al 1989] [Flinchbaugh et al 1990]. Any number of generic workstations can be 
interconnected by private and public wide area networks. Information may be accessed from 
a variety of multimedia servers and services, potentially across many different networks. 
The World Wide Web (WWW) is one such example of human-computer multimedia 
interaction in a global data network.
Over recent years, three key enabling factors have emerged which will support the 
communications required. These are:
• The standardisation of multimedia interchange formats. The standardisation of 
information formats allows different applications and workstations to share 
multimedia information, eg. MIME, MPEG, JPEG, HTML, and URML.
• Development of high speed network services. The deployment of high speed 
networks is providing capacity as well as guarantees of service delivery for the 
support of time sensitive information, eg. FDDI, ISDN and ATM.
• Real-time operating systems. Advances in real-time scheduling allow for the 
integrated support of continuous media (video, audio etc), eg. YARTOS and DASH.
These development will allow workstations to support many types of multimedia 
applications without the need for additional hardware or specialised media processing.
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A view of the Network Service Architecture being examined at the University of 
Wollongong [Gonzalez et al. 1995] is shown in Figure 1-1. This figure shows user Customer 
Premises Equipment (CPE) and content provider end-nodes supporting multimedia 
applications. The content provider nodes are able to support services such as distribution, 
information retrieval and interactive applications. The CPE equipment may simply be a Set­
Top-Unit (STU) which is capable of controlling the display of multimedia information, or a 
full multimedia workstation with the capabilities described earlier.
Figure 1-1: Network Service Architecture
Each end-node is interconnected by a combination of Local Area Networks (LANs), high 
speed access or broadband networks, or mobile access. Each connection requires directory 
services lookup, authentication, and billing information to be determined.
1.2 End-to-End Quality of Service
In the OSI transport service definition, the term “Quality of Service” refers to certain 
characteristics as observed by the transport service users. When considering end-to-end QoS, 
the transport service user is the multimedia application, each factor up to and including 
presentation to the user must be considered . Each multimedia application requires a certain 
level of performance to ensure the information is able to be processed at the necessary
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throughput, end-to-end delay, jitter, error rate, and priority [Leopold et al 1993]. However, 
the way in which these application requirements are determined is dependent on a 
combination of:
• The media type and format;
• The way in which the information is being used (interactive, storage, forwarding);
• The action in the event of lost packet (discard, re-transmission, delay);
• Synchronisation with other media streams; and
• User specified constraints (including relative priority and cost willing to be 
incurred).
In short, for a multimedia workstation to provide a reliable and consistent service to the user 
it must have an understanding of statistical properties as well as applications requirements. 
When examining end-to-end QoS in terms of the integrated multimedia environment 
described in section 1.1, we must consider the QoS parameters from any one end-point in the 
network to another. Each of these parameters must be mapped through the layers of the 
network and workstation, and then guaranteed through the life of the connection.
The network component of the multimedia system may consist of a number of different 
networks and protocols. The different networks may include both shared and switched 
network topologies as well as a combination of local and wide area communications. The 
various protocols may have different bandwidth, delay characteristics, and levels of service 
(reliable or best-effort) which can be used to support various types of media. Each protocol 
class has traditionally had its own interface and connection establishment procedures 
meaning that QoS mapping can be especially difficult within a heterogeneous environment. 
[Schmidt et al 1992].
When a workstation retrieves information from the network, there are three separate stages in 
passing information from the network to the user. The information must be passed from the 
workstation communications subsystem to the multimedia application and then to the 
presentation device. The information flow may be unidirectional, as in the display of 
information, or bi-directional, as in the case of interactive applications.
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• The workstation communications subsystem consists of the communications protocol 
stack for reliable information transfer. It is usually implemented within the 
workstation operating system and consists of several protocol layers which share 
common scheduling and memory buffer management within the layers, and across 
all connections.
• Multimedia Applications use internal operating system mechanisms which move the 
data from the workstation communications subsystem to user memory space for 
analysis, manipulation and eventually presentation to the user. The application may 
require complicated processing which will impose constraints on the workstation 
resources such as the CPU scheduling and memory management subsystem.
• Presentation Devices are often controlled by device drivers which interface the 
operating system to the physical device. The presentation of media may impose a 
delay on the overall information flow due to delays required to process, display, and 
refresh certain devices, as well as bus sharing.
It is important to note that for all components handling communications, an impact in one 
area will have an overall affect on the information flow which is presented to the user. The 
requirement for maintenance at the various layers including the network, transport, operating 
system and device levels have lead to research in the areas of integrated QoS architectures 
and guaranteed transport services [Lin and Srinivas 1993] [Vogel et al 1995]. The 
development of systems based on this research requires that each layer within a system is 
able to accept QoS specifications and manage its own operation independently of other layers 
in a way that will guarantee performance over the life of a connection. These systems, 
however, are still in research stages and require the implementation of new workstation 
operating systems and transport protocols.
1.3 The Problem
Two research problems have emerged with the development of end-to-end QoS maintenance 
techniques. The first is the support of QoS through multiple networks which do not have 
common QoS schemes. Connections spanning multiple networks must be established at a
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level which can be sustained and can respond to congestion within the network. The second 
problem is the requirement for smooth migration to new technologies and guaranteed QoS 
without replacing all components within the network.
1.3.1 Supporting QoS Through Multiple Networks
Whilst some newer systems provide QoS guarantees in their own domain, complications are 
encountered when connections span multiple networks which may have a mismatch of QoS 
parameters, potential bottlenecks, and different levels of QoS support. This problem is 
particularly pertinent across public wide area broadband networks which must provide QoS 
guarantees as well as ensuring that services are able to be charged in a consistent and 
accurate manner.
A particular problem occurs where connections must traverse networks with no QoS 
guarantees. An example of this is shown in Figure 1-2 where the connection is established to 
a content provider on a broadband network. The connection must be maintained through a 
shared media Local Area Network (LAN) and common gateways (head-ends) which do not 
have guaranteed processing times. The QoS parameters can not be maintained from one 
network to the next since the parameters may not be able to be mapped, sustained, or even 
achieved on the next network.
U sers’
C P E
C o n ten t
P ro v id er
Figure 1-2: QoS Maintenance Across Multiple Networks 
Figure 1-2 identifies a number of potential bottlenecks which may affect end-to-end 
information flow. The constraints on the QoS call parameters may be within the :
• Users’ CPE Workstation (devices, simultaneous call capacity, CPU scheduling);
• LAN (media speed, shared media utilisation);
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• Head End (gateway or proxy server congestion);
• Broadband Network (media speed, number of calls); or
• Content Provider Workstation (as per User’s CPE)
When providing integrated support, QoS parameters must be mapped through every level of 
the system. In the case where multiple networks must be traversed, parameters must be 
chosen which can be sustained throughout all components of the network. Whilst the 
connection may traverse a high speed network service with a guaranteed QoS, end-to-end 
specifications may have to be modified, or a less resource intensive format chosen, to allow 
for other parts of the network or workstation which are unable to guarantee the same level of 
performance.
This problem is a generalised form of the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 
interconnection of LANs problem where various techniques have been examined including 
using acknowledgments and timers, advertising capacity, output buffering, and adaptive 
bandwidth allocation [Kbar et al 1995]. An alternative approach, which is presented in this 
report, is to make connection establishment and maintenance decisions based on the network 
performance experienced from one end of the system to another. End-to-end performance is 
viewed as an aggregation of all delays within the system. In this manner, even if the network 
environment cannot be controlled, applications may adapt to available resources and avoid 
further over-commitment of these resources.
1.3.2 QoS Support for Existing Systems
Existing techniques for guaranteeing QoS require replacement of current systems (eg. 
incorporating real-time scheduling and resource reservation schemes) to provide end-to-end 
QoS. Whilst this is practical in a small environment or LAN, large scale conversion of 
networks and workstations is difficult, costly and time consuming. The large scale 
deployment of ATM and the Broadband Integrated Services Network (B-ISDN) will 
facilitate the development of networks able to achieve guaranteed QoS, as well as provide the 
necessary interfaces to CPE equipment. At present, however, these technologies are still in
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limited areas and requires end-to-end connectivity to ensure the QoS guarantees are achieved 
[Kumar 1995]. ’
In the interests of smooth migration to newly emerging technologies, this thesis seeks an 
architecture that can be used on existing workstations and networks so applications can be 
developed with QoS support and various mechanisms can be trialed as new technologies 
mature and are further deployed. This will allow:
• applications to be developed which can specify QoS and use feedback from the 
workstation on the performance of its connections.
• mechanisms to be trialed and examined for various QoS control and management 
techniques; and
• the architecture to be studied for issues of scaleability, heterogeneity and robustness
1.4 Research Environment
The CRM has been designed to form part of a future multimedia workstation architecture for 
use on low bit rate ATM networks [Judge and Beadle 1994]. The proposed software 
architecture is divided into three distinct levels: application, software services, and device 
level. This architecture is shown in Figure 1-3.
Application
Level
Software
Services
Level
Device
Level
Figure 1-3: Multimedia Workstation Architecture 
The application level processes within a multimedia workstation may consist of a number of 
multimedia applications. The applications may act as information servers or workstation 
clients, selecting and presenting information via a workstation Graphical User Interface
Workstation
Information
ree
ent
IP
AAL
ATM Interface
AUDIO 
Server g
FILE
System
Keyboard, 
Mouse, & 
Screen
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(GUI). Requests for services are communicated directly with the software services level 
although once a connection is established, communications may flow directly from the 
application level to the device level. Each of the device level components provides a service 
to the multi-user workstation which is available to any user level application, ie. a many-to- 
many relationship. The exception to this is the Keyboard, Mouse and Screen which services a 
single process, ie. the user console.
Whilst using this workstation architecture as the model for the CRM architecture, the 
implementation has been undertaken on existing workstations. Trials have been conducted 
across multiple networks and different types of multimedia traffic to simulate the different 
characteristics of various types of applications.
1.5 Original Contributions
This work extends the use of connection management to the integrated multimedia 
environment. A workstation Communications Resource Manager (CRM) has been 
developed to establish connections on behalf of applications, perform ongoing management 
and monitoring of the information flow, and teardown the connection upon completion. The 
CRM uses a novel approach to pass communications end-points within the workstation and 
hence does not form another layer of the protocol stack. Rather, it acts as another 
workstation service to coordinate resources with application requests.
The CRM forms the core of a workstation Quality of Services architecture to support end-to- 
end QoS which includes all workstation and network factors. An additional level of 
communications abstraction is introduced by using a common API across all applications to 
request multimedia connections based on object characteristics and QoS requirements rather 
than specific interfaces. By managing the allocation of communications resources on each 
workstation and/or measuring the end-to-end QoS experience by connections, applications 
are able to work in an environment of known QoS. The workstation is able to provide 
feedback to applications if the quality of the end-to-end information flow of a connection is 
outside the agreed bounds. Instead of simply dropping the entire call or suffering long 
delays, the application may adapt to the new environment by choosing an alternative format
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or media. Both reactive and predictive methods of determining resource requirements are 
examined.
The ability to manage connections across multiple applications allows the CRM to provide 
an improvement over traditional call admission policies. Instead of performing call 
admission on a first-come first-serve basis, the CRM is able to examine calls in progress to 
determine if there is a lower priority connection which is able to have its QoS reduced to 
allow admission of the new call. In all cases, the QoS of the lower priority call will not be 
reduced below the agreed minimum. Theoretical improvements which are able to be 
achieved using a simple backoff scheme are developed and practical measurements 
presented.
Finally, this thesis provides a method of supporting QoS on existing workstations and 
through existing networks. The API allows applications to be developed immediately which 
are able to operate in an environment of known QoS and have the ability to respond to QoS 
events as connection performance changes. As workstation and network components are 
developed which provide guaranteed QoS, the CRM will be able to achieve deterministic 
QoS. The use of the CRM provides support for QoS through multiple networks where end- 
to-end QoS is unavailable or no common QoS maintenance scheme exists. The CRM is able 
to provide communications at the highest QoS available at that time and then react should the 
environment change.
1.6 Outline of Report
In the following chapter, related research is discussed in the areas of QoS architectures, 
application interfaces and connection management systems. The attributes of various 
techniques, in particular teleconferencing systems, are reviewed in order to examine their 
application to the integrated multimedia workstation environment and ability to support QoS.
Chapter 3 discusses multimedia support requirements and then shows how connection 
management can be generalised to coordinate communications for all types of multimedia 
applications. The use of connection management within an integrated workstation is 
presented to show how it supports various combinations of client-server interactions.
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In Chapter 4, an alternate approach to providing QoS using connection management 
techniques is presented. The key requirements of providing QoS are discussed along with 
the manner in which they are able to be achieved. A Communications Resource 
Management Architecture is presented, describing the QoS Management and Control 
mechanisms used to achieve end-to-end QoS.
Chapters 5 describes the key components of the CRM including an Application Programming 
Interface (API) for connection management, and the key functions of negotiation and call 
admission. This chapter commences by describing the representation and identification of 
multimedia objects and QoS specification before presenting the CRM service primitives and 
the way in which the CRM negotiates with its peer information services to establish call 
parameters. The call admission decision is described to show how the CRM can be used to 
avoid QoS degradation by refusing to attempt connections when insufficient resources are 
available.
Chapter 6 describes the internal workings of the CRM operation and the prototype 
implementation using existing technology. The state table operation is described as well as 
QoS control mechanisms for the monitoring and control of data flow.
Chapter 7 presents key results of testing and measurement. The overall operation of the 
CRM is presented as well as the QoS performance statistics gathered from normal 
multimedia information retrieval sessions. The operation of the CRM is analysed during 
times of performance degradation and improvement showing the benefits, as well as system 
overheads, in achieving QoS improvement. Finally a comparison with other QoS techniques 
is presented.
Chapter 8, the conclusion, summarises the design of the CRM architecture. The 
implementation and results are described to show the key benefits of the CRM. The current 
state of development and future directions of the work are identified as well as future 
research areas in providing end-to-end QoS.
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2. Chapter Two.
Related Research
The CRM has been developed to coordinate communications across all applications on an 
integrated multimedia workstation. The objective is to the make best use of available 
resources and hence improve the end-to-end QoS. The CRM acts as a workstation service to 
provide applications with communications at a specified QoS, and then perform ongoing 
monitoring and management of each connection. Three important areas of research serve as 
background to the development of the CRM. These are:
• existing QoS maintenance mechanisms, which may be used by the CRM to 
coordinate resources and support end-to-end QoS;
• the development of multimedia application interfaces, to gather connection and QoS 
requirements across all types of multimedia applications; and
• the provision of connection management, which is extended by the CRM to support 
integrated multimedia workstation communications.
Each of these components is reviewed to examine existing techniques, current systems, and 
the key principles which provide guidelines for future work. Finally, selected QoS 
architectures are discussed and their relevance to this work is explained.
2.1 QoS Maintenance Mechanisms
The CRM provides a general framework for supporting QoS. Providing QoS requires the 
ability to control information flow within the required performance specifications as well as 
coordinating the resources required for each connection. These can be divided into two
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categories, QoS control and QoS management. QoS control refers to the manipulation of 
individual streams based on application requirements for regulating information flow, 
prioritising, synchronising and supporting multicast. QoS management provides techniques 
for negotiating call parameters, call admission testing, and providing notification and 
recovery when the agreed bounds are exceeded.
A generalised architecture should be able to support any number of QoS control and QoS 
management mechanisms. Whilst the CRM architecture supports a modular approach to the 
inclusion of additional mechanisms, such as synchronisation and provision of group and 
multicast, most of the work to date focuses on the key mechanism for providing and 
maintaining QoS. In order to achieve this, the CRM gathers connection information across 
all multimedia applications to allow an evaluation of communication resource usage against 
current requests. The CRM must evaluate which call parameters are achievable 
(negotiation), if any at all (call admission), and when agreed, must ensure that the 
information flow does not go outside the agreed bound (flow control).
2.1.1 Negotiation
Negotiation provides a way of matching application requirements to workstation resources. 
In any system there may be many devices of different models and/or manufacturers which 
provide the same general functionality (eg display or audio devices) but each will have 
different features and interfaces. A method is required to interconnect the components as 
well as ensuring the limits of each component is not exceeded. The two types of negotiation 
are divided as feature and resource negotiation.
[Griffeth and Velthuijseu 1992] introduces the concept of a negotiating agent which is able to 
resolve conflicts at run-time implemented within a desktop multimedia conferencing system 
called Touring machine developed at Bellcore, USA [Gopal et al 1992]. The negotiating 
agent focuses primarily on feature interaction and resource allocation. It identifies a number 
of circumstances where negotiation is required including where features of certain devices 
are not available at both ends, where devices are the same at both ends yet actions are not 
permitted during certain times (eg during an established conference), and where resources
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within the network are scarce. An important aspect of negotiation is drawn from these 
situations; the result of a negotiation may vary over time and according to context.
The negotiating agent identifies the need for a negotiation protocol which identifies the 
information to be exchanged, how to measure the worth of a solution and how the result will 
be determined. The work draws from research in the distributed Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
field where competition for and allocation of scarce resources has been examined for some 
time. Of particular relevance to the development of the CRM is the identification of a 
number of unique factors involved when this work is applied to telecommunications 
networks. These include the fact that many of the features and devices are developed 
independently, it cannot be assumed that agents on all machines will always be benevolent, 
there are privacy issues involving the information that is transferred, and the resolution of 
one conflict or mismatch in formats may introduce another conflict, or invalidate a previous 
resolution.
General QoS brokerage models also relate to the similar concepts of determining QoS 
requirements of multimedia connections such as [Nahrstedt and Smith 1993] which 
negotiates between applications, the operating system and transport services. The use of 
negotiation when establishing multimedia connections in teleconferencing schemes is further 
described in section 2.3 when connection control and management is discussed.
2.1.2 Call admission
Traditional systems have not had QoS feedback to applications, hence performance continues 
to degrade as new connections are added. As new multimedia systems become more 
prevalent, the requirement for performance guarantees will increase in proportion to the 
demand for time sensitive media (video, voice) which is not able to sustain large delays or 
jitter. Therefore, it will soon be unacceptable to continually degrade performance and 
mechanisms for limiting the number of calls based on current performance must be 
established.
Admission control is a resource allocation mechanism which maintains the balance between 
system QoS and resource utilisation by limiting the number of calls in the system. The
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correct determination of whether the new call can be serviced without unacceptably 
degrading service to other connections must be based on the likely resource requirements of 
the new call, its priority in relation to other calls, and the current performance, load and 
allocation of workstation and network resources.
In its simplest form, a call admission decision for a new multimedia connections requires two 
pieces of information, the requirements of the new connection and overall resource usage 
across all connections. If there are insufficient resources to service the new call, either the 
new call parameters may be modified through negotiation of an acceptable resource usage 
level, existing calls must be degraded to free resources for the new connection, or the new 
connection must be refused.
Determining the overall capacity of a multimedia system can be based on statistical 
properties such as the maximum sustainable throughput and average jitter for each 
connection. However, fully accounting for statistical multiplexing and the bursty nature of 
multimedia traffic is a complex problem to which significant research has been devoted. 
There are a number of valid approaches to estimating system capacity and resource 
requirements [Kurose 1993] including enforcing queuing disciplines for guaranteed 
throughput, modeling of source traffic for an estimation of traffic requirements, and 
calculating theoretical bounds on overall capacity. An observation based approach is also 
identified where requirements can be estimated by the users request and previously measured 
behaviour to predict likely capacity. As the CRM is able to monitor connections within the 
system, the observation based approach is used to support QoS in this work.
Once the system capacity is determined, call admission can be put in place. Requirements 
for call admission on real-time transport protocols are examined in [Guo and Georganas 
1995]. This work examines the necessary and sufficient conditions for the scheduability of n 
real-time transport connection based on the requirements for both deterministic and statistical 
connections. Deterministic connections require that all packets must be delivered within 
certain bounds, whereas statistical connections allow a certain maximum percentage of 
violations to occur. This work has applications to real-time operating systems which require 
guaranteed QoS where the same problems occur and the same parameters must be examined.
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2.1.3 Flow Control
End-to-end flow control is required to provide guarantees of performance through the 
network according to the QoS specification. In its most basic form, flow control prevents 
senders from flooding receivers. Advanced techniques enable the flow to be controlled in 
terms of specific QoS parameters such as throughput, delay, and jitter.
One approach to the provision of flow performance guarantees is presented in the 
development of a Session Reservation Protocol (SRP) at the University of California at 
Berkeley (UCB) [Anderson et al. 1990]. The protocol is used to reserve resources such as 
CPU, network bandwidth and memory buffers through the network based on delay and 
throughput requirements using a workload and scheduling model called the DASH resource 
model. The SRP implements a number of features required for quantifying system resources 
including the parameterisation of client workload, abstract interfaces for hardware resources 
and end-to-end negotiation for resource reservation.
Of special relevance to this thesis, is SRP’s compatibility with existing protocols and the 
ability of a host implementing SRP to benefit from its use even when communicating with 
hosts which do not support SRP. In the development of the CRM, a solution has been 
pursued that follows the same principles but at a higher layer. It is the objective of the CRM 
to support workstation QoS through communications subsystems, operating system and 
presentation to the user without having to replace every component with dedicated resources 
or deterministic QoS support.
In another relevant approach, the HeiProject at the IBM European Networking Centre has 
developed a transport system, HeiTS, which includes a graceful service degradation and 
queuing feedback [Delgrossi et al. 1992]. This approach is implemented on top of an 
experimental Internet Stream Protocol, Version II (ST-II) which has been designed to 
provide guarantees across an Internet at the network layer. The use of degradation paths is 
identified in the HeiProject as a constructive way of fulfilling application requirements where 
resources cannot be strictly guaranteed. Degradation paths are used to incrementally reduce 
QoS specifications to lower resource level requirements, providing a graceful reduction in 
end-to-end QoS rather than a catastrophic collapse.
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Finally, the UCB Tenet group has been developing a set of schemes and protocols for real­
time multimedia communications [Ferrari et al 1992]. The protocol suite includes the Real­
Time Message Transport Protocol (RMTP), Continuous Media Transport Protocol (CMTP) 
and Real-Time Internet Protocol (RTIP). Alongside these layers is a Real-Time Channel 
Administration Protocol (RCAP) which handles connection level channel management for 
the protocol suite in response to requests from the application programs [Mah 1993]. The 
Tenet approach uses layer specific QoS provision, principally through bandwidth reservation 
protocols.
The RCAP provides multimedia applications with an interface for connection establishment 
and teardown, registering and un-registering, accepting or denying calls, and providing status 
updates. The RCAP uses a resource manager for allocating and accounting for transport 
level resources at each node in the network. Services such as RCAP provide a good 
indication of what sort of services may be generally available in the future.
The CRM has been developed to allow the transparent mapping of applications QoS 
specifications to services such as RCAP as they are deployed. However, the CRM will still 
be used to coordinate connections and where necessary, monitor and regulate the information 
flow where QoS can not be guaranteed or heterogeneous networks are traversed. In these 
cases, a single QoS reservation or call admission scheme cannot be ensured end-to-end 
through the network, for example, a hybrid Internet network which includes mobile radio 
links. Hence, the CRM must establish the communications at a level that has the maximum 
likelihood of being able to be sustained and then monitor its performance, responding to QoS 
degradations or improvements as they occur.
2.2 Multimedia Interface Specification
To this point, we have reviewed techniques of providing end-to-end QoS primarily through 
the transport system. In this section we examine the support of multimedia applications 
within an integrated workstation. To provide a generic QoS architecture, a common interface 
capable of supporting all types of multimedia applications must be available. There are two 
important aspects of providing such an interface, firstly, we must have a method of
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specifying the multimedia objects that are required. Secondly, we need a way of describing 
workstation services to allow applications to use devices without specific knowledge of 
workstation capabilities and/or network interfaces.
2.2.1 Multimedia Interchange Formats
The standardisation of multimedia information formats allows us to simplify quantifying 
connection requirements because the characteristics of the information to be transferred are 
known. We are also able to apply services such as directory lookups and authentication 
checks on a common basis. In the CRM we wish to be able to establish connections based on 
multimedia object descriptions (eg. media type, format, service) rather than a set of 
connection parameters determined by each application. In this way the CRM can use 
information about the object to negotiate for services within the system. Also, where the 
object consists of more than one media component, the CRM can establish multiple 
connections as required.
There are a number of existing and emerging standards for the structuring of multimedia 
information. Of these, two prominent standards for cross-platform interchange of 
multimedia information are OMFI and MHEG. The Open Media Framework (OMF) is an 
industry standardisation effort to define a common framework and multimedia interchange 
format [Koegel 1993] based on a generic syntax for representing interrelated objects which 
are stored as a set of files. The OMFI is based on a track model in which multimedia 
presentation is viewed as a sequence of media segments versus time. Each uniquely 
identified OMFI composition contains tracks, segments, timing, transition and other 
attributes as created by the author of the material.
MHEG (Multimedia and Hypermedia information coding Experts Group) is an ISO standard 
for representing hypermedia applications in a platform independent form. MHEG uses an 
object-oriented approach in which the media is viewed as a non-linear hyperlinking between 
composite object trees. The MHEG object tree is shown in Figure 2-1.
Both MHEG and OMFI provide good examples of the characteristics used to describe an 
individual object. Access to object characteristics contained in such schemes allows
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connections to be established based on the information stored within the object, rather than 
treating each object, say, as a binary file.
MH-OBJECT
NULL SCRIPT COMPONENT LINK MACRO DESCRIPTOR
CONTENT COMPOSITE INTERACTION
VISUAL TEMPORAL AUDIBLE NUMERICAL
TEXT GRAPHICS STILL VIDEO AUDIO
\  /
AUDIOVISUAL
Figure 2-1: MHEG Object Tree
To account for the many different formats and schemes used with a system, such as the 
Internet, a generic way of accessing objects must be used. One such scheme is the Uniform 
Resource Locators (URL) [Berners-Lee 1993] which consists of a general form:
<scheme> : <path> : [# <anchorid>]
The <scheme> identifies the service used to access the object, <path> uniquely identifies the 
object relative to the access method, and <anchorid> is an optional component for addressing 
within an object. An example of the use of a URL is in the identification of a certain 
postscript copy of the reference titled “Uniform Resource Locators” available at:
URL = ftp://info.cern.ch/pub/ietf/url4.ps
The URL alone only provides the information about the location of the object rather than the 
media type and format. In many cases the only hint to the type of object is the filename 
extension.
Whilst applications may identify objects using a specific interchange format and resource 
locator, a common format is required to pass the information to the CRM. The CRM 
requires that applications gather both object and QoS information for internal representation. 
Key elements of the scheme used by the CRM include the object name, unique identifier,
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media type and format, and the service being used to present the information. The QoS 
specification can be provided by the application or formed from the object characteristics. In 
general terms, the object description contains the information about the instance of an object 
and its characteristics whilst the QoS specification provides the information about how it is 
to be used and its importance to the user. The representation is purely internal and does not 
affect the external reference to the multimedia object.
2.2.2 API’s
The provision of a common Applications Programming Interface (API) to underlying 
workstation services and network capabilities enables multimedia objects to be requested 
based on capability and requirements, rather than unique interfaces. This significantly 
enhances portability and the ability to migrate to new services and capabilities.
At AT&T Bell Laboratories, research has been conducted into operating system mechanisms 
for the support of multimedia applications. Specifically, they have introduced the concept of 
a connector to set up arbitrary interconnection of devices [Leung et al. 1988]. The connector 
is a collection of access points and the connections between them. The combination of 
devices and information streams allows the establishment of multimedia virtual circuits 
consisting of a number of channels which are multiplexed to make a single multimedia call. 
The connector concept is able to combine a number of information sources and sinks which 
can include files, telephones, programs, display windows and networks. The notion of an 
active device is formed by adding various shared properties and a common interface so that 
devices can behave and be manipulated in the same manner.
The connector uses end-to-end flow control to prevent senders from flooding the receivers 
based on a dynamic windowing scheme. The calls are multiplexed and de-multiplexed by 
the connector based on priority (signalling, interactive voice, data, and bulk data transfer), 
and scheduled according to media requirements. Error handling is conducted on either 
individual components or the entire call. Finally, resource management concepts are used to 
determine whether to accept or reject a new call based on network bandwidth, shared 
memory and other call attributes.
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An interesting aspect of this work is the concentration of multimedia over packet switched 
networks rather than circuit switched networks. This is attributed to the dynamic connection 
capacity of packet switched networks and the flexible number of calls which are able to be 
established within the bounds of the total available bandwidth. A concern of this approach, 
however, is the requirement for all information to be transferred through a single component 
in the workstation and single buffer pool. Whilst the connector has careful resource 
management schemes, this approach requires additional device interfaces and may lead to 
scaleability problems when many different types of multimedia applications are used [Feng 
et al. 1996]. In contrast, the CRM does not require all communications to passed through a 
single module. Its operation is distributed, with only the exceptions to the agreed QoS being 
reported to the CRM.
The CRM uses an API for two reasons, firstly to provide device abstraction as described 
above and secondly to quantify the connection resource requirements across all connections. 
A number of the connector concepts are able to be used for the establishment of connections 
and overall resource management. However, the CRM approaches the connection of devices 
and channels differently. The CRM does not provide a mechanism to establish connections 
between devices, rather it establishes connections on behalf of applications to devices, and 
then passes the communications end-point to the application whilst maintaining reference 
and the ability to control the information flow.
2.3 Connection Control and Management
In this section we examine connection control and management techniques which have been 
used in various multimedia teleconferencing applications. Although many have been 
implemented on dedicated hardware and point-to-point networks, they demonstrate a 
relatively mature approach to managing communications between multimedia workstations.
Connection management encompasses the intelligence to establish and control the progress 
of a conference [Chen et al. 1992]. Of particular relevance to the CRM is the process of 
establishing a conference which consists of three phases:
• Invitation and arbitration,
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• Negotiation, and
• Connection Setup.
Invitation and arbitration determines the set of invitees that are willing to participate in the 
conference and the arbitration of simultaneous connections where required. Negotiation 
determines the conference establishment parameters including access rights and mode of 
participation, heterogeneity issues and feature interaction resolution. Connection setup may 
include the establishment of communications by either individual channels for each media 
component or a single channel for the combined media requirements.
Connection control and management is identified as a growing and generally accepted 
component of integrated multimedia communications used in various projects such as the 
Etherphone Environment, Touring Machine, and the USC Information Sciences Institute 
(ISI) Distributed architecture for Multimedia Conference Control which are described in the 
following sections.
2.3.1 Teleconferencing Applications
The majority of research conducted on connection control has been undertaken as a part of 
the development of teleconferencing applications. A good example of this is from Bellcore 
USA exploring the role of public communications networks in facilitating future multimedia 
applications, which has undertaken research into multimedia API’s and the complexities of 
telecommunications control [Gopal et al. 1992]. The Touring Machine is a distributed 
platform which is supported through the use of an API for rapid deployment of new 
multimedia and a wide variety of wide area protocols.
The architecture is comprised of several objects including station objects as an interface for 
applications; a resource manager to coordinate the allocation and de-allocation of system 
resources; a session object which coordinates negotiation and session management including 
billing; and, name server objects which store dynamically updateable attributes for the 
various entities.
The Touring Machine provides developers with the ability to manipulate teleconferencing 
sessions in a consistent manner and hides the complexities of the underlying network(s). A
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connector object is used to abstractly specify the transport topology of a session. The 
connector hides the details of both the physical realisation on the transport interconnecting 
applications as well as control the complexity for connection establishment and any format 
conversion or mixing requirements.
The Etherphone environment [Vin et al. 1991] provides a multimedia conferencing system 
based on a transport independent connection management architecture. A connection 
manager is used to sustain a common interface between conferencing applications and the 
underlying transport system. The Etherphone connection manager conducts the negotiation 
of call states between call participants, performs connection establishment, and coordinates 
holding and termination. It also provides notification services to inform applications of 
incoming calls and significant actions of other callers (such as joining or leaving the 
conference).
Conference participants in the Etherphone environment register dynamically with a single 
connection manager using an RPC mechanism. The connection manager provides functions 
to create conversations, invite other parties to join, and report progress to other participants. 
The operation of the system is based on state transitions during the different stages of 
conferencing including idle, notified, ringing and active. Only certain transitions are valid 
according to the predefined state transition table which is enforced by the connection 
manager. The authors identify further work in enhancing the model to support different 
types of conversations, suggest possible integration with future applications such as video 
browsing, and propose a connection manager able to provide a lightweight approach for 
establishing and managing connections between applications.
The CRM builds on the theories of these conferencing systems and demonstrates that the 
connection model for teleconferencing can be extended to coordinate communications 
between all types of multimedia applications. Although in teleconferencing applications 
connections tend to be device to device, the CRM architecture establishes connections 
between applications and devices as well as with remote applications and devices. Hence, 
the connections can support conferencing as well as other multimedia applications such as 
interactive communications, information retrieval (browsing), and messaging.
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2A  Other Architectures
A  number of architectures have been developed which use the various techniques and 
mechanisms presented in earlier sections to implement whole systems. Of particular 
importance to the development of the CRM has been, firstly, the integrated QoS architecture 
at Lancaster University which provides end-to-end QoS guarantees system wide, and 
secondly, the development of a teleconferencing control system at University of Southern 
California (USC).
2.4.1 QOS-A
The Quality of Service Architecture (QOS-A) at Lancaster University provides an integrated 
framework for resource control over all architectural layers [Campbell et al. 1993]. QOS-A 
incorporates a number of components for interface specification, management and control in 
order to achieve end-to-end QoS.
The QoS-A framework is based on an integrated approach to provide end-to-end QoS. The 
information flow passes through a number of separate layers and planes, each with an 
element of QoS control. The layers correspond to the various functions of the 
communications subsystem, orchestration between related information flows including jitter 
correction, and finally the distributed platforms on which the multimedia applications are 
implemented. In order to implement end-to-end guarantees, the protocol layers are 
supplemented by additional planes for QoS maintenance and flow management. The control 
and data components of the information flows are separated due to the essentially different 
nature of the performance requirements. The overall concept is shown in Figure 2-2.
The QoS maintenance plane implements a number of layer specific managers which are 
responsible for upholding the QoS commitment as requested by the application. The concept 
of a service contract is used for each information flow. This includes: parameters which 
characterise the traffic performance requirements; the degree of resource commitment 
required; the actions to be taken in the event of violations; the degree of maintenance to be 
taken; method of reserving resources; and finally, the cost the user is willing to incur for the 
services provided.
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flow management plane
QoS maintenance plane
protocol plane
control plane j user plane
distributed systems platform
orchestration layer
transport layer
network layer
data link layer
physical layer
Figure 2-2: QoS-A Framework [Campbell et al. 1993]
The flow maintenance plane is responsible for the connection establishment including 
negotiation, admission control, resource reservation and QoS based routing. The negotiation 
function must form an agreed level of traffic, level of service, and degree of commitment. 
QoS performance is monitored at each level to provide input into the resource allocation, call 
admission and, when required, renegotiation of parameters using QoS degradation paths. 
The flow maintenance plane is also responsible for the mapping and translation of QoS 
parameters between the layers.
The QOS-A has been implemented on workstations running a real-time operating system 
extended from the Chorus micro-kernel and interconnected by an ATM switch. [Campbell et 
al 1994]. The work provides a platform for the investigation of various QoS control and 
management techniques in an environment where each of the components can be controlled 
and managed.
The CRM is able to use many of the same principles within QoS-A to develop its generalised 
architecture including the QoS maintenance and flow management components. In 
particular, the QoS specification used within the system provides a practical method of 
describing application QoS requirements. Although it is not used directly, the QOS-A 
specification provides the CRM with a structure for gathering and swapping QoS information 
within the system.
The CRM is not based on an integrated approach to QoS due to the requirement to operate on 
existing systems. Whilst the CRM will utilise deterministic (integrated) services where
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available, it is not reliant on their availability. Hence, the CRM is unable to provide 
guaranteed QoS. Instead, the CRM aims to maximise the QoS able to be achieved using the 
available resources.
2.4.2 USI/ ISI Connection Control Protocol
Work at the University of Southern California (USC) Information Sciences Institute (ISI) 
provides a comprehensive analysis of multimedia conference control in a packet switched 
teleconferencing system [Schooler 1993a]. ISI has developed a MultiMedia Conference 
Control (MMCC) program which provides connection and configuration management 
services for multimedia conferencing over a combination of digital and analog services.
The MMCC provides coordinated management of separate devices and software components 
as an integral part of a workstation’s environment. The primary role of the MMCC is to 
provide connection control between conference participants including the allocation of local 
devices and transport sessions. An application layer Connection Control Protocol (CCP) is 
used to communicate with peer MMCC’s to allocate remote devices and manage 
communications including session establishment, maintenance and teardown.
The MMCC contains configuration control information to determine the devices available, 
the facilities of each device, current availability and valid configuration parameters. In order 
to provide device heterogeneity, the ISI work proposes a configuration language to support 
highly detailed configuration descriptions which will categorise similar devices and allow 
easy addition of new services. A basic negotiation service uses the information to match 
communication requests and workstation device capability. Where no compromise 
configuration can be met, it is suggested that a resource synthesiser will establish the 
necessary translations and processing required to emulate the service. The system 
architecture is described in Figure 2-3.
The Connection Control Protocol (CCP) controls multi-user and multiple-media sessions in a 
distributed manner [Schooler 1992] which avoids the reliance on a separate conference 
moderator. The design of the protocol is transaction oriented and allows facilities for device 
and feature negotiation, requesting of participants, initiating media connections and
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propagating information to peers. The operation is state-based and includes special states for 
negotiating connection parameters, initiating sessions, and synchronising between 
workstations and other connections. The CCP is further described in Chapter 5 where the use 
of the protocol to communicate between CRM’s on peer workstations is described.
Suite of Services Connection Manager
Scalable
Session
Protocols
Reliable
Multicast
Protocol
Real-Time
Transport
Protocol
Real-Time
Transport
Protocol
Figure 2-3: ISI Connection Management Architecture [Schooler 1993a]
The ISI work strongly supports the requirement for a connection manager abstraction for 
conferencing applications to provide common services encompassing management of 
participation, authentication and negotiation thereby avoiding duplication of effort. The 
CRM extends these concepts to the support of generic applications to produce similar 
benefits as well as additional capabilities in the abstraction of devices, support of QoS and 
standardisation of multimedia interfaces.
2.5 Summary
This section has reviewed current areas of research which contribute to the support of end-to- 
end QoS. A variety of existing QoS mechanisms have been examined which are able to 
perform the negotiation and establishment of connections, enforce call admission, and 
provide flow control. The CRM forms part of an architecture for integrated multimedia 
workstation to accommodate both QoS Control as well as QoS management mechanisms. 
These mechanisms are used to coordinate applications requests with workstation resources in 
such a way to maximise the QoS presented to the user.
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The CRM requires a common interface across all applications to gather multimedia 
connection requirements. Current areas of research of multimedia interchange formats 
identifies a rich set of information which will characterise multimedia objects, and hence, its 
transport requirements. In addition, the URL is able to provide a methodology for uniquely 
identifying and locating each multimedia object. The CRM uses an internal representation of 
each multimedia object which includes the object characteristics, location and QoS 
requirements. This information is gathered from any multimedia representation to form a 
generic application interface to the CRM.
The CRM builds on research conducted in connection control and management for 
teleconferencing systems. Whilst systems incorporating these concepts have been built for 
specific functions (eg. Touring Machine and Etherphone), they have identified the ability to 
extend the concepts to establishing and managing connections between applications instead 
of just devices. The CRM uses ideas and further develops them to provide a QoS 
architecture which can provide a wealth of information on application requirements, resource 
usage and communications performance. Unlike existing QoS architectures based on the 
integrated approach, such as QoS-A, the CRM uses the connection manager concept, as 
developed at USI/ISI to manage resource usage in a way that will improve end-to-end QoS.
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3. Chapter Three.
Extending Connection Management to the Integrated 
Multimedia Environment
Early teleconferencing systems used connection management for establishing 
communications between devices attached to local and remote terminals. Often the devices 
were interconnected by dedicated point-to-point networks for the different media. The 
teleconferencing applications provided floor-control, managed devices, and controlled the 
information flow. As these systems have evolved, so has support for passing information 
over packet-switched networks and the ability to utilise a wide range of embedded 
workstation devices for presenting multimedia information.
As the fully integrated multimedia environment emerges, communications will be primarily 
achieved through integrated services networks. Workstations attached to these networks will 
contain generic support for continuous media such as video and audio. Applications will be 
able to establish arbitrary connections (up to the channel capacity) to workstations 
throughout the network for a wide range of multimedia applications. All connection requests 
must be made through the workstation operating system which will control access to all 
workstation devices and transport services. Rather than being device to device 
communications, the information will be passed to applications for further processing, 
mixing and presentation to the user.
In this chapter, the requirements for supporting multimedia applications within the integrated 
multimedia environment are examined. It is then shown how these requirements can be 
fulfilled by applying connection management principles to integrated workstations. The
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CRM connection manager is presented which is able to support generic multimedia 
applications on its local workstation, as well as operate in a system-wide context. Finally, 
the major features of the model are summarised.
3.1 Multimedia Application Support Requirements
In order to support multimedia applications in the integrated environment, we must consider 
the wide range of applications, workstation devices and networks services which must be 
catered for. Typical multimedia applications require configuration for the particular 
workstation devices and transport services available. Resources, including bandwidth, tend 
to be allocated on a first-come first-serve basis. In order to properly support generic 
multimedia applications, there must be a common method of quantifying QoS requirements 
and managing the resultant information flows.
As new multimedia systems become more prevalent, the requirement for performance 
guarantees will increase in proportion to the demand for time sensitive media (eg. video and 
voice) which are not able to sustain large delays or jitter. This means that applications with 
requests of a time-sensitive or high priority nature should not be allowed to be affected by 
batch level process (eg. file transfer) or lower priority requests. This reinforces the 
requirement to coordinate workstation resources in such a way that all applications can be 
serviced according to their QoS requirements and not on a first-come first-serve basis.
In order to provide common management for information flows, mechanisms for the support 
of group and multicast, synchronisation and flow control must be provided. These 
mechanisms are in common use within all types of application and should be independent of 
the particular workstation or transport service being used. This situation is extenuated by the 
requirements of communications to be established with the necessary interaction with 
common directory, authentication and billing services. At present, the use of various 
mechanisms is implemented within the applications, including all service lookups, 
connection establishment, coordination, and teardown.
These requirements demonstrate the need for an additional level of abstraction when dealing 
with multimedia communications. Connections must be coordinated within the workstation
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across all applications, and should be able to be requested based on application requirements 
rather than specific interfaces. This allows applications to be with increased portability, and 
provides a common method of controlling and monitoring connections as abstract entities.
In this research, in order to provide the additional layer of abstraction, a common 
applications interface is provided to the workstation environment presented in Figure 1-3 for 
generic access to workstation services. The workstation services include the physical 
devices, network transport and information services. A Communications Resource Manager 
(CRM) is then used to coordinate application requests with the known resources and support 
the additional mechanisms for connections where required.
The CRM coordinates communications by placing the knowledge of system capabilities 
(both hardware and software) into a single subsystem for the negotiation and establishment 
of connections. Applications are then able to request multimedia connections based on the 
media characteristics and QoS requirements. The CRM determines the call parameters and 
allocates the required devices and resources at each end of the connection. The unique 
device interfaces are hidden from the applications allowing the location of the device to 
remain transparent. Where required the CRM can introduce intermediate modules for the 
manipulation of information streams to ensure that correct presentation and synchronisation 
occurs.
This approach is an alternate to the distributed or integrated approach taken by other 
multimedia architectures. Rather than allowing all applications to operate independently 
when requesting workstation services, they are coordinated through a single workstation 
CRM connection manager. This achieves a single coordination point for common 
workstation resources and allows the comparison of relative priorities between applications. 
The CRM connection manager achieves distributed operation by having a single CRM per 
workstation in the network. This approach is not as complex as fully distributed operation 
(performed on a per-application basis). In an environment where many workstation 
resources are shared (as is the case today), it allows a proper coordination of resources 
without significant changes to the workstation operating environment.
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3.2 Using Connection Management within a Multimedia 
Workstation
In its most basic form, the CRM operates as a connection manager for establishing 
multimedia communications at a specified QoS. When reviewing the requirements for 
connection management from section 2.3, it can be seen that the CRM must provide the same 
basic services; that is, invitation and arbitration, negotiation, and connection establishment. 
In the case of the integrated multimedia environment, however, the issue is not the 
connection between devices, but rather between applications, devices and network transport 
interfaces to remote systems.
This section presents the conceptual operation of the CRM connection management services 
based on a client server view. A client server model is used to describe the interactions 
between the CRM and multimedia applications. Each multimedia application is considered a 
client of the workstation services from which connections are requested. This model 
provides a general framework to examine how different workstation components interact and 
how the CRM is independent of the type of multimedia application.
There are three layers to this model, namely the multimedia application (clients), the CRM 
connection manager and finally, the workstation operating system interface for establishing 
transport and IPC communications. The connection manager must coordinate the client 
requests including invitation and arbitration, negotiate the connection parameters based on 
the commitment of other connections, and finally establish connections on behalf of the 
application. In order to achieve this, it maintains a record of all active connections in order 
to allow the ongoing management and maintenance of the connection based on QoS events 
(eg degradation) and applications requests (eg teardown). The CRM connection management 
model is presented in Figure 3-4.
At the top level of this model, multimedia applications (Cl to Cn) place communications 
requests on the connection manager. The request may be for the establishment of a local 
connection within the operating system, a remote connection via the network transport 
system, or the control of an existing connection. A special application level control protocol 
is used to pass client requests to the connection manager using predefined message formats.
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Control flow is separated from data flow because its transfer requirements may be markedly 
different from the transfer requirements of the information. For example, the control 
protocol may utilise a form of Remote Procedure Call (RPC) or a reliable connectionless 
protocol, whereas information flow may be undertaken using streams based or real-time 
transport protocols.
Figure 3-4: CRM Connection Management Model
When the connection manager receives a new request from a client, it must determine the 
type of connection to establish based on both the multimedia characteristics and QoS 
specification. The CRM is able to use standard connection management negotiation schemes 
to provide device abstraction and to solve conflicts between devices. Once a suitable format 
is agreed, the connection manger determines QoS parameters which will fulfil the application 
requirements. The final stage is to establish the call with the agreed QoS parameters. Where 
the transport service supports a QoS interface, the parameters are mapped directly to the 
interface, otherwise, information flow must be enforced by QoS control and monitoring 
mechanisms which regulate the information flow to ensure the parameters are not exceeded.
Rather than simply passing the parameters back to the client and getting them to establish the 
connection using the operating system and transport interfaces, the CRM connection manager 
establishes connections on behalf of the application and then passes the end-point to the 
client. This approach has two advantages, firstly, the connection manger is able to insert the 
additional processing modules transparently and only pass the final end-point to the client ,
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and secondly, the connection manager has full control over the connection should the 
connection parameters require modification or renegotiation. Naturally, the connections are 
established with the client’s normal access rights and billing information.
The addition of QoS control modules is achieved by simply inserting modules to the 
transport or operating system interface. The simplest form of a QoS Control module is for 
flow control which ensures that the agreed QoS parameters are not exceeded. Where 
required, multiple connections can be combined using a QoS Control mechanism for 
synchronisation or group and multicast support. A single combined connection is then 
provided to the application instead of two separate connections which must be coordinated 
by the application. The use of QoS control modules is optional.
In the model, the connection manager coordinates connections on an ongoing basis until 
teardown. For this reason, before passing the end-point to the client application, the 
connection manager duplicates full reference to the connection and stores the details along 
with reference to all intermediate processing modules. Each connection is identified by a 
unique identifier which is allocated when each connection is established. The identifier can 
be used by the client in subsequent requests for maintenance and teardown. Along with each 
identifier, a record is held of the committed resources against the connection. In this way the 
connection manager can determine the available resources which are able to be committed to 
a new connection and the QoS able to be supported. A full discussion of the negotiation 
procedure is deferred until later sections.
The CRM connection manager can use its reference to each active connection to perform 
administrative and status query functions on the connection even though the application is 
receiving the information. This information will depend on the interface provided but will 
include current status and performance, pending actions, and, high/ low water marks. Also, 
the connection manager can perform various teardown and cleanup processes on behalf of 
the application.
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3.3 System-Wide Operation
In the previous section the way connection management can be used within an integrated 
workstation to establish and coordinate multimedia connections was described. Now, this 
model is extended to be used within a network to negotiate end-to-end parameters under 
various configurations to fulfil our requirements for use on existing systems and support for 
all types of multimedia applications.
The CRM model for connection management provides a flexible framework to enable 
communications for all types of client-server interaction. Specifically, these include:
• connection to existing multimedia servers (including Internet discovery 
applications);
• connection to multimedia servers on a workstation having connections controlled by 
a CRM (providing end-to-end negotiation of resources);
• connection to other clients on workstations having connections being controlled by a 
CRM (conferencing); and
• connection to services located on the same workstation as the client (local resource 
management).
Each of these interactions is examined to highlight the primary advantages of the connection 
manager model, paying particular attention to the CRM’s ability to provide the generic 
support outlined in section 3.1 and its ability to affect end-to-end negotiation. The specific 
constraints of the modes of operation are also identified and resolutions provided.
3.3.1 Client to Existing Server
The simplest operation of the CRM is where clients use the connection manager to request 
services from an existing multimedia server (eg. distribution server or Internet information 
server) which does not have QoS guarantees, and provides service on a best-effort basis.
Traditionally, a client application has all the required knowledge of the workstation resources 
and specific transport interfaces to establish a request to the server. Most applications have 
their own schemes for identifying media types, naming conventions, and accessing
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workstation resources. These schemes must vary depending on the hardware, operating 
system, and networks on which the application is running. This requires re-programming of 
communications components as the application is moved to new environments. Also, the 
large variety of devices and transport protocols requires extensive configuration of 
workstation resources for each application.
When using CRM connection manager model, however, the request is sent to the connection 
manager consisting of a multimedia object description and a QoS specification. The request 
is passed to the CRM within the local workstation using a local operating system call. When 
the connection manager receives the new request, it is able to perform connection set-up to 
the network server based on the multimedia object characteristics, and the service being 
accessed. The selection of device and transport services are transparent to the application. 
Only the communication’s end-point is passed back to the client including any intermediate 
QoS modules. The overall operation is depicted in Figure 3-5 where the connection is 
requested (1), transport connection established (2) and communications end-point returned 
(3). Reference to the transport interface is maintained for each application (shown as C l) 
along with each connections unique identifier, (shown as id number 1).
This approach is novel when compared to traditional systems where the connection is always 
established by the client. Where requirements such as this currently exist, either the 
connection is established by an intermediate process and then the client establishes a second 
connection to the intermediate process; or, the network server connection point is identified 
by another service (eg. the service lookup within i n e t d 1) and the client establishes the 
connection directly.
1 The inetd server process with BSD UNIX (analogous to lister in System V) is a workstation service which 
provides many of the small TCP/IP services and uses a configuration file to make the addition of new services 
easier.
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2. Transport Request
Figure 3-5: Connection to Existing Server
Using this model, it is the connection manager which establishes the connection using 
specific workstation device and network interfaces, and then passes a generic connection 
point to the application. The CRM is configured as a part of the workstation environment and 
only requires updating as devices or transport interfaces are added. Thus, the connection 
manager is able to use its common set of information across each application to establish 
communications as required.
The common application interface provides the ability to develop comprehensive information 
services which can support many applications without individual applications being 
modified. During establishment of the connection, the CRM can conduct directory, 
workstation configuration, security and authentication lookups in the place of individual 
application lookups.
When using this model to establish a connection to an existing server without a CRM, it is 
difficult for the connection manager to determine call parameters which can be maintained 
through the entire system because there is no end-to-end negotiation. Nevertheless, 
parameters can be chosen based on the application request and local resource information to 
avoid workstation resources being overcommitted.
A summary of functionality provided by the CRM connection manager when connecting to 
existing services is provided below.
• device and transport interface abstraction;
• common services for directory service lookups, authentication, and billing;
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• ability to provide conversion and emulation processes for modification of formats to 
those supported by the workstation;
• ability to control allocation of local resources based on application requirements 
across all connections.
In Chapter 7 the results from an existing Internet browsing service are presented which has 
required only minor modifications to use the CRM interface. The results show how even 
with just local resources negotiation, detailed information of connection performance can be 
obtained. It also shows how applications can use this information to modify their actions and 
improve overall QoS as perceived by the user.
3.3.2 Client to Managed Server
Where clients access a remote multimedia server operating on a workstation also with the 
services of a CRM, the benefits of the model can be expanded. In addition to managing local 
resources, the CRM is able to conduct end-to-end negotiations of parameters.
The operation of this model (Figure 3-6) shows an application making a standard request to 
the connection manager (1). The connection parameters and resource usage is negotiated 
against local information before being negotiated with the remote connection manager (2). 
Assuming the request can be fulfilled by the workstation, the request is checked with the 
server application to ensure the requested object is available and in the correct format (3 and 
4). The required resources are then allocated at the remote end, and the resulting 
configuration and connection point is returned within the negotiation response. The 
connection is established by the originating CRM to the r e fe r e n c e ^  provided during 
negotiation and any QoS control and management modules placed in-line (5) before being 
passed back to the application (6). 2
2 The remote connection manager is unable to pass an end-point across a network connection, hence a "well- 
known" port name must be transferred.
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Figure 3-6: Connection to Managed Server
These arrangements provide the following capabilities in addition to those provided by a 
connection to an un-managed server.
• End-to-end negotiation enables both workstations to ensure they have sufficient 
resources to process the request in accordance with the requested QoS parameters.
• Additional QoS control mechanisms, in particular emulations, are able to be carried 
out at the server end, thereby providing greater likelihood of servicing the client’s 
request regardless of workstation capabilities. Also, the workstation may not have to 
store the information in multiple formats.
• Instead of implementing flow control modules at the receiver’s end (which utilises 
flow control mechanisms such as stop-and-wait and sliding window, and then 
buffering to smooth out the bursty nature of the transfer) the server can regulate its 
flow in such a way that the information is provided at a steady rate and is able to be 
sustained end-to-end.
When multimedia server applications use the services of a workstation connection manager, 
the operation differs from that provided for clients. Instead of the (client) applications 
requesting connections from the connection manager, the connection manager notifies the 
(server) applications that a request has been received. This form of invitation and arbitration 
is well covered within the theory of connection management. A series of call establishment 
states for notifying and either accepting or rejecting is generally used.
When using the CRM model within a workstation, once notified of a connection request by 
the connection manger, the ability to service the connection is verified. If the call can be
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accepted, the server establishes a unique connection point for the client to attach to. The 
acceptance (or rejection) of the connection is then passed back to the connection manager. 
When an acceptance is transferred, the connection point is also enclosed to allow the 
connection manager to conduct ongoing management and monitoring.
Care is taken to avoid any unnecessary overhead during the end-to-end negotiation phase. 
The effects are minimised by choosing an efficient protocol and placing a limit on the time 
required to achieve agreement. This approach is consistent with resource reservations 
schemes such as SRP [Anderson et al 1990]. Extensions can be made to the model to allow 
piggybacked connection requests which contain the negotiation request and the transport 
connection request at the same time. Also, negotiation requests may contain multiple 
connection simultaneously in the case where the connection is made up of more than one 
type of media.
3.3.3 Client to Client Conferencing
The CRM connection management model makes little distinction between the connection to 
a server or another client in the case of conferencing. This model is presented for 
completeness and can be likened to traditional teleconferencing schemes which use 
connection management to achieve device to device communications. The CRM connection 
manager provides application to application communications and supports mechanisms for 
conferencing, such as group and multicast services. The same connection steps are used as in 
Figure 3-6 to perform end-to-end negotiation and call establishment.
In order to address the unique requirements of conferencing, the following constraints are 
placed on the clients.
• They must be able to accept connection requests in the same fashion as other 
network servers.
• If data sources or sinks (such as the output screen of the "group whiteboard") must be 
duplicated, the client places requests on the local connection manager to combine the 
data flows.
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• The client that requests the connection is responsible for the teardown and QoS 
control of the connection.
3.3.4 Client and Server on the Same Workstation
Whilst these models have used the example of connection to a remote network server it 
should be noted that it does not matter if the server is on a local or remote workstation. A 
view of where the client and server are on the same workstation is presented in Figure 3-7.
Figure 3-7: Client and Server on the Same Workstation 
Rather than using the transport service interfaces, only local IPC mechanisms are required. 
As can be expected, end-to-end negotiation is achieved in the same phase requiring only five 
steps as opposed to six when the server is remote.
3.4 Summary
Before detailing the overall design of the CRM architecture and QoS support, it is useful to 
summarise the facilities of the connection manager to provide generic multimedia support. 
[Steinmetz et al 1990] identifies the following issues to provide generic support for 
distributed multimedia applications:
• Distribution transparency requires that devices should be able to be treated by the 
application in the same way regardless of whether it is on the local or a remote 
workstation.
The CRM connection manager supports distribution transparency by establishing 
connections on behalf of applications based on the multimedia object description and 
QoS specification. The connection manager establishes either a local IPC or remote 
transport connection depending on the location of the object required. The
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communications end-point is passed back to the application in the same fashion 
regardless of location.
• Presentation transparency shields an application from the underlying heterogeneity 
of the network. Where format conversion is required, the workstation should be able 
to provide it transparently to the user application.
The negotiation and connection establishment functions, as well as any QoS control 
mechanisms (eg. flow scheduling or synchronisation) are transparent to the user, 
simplifying the application and hiding the underlying transport interfaces for portability. 
Any intermediate processing modules are transparently inserted into the information flow 
by the connection manager based on the application requirements.
• Device transparency dictates that an application program should be independent of 
the different interfaces at the hardware layer to hide the variety and number of 
different devices providing the same functionality.
The CRM connection manger interface is based on application requirements and not 
system dependant interfaces in order to allow the connection manager to select the 
appropriate services and mechanisms. The negotiation function performs any necessary 
feature or format conflicts between similar devices.
• Real resource allocation requires that physical resources be allocated to application 
programs to guarantee controlled and deadlock-free access to the devices where 
necessary.
The connection manager maintains overall resource usage information on all multimedia 
connections established in the workstation. It can be used in a standalone mode for its 
own resources and in conjunction with other CRMs to negotiate for end-to-end 
resources. This information is used to balance application requests against current 
resource usage.
• Synchronisation of multimedia objects coordinates information streams which must 
be synchronised with other streams or ordinary processes.
The connection manager can establish multiple connections to service a single 
application request. It has the ability to combine, synchronise and manipulate the
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information in order to meet application requirements. A single connection may then be 
presented to the application of the combined media.
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4. Chapter Four.
The Communications Resource Management 
Architecture3
Existing QoS architectures are based on an integrated approach to guaranteeing QoS. These 
architectures generally consist of a protocol plane made up of the various OSI layers, with 
additional planes for a combination of QoS control, QoS maintenance and resource 
management. As the information flow passes from one protocol layer to the next, the 
mechanisms of the additional planes are applied as required.
These QoS architectures have a complete knowledge of application requirements and 
resource capabilities. Application requirements are mapped through the system with each 
layer having a defined QoS interface to quantify the resources required and compare against 
current availability. QoS control mechanisms ensure these bounds are not exceeded, 
reporting where required to the application. Current solutions have generally been 
implemented on real-time operating systems and use real-time transport protocols.
As presented in the problem statements, QoS support across multiple networks is required 
where a common QoS management scheme cannot be assured or where a connection must 
traverse networks without any QoS guarantees. Also, a methodology is needed that can be 
supported on existing workstations and networks which will allow migration to new 
technology with in-built QoS guarantees.
3 Presented at 2nd Australian Telecommunications Networks & Applications Conference, Sydney, 13 December 
1995 [Reynolds and Beadle 1995]
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In this chapter, the connection management abstraction is used to form a workstation 
architecture that will minimise the probability of connection parameters being violated, thus 
supporting end-to-end QoS. First of all, key requirements for providing QoS are identified 
along with their solution using connection management and standard QoS mechanisms. The 
design goals and constraints placed on the development of the system are reviewed before 
presenting a detailed description of the CRM architecture.
The CRM architecture is divided into two components, QoS Management and QoS Control. 
Both components are presented, evaluating the mechanisms that are used and the overall 
operation of the CRM. In the last section, a review of the CRM architecture is conducted 
based on well defined QoS principles.
4.1 An Alternate Approach to the Support of QoS
Rather than attempting to quantify the end-to-end QoS by performance and resource usage at 
every level, what if only the end-to-end connection flow characteristics are considered? The 
end-to-end performance will have the sum effect of each of the layers through which the 
connection passes, including transport, network and presentation delays. If this performance 
can be maintained within the requested bounds, then end-to-end QoS will be achieved. 
Whilst QoS bounds of an individual layer may be exceeded, this may not be sufficient to 
breach overall bounds for end-to-end QoS.
The constraints expressed in the problem statements mean that all components within current 
networks cannot not be relied upon to provide deterministic behaviour. Therefore, end-to- 
end QoS cannot be guaranteed as per the integrated approach. Instead a compromise solution 
is sought, which can be used to support QoS on existing systems, yet also use the facilities of 
new technologies with QoS interfaces wherever available.
In this report connection management techniques are proposed as a means of quantifying 
application requirements, evaluating workstation and network resource usage, and 
controlling information flow. When information flow exceeds agreed parameters, 
applications can be notified and call parameters renegotiated. This allows applications work
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in an environment of known QoS and respond to changes, but not necessarily control or 
guarantee the performance.
Following this approach, where QoS service is provided on a best effort basis with the 
application being notified if the QoS parameters are exceeded, the requirements of threshold 
QoS as defined by OSI transport definition [ISO/OSI 8072] are fulfilled. The OSI transport 
definition categorises QoS into three levels. At the most basic level, best effort QoS requires 
that the system does its best to reach the QoS parameters although nothing is done if they are 
not achieved. Threshold QoS is used after negotiation of performance parameters where the 
connection is monitored and the application is notified if the agreed parameters are unable to 
be maintained. Compulsory QoS requires that the negotiated parameters are guaranteed to be 
maintained throughout the life of a connection on an end-to-end basis, otherwise the 
connection is not accepted.
By providing application feedback, the CRM can provide threshold QoS. The negotiation of 
call parameters and ability to impose flow control serve to minimise the likelihood that 
parameters will be breached, further supporting QoS. As the CRM will establish connections 
and utilise workstation services with QoS guarantees where available, the CRM will be able 
to move towards compulsory QoS as shown in Figure 4-1.
Integrated Approach  ̂^
CRM with interfaces to 
guaranteed QoS components
CRM Approach
Existing systems 
Figure 4-1: CRM Approach to Providing QoS
The Communications Resource Manager gathers connection requirements, negotiates call 
parameters whilst balancing across workstation and network resource usage, and notifies 
applications if the QoS constraints are not being met. Also the CRM can unobtrusively 
examine the end-to-end performance as requested by the application.
The CRM must have interfaces to both the multimedia application and the QoS control 
module but does not need to be involved in the actual transfer of information. This allows
Compulsory QoS
Threshold QoS
Best Effort QoS
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the CRM to have control over the information flow and even modify parameters according to 
application agreed constraints. The concept of operation is shown in Figure 4-2.
Network Workstation
Application Requests/
} r QoS Feedback
Communications Resource Manager
^ ----------------------------------  Information Flow ______________________ ^
Figure 4-2: CRM control of QoS
This approach allows for all influences within the network, up to and including the 
presentation of information to the user, to be taken into account because this is reflected in 
the overall information flow. Furthermore, the existing QoS mechanisms are still able to be 
used for negotiation, call admission and resource allocation of workstation devices.
The CRM approach provides a reactive method to supporting QoS. Where QoS guarantees 
cannot be provided and QoS is degraded, applications must react in a way which will 
improve overall system QoS. This can be achieved in simple schemes by backing off non­
essential service flows, in particular non-time sensitive information flows, to reduce resource 
usage. It must be noted, however, that it may be difficult to determine exactly where the 
problem lies, hence whether the backing off of connections will allow a certain bottleneck to 
be eased. In addition, care must be taken when reacting to transient conditions such as 
congestion. Finally, the CRM must assume a benevolent operating by other workstations 
such that if its connections are backed off, other workstation’s information flows will not 
take up the released system capacity and resources.
Nevertheless, initial operation and testing of the CRM has been successful using simple 
backoff schemes. Extensions to the architecture are proposed based on predictive techniques, 
although the discussion of this approach is reserved until chapter 5.
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4.2 Managing Workstation Communication Resources
In order to minimise the likelihood that the QoS parameters of a new connection will be 
breached, ie. maximising end-to-end QoS, the CRM needs to have knowledge of the resource 
requirements of each application request. This knowledge is then balanced against 
workstation and network resource capacity and current commitments. This allows the CRM 
to make valid decisions during the negotiation and call admission phases of connection 
establishment. Once a connection has been established, the CRM must ensure that the 
commitments are not exceeded so that any other connections will not be degraded. The 
requirements can be summarised as follows.
• knowledge of application requirements. The requirements each connection places on 
workstation resources for transferring multimedia objects at a specified QoS.
• knowledge of resource capacity and current usage. The overall workstation and 
network resources available to service application requests and their current usage 
levels.
• the ability to control information flow. The ability to manipulate connections to 
ensure they comply with necessary format and do not exceed the agreed bounds.
By providing solutions to these problems, the CRM can use standard QoS mechanisms to 
ensure that workstation and network resources are not over-committed. If there is QoS 
degradation in the system such that end-to-end information is effected, the application can be 
notified and action taken to resolve the issue.
4.2.1 Knowledge of Application Requirements
As the goal of the CRM is to support end-to-end QoS, all connections in the workstation 
must be taken into account because they use common resources. Although not all 
connections are used to present information to the user, all connections draw on these 
common resources. Additionally, the workstation operating system must handle both local
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(IPC) and remote connections (network transport services), which also have an effect on each 
other4.
This requirement means that instead of multimedia applications directly accessing the 
workstation transport interface and IPC mechanisms, all requests for communications must 
be made via the CRM. Once the connection is established, the CRM interface is no longer 
used for data transfer. However, the interface is still used for managing connections and 
adjusting QoS control.
The CRM interface must include primitives for the establishment and control of sessions, as 
well as support parameters to establish the resource requirements of each call. The basic 
parameters must include a description and location of the multimedia object or connection, 
and a QoS specification to be sustained. The basic QoS requirements which must be 
sustained include the:
• statistical properties (throughput, delay, and jitter);
• level of monitoring and maintenance on the connection;
• action in the event of QoS events; and
• relative priority to othe application requests.
As can be expected, these parameters will vary depending on the media type and format, 
application using the information, and other connections. A full description of the CRM API 
is presented in chapter 5.
4.2.2 Knowledge of Resource Capacity and Current Usage
Without a fully integrated QoS environment, the CRM is unable to rely on each component 
of the system providing details of its capacity and resource usage to guarantee QoS within its 
domain. Instead, the workstation and network resources must be described in a way that 
provides sufficient detail for negotiation and call admission mechanisms to make an 4
4 In many cases, the transport connection will be provided to the application from the operating system memory 
using workstation IPC mechanisms, ie. workstation IPC will form part of the end-to-end information flow for a 
connection across a network.
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informed decision. As connection requests must be balanced against current usage, the CRM 
also requires a method of determining the resource usage levels.
Workstation resource information is held in the configuration management subsystem which 
provides information on the workstation devices (including audio, display and network 
facilities), information types supported (categorised by media and type), presentation 
applications available, capacity and resolution information (specifying the number of 
simultaneous uses or aggregate information flow), and system interface points. Placing 
configuration information into a single subsystem allows access by applications as well as 
the CRM. As new devices are added to the workstation or additional media formats are 
supported, the configuration management database will be updated to give applications 
immediate access when requesting objects of a new type.
There are two ways of determining resource usage, either each device within the system can 
be monitored on an ongoing basis, or the current connection requests can be analysed to 
determine current commitments. The later solution is chosen for this research as the 
information is already gathered by the CRM API and it provides a level of resource 
reservation based on the requirements of current connections.
With the knowledge of both capacity and usage, the CRM supports QoS by using the 
following principles:
• resources are not overcommitted on the basis of current connection commitments 
and workstation capacity;
• where required (ie. using shared media), specific connections are monitored to 
ensure that they do not exceed the agreed QoS constraints; and
• if QoS for a connection falls outside the agreed bounds, the application is notified 
and re-negotiation across (lower priority) connections occurs if required.
It should be noted that not all connections need be monitored for QoS breaches (which can be 
resource intensive in its own right). Where the transport service has guaranteed QoS there is, 
of course, no requirement to monitor the connection. Also, where there is little or no QoS 
variation experienced by a certain type of connection and a minimum level of QoS can be
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assured (such as workstation devices with dedicated resources), the connection does not need 
to be monitored on an ongoing basis. Instead the CRM can use a maximum bound or 
estimate, regulate the output at a certain level, or monitor the connection over much larger 
interval to ensure QoS is still being maintained.
4.2.3 The Ability to Control Information Flow
In order to ensure resources are not over committed, a way of guaranteeing that the 
information flow does not exceed the agreed parameters is required. Additionally, where 
information must undergo further processing before being passed to the application, the flow 
must be able to be manipulated (for example changing format or synchronising with another 
stream).
The CRM uses a number of separate QoS control mechanisms which may be inserted into the 
information flow subsequent to the transport layer but before the application. Flow control, 
for example is achieved by regulating the output of the application into the transport 
connection. Synchronisation can be achieved by multiplexing transport and device output 
before it is passed to the application.
Whilst upper bounds can easily be placed on the information flows being coordinated by the 
CRM, it is more difficult to guarantee the lower bound without an integrated approach, hence 
techniques based on monitoring and resource negotiation are used. QoS monitoring can be 
conducted in the same fashion as QoS control. The same module is, in fact, used for both 
tasks within the implementation to avoid duplicate processing.
4.2.4 Key Requirements
In the previous sub-sections the key requirements of providing QoS using connection 
management have been examined. They can be summarised as:
• a common API for connection requests,
• a resource management component for maintaining workstation commitments, and
• a series of QoS control modules for monitoring and manipulation.
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The next sections describe the overall CRM architecture for the support of generic 
multimedia and the support of QoS. The architecture is divided into two components for the 
provision of QoS management and QoS Control mechanisms.
4.3 QoS Management Mechanisms
The passing of control information between the CRM and multimedia clients, information 
services, and other workstation CRMs is achieved through the use of a basic application layer 
protocol.
The Communications Resource Manager consists of two major components, those being 
connection and negotiation services. The CRM receives requests from all applications via 
the common interface and, in conjunction with other workstation software services, 
determines the resource requirements and availability at that time. The connection is 
established using the specific interfaces for workstation devices and network services. The 
overall architecture and control flow within the CRM is shown in Figure 4-1.
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The CRM architecture divides software services into three distinct levels: device, software 
and user levels. Each of the device level components provides a service to the multi-user 
workstation which is available to any of the user level applications subject to normal access 
requirements. The CRM is used to perform resource management, establish connections, and 
provide a common access to the applications. At the Software Services level, the CRM
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Figure 4-1 : CRM Architecture
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conducts communications control, and interfaces with the information management 
functions. Control information regarding resource management is communicated at this 
level. The user level processes within a multimedia workstation consist of a number of 
applications incorporating Graphical User Interfaces (GUI's) as required each of which uses 
the common CRM interface.
The CRM responds to request messages from the client, commencing by resolving object 
details, performing authentication and selecting of local resources. It is then able to 
undertake negotiation with other CRMs on remote servers for the same reasons. This process 
allows negotiation and reservation of resources at the remote server to allow end-to-end 
management of connections. Where the remote server does not utilise the facilities of a 
CRM, only local resources are negotiated. In order to match requirements with workstation 
capabilities, the CRM must interact with the workstation information services to obtain up to 
date information on user, workstation, and network services including:
• Directory Services - providing service, location and protocol connection information. 
For conferencing, including the conference and user directories;
• Configuration Services - containing the devices, capabilities, resolution, formats and 
display processes to the user;
• Authentication/ Encryption Services - to validate user access and ensure secure 
connections to specific services and devices; and
• Network Management Services - providing information on network protocols, costs, 
performance, including reservation policies, monitoring and adaptation;
Once negotiation has been completed, the CRM establishes a connection using the selected 
network protocol and passes the communication end-point to the user process. The CRM 
maintains reference to the end-point to allow ongoing monitoring, management, and 
gathering of statistics. The negotiation and connection is transparent to the user and is 
achieved via by an API as described in Chapter 5.
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4.4 QoS Control Mechanisms
The CRM acts as a background process for the ongoing management and re-negotiation of 
communications services within the workstation. Where local resources do not match 
workstation capabilities or service degradation occurs, data processing modules are placed in 
line with the connection. These modules are able to modify data flow to an agreed QoS 
according to the application specified degradation path. Only the final communications end­
point is returned to the multimedia client which allows transparent communications with the 
remote network server.
Figure 4-2 demonstrates the CRM data flow model for a streams^ based workstation where 
all connections have been established transparently to the client applications and ongoing 
QoS parameters are being monitored by the connection management subsystem.
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Figure 4-2: CRM QoS Control Mechanisms - Streams based 
The CRM has a number of QoS control mechanisms which contribute to the CRM 
architecture in the management and manipulation of data streams to allow the matching 
communications requirements and workstation capabilities. The basic modules are.
• QoS monitor - to gather QoS information for use by the CRM. Additional 
functionality can be provided to control the data flow rate to a client process. 5
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• Orchestration/ Synchronisation- to coordinate multiple data flows and events to the 
same client and preserve their ordering in the time domain.
• Conferencing - to provide group and multicast services where underlying operating 
system support is unavailable. Multiple connections can be combined into a single 
stream for presentation to an application.
• Conversion/ Emulation - to match the data formats to workstation facilities, ranging 
from simple text format conversion to modification of video compression ratios.
• Compression - to allow the transparent inclusion of compression during data transfer 
enabling a match of protocols between workstation or modification of the data rate at 
the cost of presentation quality.
The example in Figure 4-2 shows a workstation running a multimedia application (WS 
Control) which is maintaining a data connection via IP over ATM to a remote server which is 
being monitored by the CRM. The workstation is also running a multimedia application 
which is retrieving audio locally and video via the ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) interface. 
The two data streams are being synchronised by the orchestration module and presented to 
the application. The multimedia application is also conducting an independent conference 
with two other workstations via the streams interface. Finally, the workstation is acting as a 
World Wide Web (WWW) server which has a single connection currently established which 
is undergoing a conversion from its stored format (eg. postscript) to the format as negotiated 
with the client (eg. text).
4.5 Review
When applying QoS techniques to a generalised QoS framework, we must look at the 
principles of how we gather, maintain, and enforce these requirements in order to provide a 
fully operational and well performing system. A number of principles have been identified 
across many fields which govern the construction and behaviour of a generalised QoS 
framework [Aurrecoechea et al 1995]. Each of these principles is examined to determine if 
the CRM architecture is consistent with the theoretical requirements.
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• Integration principle. QoS must be guaranteed over all architectural layers to meet 
end-to-end requirements. Each resource module traversed must provide QoS 
configurability, resource guarantees and maintenance of on-going information flow.
The CRM architecture supports the migration to fully integrated QoS support. The API 
is used as common interface for workstation and network resources. Where possible, the 
QoS specification provided by the application is mapped to a guaranteed service, either 
an operating system or a transport service. If these services are not available, the CRM 
architecture attempt to ensure that the available resources are not overcommitted so that 
they are able to provide the agreed QoS. A range of QoS mechanisms can be used to 
ensure that information flow is maintained within the agreed bounds, including flow 
control, reactive techniques for adjusting resource requirements, and predictive 
techniques for determining which QoS parameters are able to be sustained.
• Separation principle. Control (signalling) information should be separated from 
media information flow.
Control information is achieved using an application layer protocol which interfaces 
applications, the CRM, QoS control mechanisms, and negotiation with peer workstations. 
The information flows are established using a transport service selected according to the 
media being transferred, application QoS specification, and the results of the negotiation 
process.
• Transparency principle. Any monitoring and/or manipulation of the information 
flow should be transparent to the application.
Where the information format is modified to match workstation device capabilities and 
features, it is performed by an intermediate processing module before being passed to the 
application. In a similar fashion, where information flow is modified to conform to 
agreed QoS specifications, the process is also transparent to the application. Control 
over all intermediate processing modules is maintained by the CRM.
• Asynchronous Resource Management. The state of a distributed system should not 
be maintained at a single point, rather, the ‘operating point’ of the system should be
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determined by asynchronous algorithms that operate and exchange control data 
periodically.
A single CRM operates on a multimedia workstation to manage local resources. 
Communications parameters are negotiated with other workstation CRMs in a distributed 
manner to ensure there is no single point of congestion or failure.
• Performance Principle. A number of rules a generally accepted for the structuring of 
communication protocols with regard to the layering, avoidance of multiplexing, and 
hardware assistance.
Whilst all application requests for establishing and maintaining connections are passed 
using the common API to the CRM, once a connection is established the information 
flow is totally separate to the CRM. Where intermediate modules are required, these are 
established separately for each multimedia connection, where possible being 
implemented within the communications subsystem (eg. steams module) to minimise 
copying between system and user space and context switching within the workstation 
operating system.
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5. Chapter Five.
Design of the CRM6
A single CRM services requests across all multimedia applications on a workstation. It 
operates as a separate module, communicating with applications, information services and 
remote CRMs using a specially developed set of service primitives. Service primitives are 
defined to enable applications to request new connections, negotiate resources, perform 
ongoing management, and teardown connections when required.
The service primitives and associated parameters have been designed to contain sufficient 
information to ensure that new requests are established at the highest QoS available at that 
time and also do not cause any other connection to exceed their QoS bounds. Where there 
resources within the workstation are unable to service a new connection without degrading 
an existing connection below the pre-agreed bounds, call admission control is invoked.
This chapter commences by defining the parameters used to describe multimedia object 
characteristics, QoS requirements, and other information contained within the service 
primitives. Each of the primitives are presented to describe the operation of call 
establishment, negotiation, renegotiation and teardown.
The latter part of the chapter describes the techniques used to maintain status information of 
workstation usage which allows a call admission decision to be made for each new request. 
As the CRM is able to renegotiate the performance of existing connections within pre-agreed 
bounds to allow for higher priority connections, the CRM is able to achieve an improved
6 Presented at Multimedia and Networking 1996, San Jose, 30 January 1996 [Reynolds and Beadle 1996]
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performance over traditional systems. Calculations are presented showing the theoretical 
gains able to be achieved by using the CRM to coordinate resource usage.
5.1 Object Definition and Parameters
Inside the CRM architecture, there are a number of key pieces of information which are 
transferred between modules. This information is grouped into a set of parameters which 
describe user details, multimedia objects, QoS parameters, workstation capabilities, and 
established connections. Each of the parameters is clearly defined to ensure that all 
applications and CRMs within the system have a common understanding of each request and 
that each parameter is interpreted in the same fashion. The key parameters are defined in the 
following subsections.
5.1.1 Multimedia Object Specification
An object is a unique piece of information which may be stored on any server or generated 
by a client. For example, it may be a piece of text, a picture, or a video segment. When 
performing conferencing, the multimedia object refers to a continuous media source, such as 
a remote audio device. In order for the CRM to provide a generic interface for applications 
requests, firstly, the characteristics of the media must be understood and secondly, the 
specific instance of the object must be able to be located.
Each multimedia object must be uniquely identified within the system, even though there 
may be many instances of the same object. For example, the same object may be stored on 
the same server but in different formats and potentially serviced by different applications. 
For this reason, each object is defined by the following characteristics:
object t = {Name, Media, Type, Server, Service, Port, Instance}
The ‘Name’ refers to the common name of the object or unique identifier (in the case of 
encoded objects such as MHEG and OMFI). The ‘Media’ and subclass ‘Type’ provide a top 
level view of the contents which is used during the negotiation phase to determine resource 
requirements along with the QoS specification described later.
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In order to allow for a range of service options, the network server, service and port are used 
to identify where the connection is to be made. The ‘Server’ parameter identifies the content 
provider node, ‘Service’ identifies the presentation service required (for example in the case 
of Internet services, WWW or FTP), and ‘Port’ is the instance of the service. Whilst 
normally a network node will only provide one instance of a service, many systems provide 
the flexibility to run multiple instances for testing, backward compatibility, and different 
levels of access control. Finally, the specific ‘Instance’ of the object is given to identify its 
exact location.
This approach to object naming allows a great deal of flexibility. It is not necessary for 
clients to specify all of the parameters. Elements of the object description may be left as 
blank or wild-cards. In this way, other workstation services (such as directory services), can 
complete certain entries either before or during negotiation.
CRM object parameters do not constitute another multimedia interchange format. Rather, 
general descriptions are used which accommodate any of the existing conventions.
5.1.2 Quality of Service Specification
QoS parameters are associated with each multimedia connection to specify end-to-end 
performance requirements. The QoS specification accommodates statistical bounds 
(minimum, maximum, and average values) and application requirements (priorities, actions 
in the event of QoS breach). As there are potentially many bounds that can be placed on 
performance, initially only a few key parameters have been selected.
qos_t = (throughput, delay, jitter, maintenance, adaptation, priority}
The first three QoS parameters are the minimum throughput, maximum end-to-end delay and 
jitter of the information flow. The maintenance parameter specifies the level of commitment 
required to the specification (ie. best-effort basis, per interval, or per packet). The adaptation 
parameter specifies the action to be taken in the event of the breach of QoS (ie. to inform the 
user, renegotiate the parameters, drop the call). Finally, the priority parameter allows a 
method for the application to specify the relative priority of this connection as compared to 
other connections requested by this application.
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The QoS specification used by the CRM has been overlayed on data structures developed for 
the QoS-A and other QoS specifications. In order to abstract the specific implementation of 
QoS parameters within the CRM, several macro routines have been implemented to perform 
the functions of setting and reading contents from the specific data structures used.
5.1.3 Workstation Capabilities
In order for the negotiation process to take place, there must be some form of representation 
to describe abstract workstation capabilities. As each connection is requested for an object at 
a certain QoS, the resources required to service the connection must be examinead.
capability t = {Resource, Instance, Capacity, Media, Type, Unit, Usage}
The ‘Resource’ component identifies the type of workstation resource, whereas ‘Instance’ 
identifies the unique instance if more that one is available. ‘Capacity’ identifies the 
maximum limit of each instance. The remaining part of the capability description holds 
information about the capacity used for each connection for a specific ‘Media’ and ‘Type’. 
The ‘Unit’ parameter identifies the way in which the resource is divided and ‘Usage’ 
indicates the requirement for each connection.
A special case of workstation capabilities is the emulation process which may be provided to 
convert media format as a QoS control module within the information flow.
emulation t = (Process, Fromjnedia, From type, To_media, To type}
Each ‘Process’ is listed which is able to convert ‘From’ one media ‘To’ another.
5.1.4 Communications End-Point
Each connection end-point must be identified uniquely within the system for the ongoing 
control and management as required. The description used is based on the generic interface 
provided within the UNIX operating system which has been designed to take into account 
many protocol families and interfaces [Stevens 1990].
connection t = {Protocol, Local_addr, Local_proc, Foreign_addr, Foreign_proc}
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When selecting which transport system to use a simple association is used to identify the 
network:
network t = {Family, Protocol}
5.2 Service Primitives
The CRM interface uses a set of primitives for connection establishment, negotiation, 
querying, notification, and teardown. To allow CRMs to exchange this information within 
the system, a clear definition of each primitive, their parameters, and the context in which 
they are used is presented.
5.2.1 Client to CRM
The client to CRM primitives provides the application interface to workstation services. 
Each application uses these calls to request and receive services from the CRM.
• client_register(user_t *user)
Register an application with the CRM with rights as specified for the user
• client_connect(object_t *request, qos_t *contract)
Request an object at a specified QoS.
• client_receive_fd(object_t *request, qos_t *contract, 
conn_t *id):
Receive a connection with characteristics as described by the object and QoS 
parameters which may or may not be different from the original specification 
depending on the negotiation process. The unique connection identifier within the 
CRM is given in the ‘id’ parameter. If the remotes connection was not accepted, 
then the ‘id’ parameter contains a diagnostic code.
• client_close(conn_t *id):
Close the connection as identified by ‘id’. Free all resources.
• client_unregister()
Unregister an application releasing all application session information
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An example of the use of the parameter requirements is given below when requesting a 
connection via the client_connect() primitive. The following components of the parameters 
must be completed.
—  “Name”: Mandatory. The object name must be specified.
—  “Server”: Optional. If this field is NULL then a Name Service is looked up is 
performed.
—  “Service”: Optional. If this field is NULL then a Name Service is looked up is 
performed. If both the “Server” and “Service” field are blank then the object 
may be a "well-known" object such as a default noticeboard service or can be 
looked up using a form of yellow pages.
—  “Media”: Optional. If this field is NULL then the a default ‘text’ connection is 
established. An alternative to this may be to examine the name to look at the 
extension (.MPG, .TXT. etc).
—  “Type”: Optional. If this field is NULL then the default connection for the
“Media” type is established (for example “ASCII” for Text).
The QoS field is analysed to determine the protocol to be used. If the QoS is not specified 
then the default for the media type determined from the object is used.
If the connection is unable to be established, error return codes are returned as follows.
—  ECONNNOTFOUND: Connection to the remote CRM has failed.
—  ESERVERNOTFOUND: Connection to the remote network server has failed.
__  ERESOURCENOTAVAIL: The workstation has insufficient resources.
__  ENEGFAILED: The client and server were unable to negotiate a connection.
__  EADDRNOTFOUND: The address of the server can not be resolved.
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—  EOBJECTNOTAVAIL: The server is unable to provide the object.
—  ESYSTEM: For system errors.
Additional client primitives are available for the ongoing maintenance of connections to 
provide QoS feedback and control of QoS parameters. Whilst QoS events are notified 
asynchronously if a breach occurs, the status of a connection can be requested at any time 
using a query request. If parameters need to be changed, a renegotiate request will provide 
new parameters subject to the workstation being able to support them.
• client_query(user_t *user)
Used once an application has been notified asynchronously of a QoS breach to 
determine the connection status.
• client_renegotiate (conn_t connection, object_t ^request, 
qos_t *contract)
Request the connection parameters be renegotiated to the specified media 
characteristics and QoS specification.
5.2.2 CRM to CRM
Once the connection manager has received the request from the client it must first complete 
the unfilled parameters for the object and QoS parameters, conduct local resource allocation 
and then request the service from a remote connection manager using a negotiation request. 
Each negotiation request passes the object and QoS provided by the application, as well as 
local workstation capabilities, emulations and networks. If there is no negotiation to be 
provided at the remote end (ie. the client has requested a specific service with no negotiation) 
then the last three parameters may be set to NULL.
• CRM negotiate_request(conn_t *mgrconn, object_t *object,
qos_t *qos, capability_t *capabilities, 
emulation_t ^emulations, network_t ^network);
As with the initial request from the client, the remote connection manager must also undergo 
the negotiation phase to complete the unfilled parameters for the object and QoS and then
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request the service from the server. At this point, however, the object and QoS parameters 
must be resolved. If not, a negotiation failure is returned and a status indicating the nature of 
the error.
The negotiation reply and receipt consists o f :
• negotiate_reply(conn_t *mgrconn, object_t ^object
qos_t *qos, network_t *network, conn_t *cliconn, 
status_t status);
5.2.3 CRM to Server
When a connection manager receives a request for a service on the local workstation, it 
verifies that the request can be serviced with the server application. The server, in turn 
provides a connection point for the client to attach to. The CRM cannot establish a local 
connection on behalf of an application on another workstation, hence the reference to the 
connection point is passed along with the response to the client. At the remote end, the 
connection manager establishes the connection to the specified remote end-point and passes 
the local end-point to the client as per local operation.
The request for an object has two basic parameters, the object and QoS. The server request 
primitive passes the request to the specific server via the communication channel established 
when the server is registered with the CRM as identified by ‘Mgrconn’. The response 
connection is contained within ‘Clientconn’
• CRM server request(conn_t *mgrconn, ficlientconn,
object_t *object, qos_t *qos);
• CRM server_reply(conn_t *mgrconn, conn_t *clientconn,
object_t *object, qos_t *qos, status_t status);
This CRM server request!) primitive provides a non-blocking request to the local 
service to provide a connection to the object with the specified QoS. The 
CRM server accept!) primitive can provide either a blocking or non-blocking call 
when waiting for requests to be received depending on whether the server is servicing other 
requests or not.
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5.3 Protocol Operation
This section describes the operation of the CRM to perform call negotiation, establishment 
and teardown of multimedia connections. The CRM service primitives are translated to 
messages which passed between the multimedia applications, CRMs on both local and 
remote workstations, and multimedia servers. When the CRM is used in conferencing or 
other peer-to-peer applications, the terms client and server are synonymous with caller and 
callee. Messages do not have to be prefixed with the application client details as each 
application maintains a separate connection to the CRM using a dedicated access point. The 
CRM listens for requests across all clients. Each message received by the CRM invokes a 
change of state in order to keep track of requests and connection status.
As discussed in Chapter 2, connection management has been used successfully within many 
teleconferencing systems for the coordination of devices and information streams for multi­
party conferences. This research seeks to implement the connection manager within an 
integrated multimedia workstation to coordinate software connections between both 
applications and devices. The CRM treats connections as abstract entities which can be 
monitored, transferred and manipulated as per many of the dedicated point-to-point 
connections established in early systems.
Rather than redevelop a new connection control protocol for the use within integrated 
multimedia workstations, it was decided to apply existing connection management 
techniques to the new environment. These techniques incorporate the key concepts of 
invitation and arbitration, negotiation, and connection establishment as required by the CRM. 
By applying existing techniques to the CRM architecture we are able to alleviate the need to 
duplicate research already shown to provide management over abstract connections and have 
confidence in the flexibility and robustness of the protocols. As such, this implementation 
focuses on the ability to treat integrated workstation communications as abstract connections 
and its ability to be applied to generic applications.
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The connection states used by the CRM are based on the conferencing operation and state 
diagrams identified in [Schooler 1992] with extensions to allow operation across multiple 
application classes and to allow for interaction between the CRM and server.
5.3.1 Connection Negotiation and Establishment
There are two types of negotiation which are provided by the CRM architecture: capability 
and capacity. Capability negotiation is required to ensure that the workstation has the 
required devices and network facilities to perform a function, whereas capacity negotiation is 
undertaken to ensure that there are sufficient resources available across all connections to 
achieve the specified QoS. Negotiation can occur at both ends of a connection, progressively 
degrading parameters until both parties are able to meet the QoS constraints. In order to 
match workstation and network services, the CRM may introduce conversion processes to a 
less resource intensive format (lower resolution or speed), or negotiate an alternative media 
format.
USER
APPLICATION
CRM
REMOTE
APPLICATION
Figure 5-1: CRM Connection Establishment
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Figure 5-1 shows the CRM call establishment operation showing message types (capitalised), 
parameters (enclosed in square brackets) and state table operation (enclosed in parenthesis). 
Call establishment is divided into the following phases; registration, application request, 
negotiation, connection establishment and data transfer. During application registration, the 
dotted line represents an implicit return or procedure return. All connections start in the idle 
state before resources are negotiated at both ends and the server is notified. If the connection 
is accepted, the call is initiated using the selected network protocol. Before the connection 
goes into the connected state, the call goes through a synchronisation stage where multiple 
connections are coordinated (in the case of conferencing or synchronisation) and the 
connection is passed to the client.
Depending on the type of multimedia application, the request for a multimedia object may be 
implicit in the request for connection, for example a specific item within a multimedia 
information server. In this case the CRM sends the request to the remote server before the 
connection end-point is passed to the client. This enables the client to read the information 
from the server immediately. In other cases, such as conferencing, a basic connection is 
passed back to the client which can be used to either receive or send information.
5.3.2 Connection Re-Negotiation Process
As network performance and workstation resource availability change with time, the CRM 
monitors the end-to-end QoS of connections to be able to inform the applications when 
degradation or improvement occurs outside the bounds provided during call establishment. 
In these cases, the applications has three choices, it can then modify the connection 
parameters (for example compression level or media choice) to keep the call up, choose to 
renegotiate call parameters with the network, or drop the call.
When renegotiation is chosen, the actions of the CRM depend on the QoS Control 
Mechanisms and the type of information flow being passed. In order of complexity the 
solutions are categorised as follows:
• Drop a component of the connection where the call consists of multiple media types (eg, 
drop video channel and persevere with voice only).
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• Adjust QoS control mechanisms already in place (ie. change packet interval time by ± At 
or change compression/ resolution). Renegotiation be required at both ends of the 
connection depending on requirements.
• Change format of information to a lower resolution format, introduce additional QoS 
control mechanisms, or re-establish the connection using different network parameters.
The option of dropping of media components to reduce resource usage is trivial. To 
implement this solution, only the resource usage within the workstation must be updated and 
the workstation display processes shut-down. The second option for the renegotiation of 
existing connections is shown in Figure 5-2 where the CRM adjusts the parameters of the 
existing QoS mechanisms.
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Figure 5-2: CRM Connection Renegotiation - Reduced Information Flow Rate
The steps on the left hand side of Figure 5-2 show the major functions conducted by the 
CRM to reduce the information flow rate by ± At. Once the application is notified of a QoS 
event using asynchronous IPC mechanisms (eg. signals), it queries the status of the 
connection and determines if renegotiation action is required. A renegotiation request is 
passed to the CRM which, in this case, initiates a renegotiation of parameters already
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maintained in the QoS monitoring and data flow control mechanisms. Once the connection 
has been re-negotiated, the information, including re-negotiated parameters is passed back to 
the client.
If the final option is taken where renegotiation involves the changing of information format, 
QoS control mechanisms, or network transport connection, a change of communication end­
point to the application must occur. The CRM follows the normal procedure for connection 
establishment using the new parameters and must then pass the new end-point to the client. 
In the case of conferencing and other peer-to-peer or interactive connections application 
simply replace connection points to the display devices. In the case of object retrieval and 
dissemination, however, care must be taken to ensure the transfer of information continues 
where it left off before the renegotiation. The use of communication buffers and sliding 
window protocols complicates this and transfer synchronisation points are required within 
the information flow. It is envisaged that this will require modification to the server 
applications.
5.3.3 Connection Teardown Process
The CRM provides facilities to conduct the teardown of connections in either a controlled or 
uncontrolled state. The closing of connections is asynchronous to the data flow. The 
controlled shutdown of a connection is shown in Figure 5-3
USER
APPLICATION CRM
CRM REMOTEAPPLICATION
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5.4 Call Admission
A  crucial part of resource allocation and management during the negotiation phase is 
admission control. The resource requirements are able to be specified by the application in 
the Object and QoS parameters, however, to determine resource usage, the CRM must 
maintain and aggregate current performance information across all connections.
5.4.1 Workstation Resource Information
The CRM maintains information about each client and every connection associated with that 
application. Each client entry held by the CRM contains the unique connection point for 
communication with the application, the user details for security compliance, and a list of 
connections established on behalf of the client. Figure 5-4 shows the internal management of 
workstation resource usage within the CRM. The connection entries may be released as soon 
as the specific transfer is completed, or held to provide statistics for the application across all 
connections.
CLIENT ARRAY CONNECTION DETAILS
Figure 5-4: Connection Information held by CRM
Each connection established by the CRM is assigned a unique connection identifier and has 
details recorded on the Object description, QoS requirements, allocated workstation and 
network resources, current state, and process id of the client application. The process id of 
the client application is maintained on a per-connection basis to allow for multi-thread 
applications and implementation of asynchronous notification using Interprocess signalling
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techniques. Also associated with each connection are incoming and outgoing statistics 
including: call start and stop times; call establishment time; throughput, jitter, and delay per 
interval; and, maximum/minimum values over the life of the connection.
Where multiple connections make up a single multimedia call, additional links can be added 
to group connections into a single management group. Although not implemented as yet, this 
facility could be used to support mechanisms for group and multicast support and inter-media 
synchronisation. Advantages would be gained during in call set up where multiple 
connections can be requested at once, as well as group manipulation for control and 
teardown.
5.4.2 Admission Decision
Once the connection requirements and the state of current workstation resources are known, a 
decision must be made on whether or not to accept the call, and if so, what Quality of 
Service can be provided. Once the call is accepted, the workstation resources will be 
allocated and the CRM will endeavour to maintain the agreed Quality of Service through the 
life of the connection or until a re-negotiation is requested.
CRM resources are divided into three categories: 1:1 for use by one application at a time; 
1:M in which a single resource can be used by multiple applications, and N:M where 
multiple resources can be used by multiple applications. The basic admission policy is to 
establish if the required 1:1 resources are available (eg the audio device) and there is 
sufficient capacity within other 1:M and N:M resources (eg. windowing system and 
maximum network connections). The CRM can perform a simple check of communication 
capacity requirements based on commitment across all connections. The criteria for 
connection can be based on statistical properties such as maximum throughput able to be 
sustained across workstation and network resources and average jitter currently being 
experienced by other applications. However, fully accounting for statistical multiplexing 
requires detailed traffic models.
Additional call admission policies are able to be implemented based on the facilities of high 
speed transport services which provide deterministic services, such as the ATM call
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admission interface. These interfaces have varying levels of their own QoS and call 
admission mechanisms for providing transport level services. These interfaces simplify the 
requirements of the CRM. Rather than treating the transport connection as a N:M resource, it 
can consider the connection to have dedicated resources for the connection ie. a 1 :N or 1:1.
5.4.3 Reservation Protocols
A common mechanism for the support of QoS being researched at present is the use of 
reservation protocols to ensure the allocation of resource through the network for the life of a 
connection. The CRM allows for the maintenance of QoS though the use of preventative 
(reservation) techniques. End-to-end workload and scheduling schemes are being developed 
where resources are reserved through each node on a network to ensure QoS from connection 
establishment time. The CRM applications interface should provide sufficient information to 
the reservation scheme to allow operation transparently to the application.
5.4.4 Long Term Analysis
The call admission process is not, however, able to make a prediction of the current state of 
the network and hence the likelihood of the QoS parameters being able to be sustained. In 
order to achieve this, either a strict admission control and reservation protocol must be 
utilised, or an understanding of normal traffic characteristics for certain destinations must be 
obtained.
It is proposed that the CRM can gather statistics not only on a per application and per 
connection basis, but also on a per destination basis. This allows the CRM to make a 
decision based on the current connection times whether there is abnormal QoS events 
occurring for that destination, for example congestion. A decision can then be made to either 
notify the user of the potential degraded performance, renegotiate parameters, or to proceed 
with the call regardless on a best effort basis.
5.5 Theoretical Improvements using the CRM
So far, various QoS mechanisms have been described which are able to improve end-to-end 
QoS by coordinating multimedia connections within the workstation. The two primary 
mechanisms are negotiation and call admission. Negotiation enables the establishment of
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QoS at the highest level possible at call establishment time by using degradartion paths. Call 
admission ensures that any additional calls accepted within the system will not degrade 
existing connections within the system below their agreed QoS.
The calculations for traditional call admission systems are relatively well established [Kurose 
1993], however, they do not take into account the potential use of degradation paths for other 
connections. Basic call admission is based on a first-come, first-serve basis rather than the 
relative priorities and the specified QoS requirements of the connections. The use of the 
CRM allows improvements on existing call admission mechanisms, because existing calls 
can be renegotiated within their pre-agreed QoS bounds to allow additional resources for a 
new connection with higher QoS requirements. This section examines the relative 
improvement able to be achieved through the use of degradation paths.
5.5.1 CRM Theoretical Limits
The use of degradation paths allows connections to be established where there is insufficient 
capacity available. By backing off existing connections, the resource capacity which is 
returned can be used to establish new connections. Existing connections can only be backed 
off if their QoS specifications are still able to be achieved. As some connections within the 
system may not be time sensitive (eg. text or image) or are able to drop their data rate at the 
cost of quality (ie. compression rate or coding algorithm), bandwidth can be returned for 
other more time sensitive connections.
An simple example of this is a file being transferred for off-line rendering. Rather than 
transferring this at a low rate in case another connection requires the remaining bandwidth, 
the CRM can commence sending the file using all of the available bandwidth. Then, if a 
new time sensitive connection is requested, the file transfer connection can have its 
throughput lowered until the time sensitive connection is completed.
Utilising degradation paths increases the overall capacity (or offered load) at which the 
channel can operate. Whereas ordinary channels operating at 100% will not accept any new 
calls, the CRM operation allows adjustment of the existing connections to release capacity.
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This section examines the theoretical operating limits and potential improvements available 
using these techniques.
The available capacity for a new connection without the use of the CRM is based on the 
overall channel capacity, background load, and the number of channels which make up the 
load. Without any form of prioritisation within the channel (or part of the channel as per the 
problem statement), if there is insufficient capacity for the new connection it must share the 
channel on an equal basis. Hence the total available bandwidth can be represented in 
(Equation 5-1):
S= the throughput of the network; the total rate of data able 
to be transmitted between nodes (bps)
U= utilisation of the network; the amount of total capacity 
being used. Also referred to as background load (bps)
N= number of channels; the total number of connections which 
are utilising the channel
r= data rate of new connection (bps)
T= achievable throughput of new connection (bps)
T =  r r < S - U  (enough available)
S - U  S - U < r < S/(N+1) (use what left over) 
S/(N+1) otherwise (share equally)
(Equation 5-1)
(Equation 5-1) shows that where there is sufficient capacity available within the system then 
the connection will proceed at its full data throughput rate (s). Where there is insufficient 
capacity, it will attempt to use as much as available (S-U) although it must compete with 
other connections on an equal basis and will not be allocated more than its fair portion 
(S/(N+1)).
When existing connections are able to be backed off by a certain percentage using the CRM,
this will allow additional bandwidth to be available for the new connection.
B= Backoff of existing connection(s) ; the percentage backoff able 
to be imposed on the existing connections.
T = r r < S - U(l-B)
S - U(l-B) S - U(l-B) < r < S/(N+1)
S/(N+1) otherwise
(Equation 5-2)
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The additional improvement occurs where additional bandwidth is released by other 
connections between the areas of ( S - U < r < S -  U(l-B)). This range is dependent on 
whether there is sufficient available capacity initially, and whether there is enough available 
bandwidth after the connections have been backed off.
For example, a 256Kbps channel (S = 256) with a background load of 128Kbps (U = 128) is 
made up of a single connection (N = 1) with the ability to backoff 50% whilst still sustaining 
an acceptable QoS (B = 0.5). The available bandwidth for a new connection when not using 
the CRM as per (Equation 5-1) is:
T = s/(N+l)
= 256/2
= 128Kbps
(Equation 5-3)
If a new connection of 192Kbps is requested (r = 192), the CRM can be used to backoff the 
existing connection in order for there to be sufficient bandwidth to allow the new connection. 
Hence, the achievable throughput of the new connection is within the bounds dictated in 
(Equation 5-2) for (r < S - U(l-B))
r < 256 - 128(1-0.5) 
r < 192
(Equation 5-4)
Hence the achievable throughput of the new connection (T) is given by:
T = r r < S - U(l-B)
T = 192Kbps
(Equation 5-5)
The improvement in performance for the new connection, from 128Kbps (Equation 5-3) to 
192Kbps (Equation 5-5), is 50%. This percentage improvement varies according to the 
background load (U) and the rate of the new connection (r). There is no improvement where 
there is either already sufficient capacity (r < S-U), or if the existing connections cannot be 
backed off enough to provide sufficient capacity (r > S - U(l-B)). A graphical representation 
of performance improvement is provided in Figure 5-5. This figure shows the percentage
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improvement for a channel of varying background loads and varying new connection rates. 
The percentage improvements vary from 0 to 50%.
Greater improvements are achievable where the background load is made up of many 
connections. The more connections which share the same channel, the less bandwidth that is 
available to each individual connection. Without the use of the CRM, a new request must 
share the bandwidth with all existing connections at equal priority, hence the individual 
bandwidth for every connection is less. When the existing connections are backed off, a 
greater benefit is obtained by the new connection.
Figure 5-5: Improvement for CRM - 2 Channels, 50% Backoff
Where there is a large number of connections (N) in the system, the available bandwidth 
within the system without the use of prioritisation schemes is allocated evenly across all 
connections. This means that without the use of the CRM, the new connection may operate 
at only a fraction of the intended rate (r). Hence, when using the CRM, improvements of 
over 100% and higher are achievable by backing off of multiple connections. An example 
of this is where a 256Kbps channel (S) is operating at 100% Utilisation (U) imposed by three 
connections (N=3) and a new connection (N+l) of 128Kbps is requested (r). The maximum 
throughput without the CRM is S/(N+1) = 64 Kbps. Using the CRM and a 50% backoff (B), 
the achievable throughput is 128Kbps for the new connection:
T = s -  U(l-B) S -  U(l-B) < r < S/(N+1)
= 256 - 256(.5)
= 128 Kbps
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(Equation 5-6)
Hence, the theoretical improvement in performance is 100%. Higher performance 
improvements are achievable depending on the background load, rate of the new connection 
and number of channels. A graphical representation of the overall improvement in service 
for a channel with 4 channels in operation and a 50% backoff is presented in Figure 5-6.
Figure 5-6: Improvement for CRM - 4 Channels, 50% Backoff 
An interesting aspect of Figure 5-6 is the potential for there to be a background load of 
greater than 100% (up to 150% in this case). The background load is actually the offered 
load to the system, ie. the cumulative rate across all connections. For example, two 192Kbps 
connections being run concurrently through a 256Kbps pipe (ie. at an effective rate of 
128Kbps each) represent a 150% load to the channel. Whilst this cannot be allowed to 
happen for time sensitive traffic (as both channels become in-effective), it is common-place 
for non-time sensitive data (where the underlying system performs on a best-effort basis). 
The CRM is able to take into account offered loads of over 100% during call admission 
calculations. This provides a large scope for improvement on simple call admission 
techniques which allocate within the 0-100% channel utilisation range.
Further improvements can be obtained by adjusting the backoff rate (B) to extend the region 
of improvement where the CRM is effective. Figure 5-7 demonstrates a similar 
configuration to the previous figure with four concurrent channels, but this time with 75% 
backoff. In this example, there is a significant increase in the throughput. The available
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throughput for a single new connection increases up to 250% of that possible without the use 
of the CRM.
Improvement - CRM
Load
Figure 5-7: CRM Improvement - 4 Channels, 75% Backoff
5.5.2 Other Factors
The figures presented so far are theoretical calculations which place bounds on the potential 
improvements able to be achieved by the CRM under different conditions. These 
calculations identify the behaviour of the CRM in relation to the offered load, the number of 
connections and the percentage backoff. If the objective is to simulate the actual 
performance of the CRM, a number of other factors must be taken into account:
• CRM overhead. The overhead imposed by the CRM on connection performance.
• Contention. The loss in overall performance due to scheduling delays, flow control 
mechanisms, buffering, and other workstation background process.
• Variable backoff rates. Not all connections may be able to be backed off at the same 
rate, hence a common backoff across all connections may not be achieved.
These factors affect the performance improvement achieved by the CRM to a varying degree. 
The CRM overhead has little impact unless there is a QoS Module affecting throughput. The 
contention experienced by the connections depends on the number of concurrent connections, 
whilst the variable backoff rates changes the aggregate backoff (B) able to be achieved. The 
calculations presented so far have been left simplified to allow for easy comparison and 
demonstration of the key factors.
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5.5.3 Summary of Call Admission Improvements
The use of the CRM provides an advance over other call admission schemes which allocate 
resource on a first-come, first-serve basis. Even when using channels with no in-built 
prioritisation, the CRM is able to coordinate connections is such a way to enable additional 
bandwidth for new connections with higher QoS requirements. The improvements able to be 
achieved by the CRM are set within specific bounds identified in (Equation 5-2). 
Improvements occur where the channel does not have capacity for the new connection but 
other connections can be backed off sufficiently to allow sufficient bandwidth. There is a 
theoretical maximum for un-prioritised channels due to the equal allocation of bandwidth 
between all connections. Nevertheless, performance improvements for a connection with 
high QoS requirements has been shown in certain circumstances of up to 250% improvement 
over operation without the CRM.
As the CRM has knowledge of all connections within the workstation, it can be expected to 
have better performance where the channel can be prioritised. However, this requires end-to- 
end guarantees within the channel which is against the problem statement within this thesis. 
Besides, when such schemes are available end-to-end, the CRM is able to take advantage of 
them and have higher performance improvements over first-come, first-serve allocation 
schemes and CRM operation over a non-prioritised channel.
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6. Chapter Six.
Implementation
To demonstrate the operation, key features and benefits of the CRM architecture, a prototype 
has been implemented under the UNIX operating system. The shared nature of resources 
within the UNIX operating system provides an appropriate platform to examine the issues 
surrounding communications resource management and apply the CRM architecture. In 
addition, the selection of UNIX has allowed the use of existing applications, with only minor 
modifications to use the CRM interface, for trials and testing in conjunction with the CRM.
The CRM has been developed as a workstation server process which uses local IPC, process 
control, shared memory and connection establishment features to implement the key 
concepts of the CRM. These are:
• realisation of the overall workstation architecture;
• use of the CRM API to support multimedia applications;
• development of a connection manager to coordinate all workstation communications; 
and
• execution of QoS Control modules for transparent intermediate information 
processing.
The CRM implementation focuses on connection control and QoS management aspects of 
the architecture. It is intended that these core elements be used as a framework for further 
development and implementation of various other QoS mechanisms and workstation features 
which are the subject of separate research (such as QoS brokerage services, group and 
multicast support, synchronisation, and extensible protocol architectures).
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6.1 CRM Architecture Organisation
The core elements of the CRM have been designed as a workstation service, or ‘middleware’, 
function of the workstation operating system. Each of the CRM elements is logically placed 
above the workstation operating system services, but below multimedia applications. The 
CRM API hides the implementation of the connection manager and QoS control modules 
regardless of the workstation operating system. Where the workstation does not have the 
necessary devices or operating system support required by the application (such as a specific 
media format, multicast support, or QoS guarantees), these features are implemented as a 
QoS Control module to emulate the required functions transparently to the application.
A number of key objectives, listed below, have been incorporated into the CRM 
implementation.
• The processing required within the CRM should be kept to a minimum to avoid 
potential bottlenecks and provide a rapid service to each application request.
• The operation of the information flows and QoS control mechanisms are independent 
of the CRM as long as its QoS is within the agreed parameters.
• Memory copying of system information is avoided wherever possible through the use 
of efficient buffer and shared memory mechanisms.
• Connections are established from the client workstation by the CRM on behalf of the 
application. Communications end-points are transferred to the application rather 
than the data being passed to the CRM for transmission.
• The intermediate processing modules must be transparent to the application. Any 
intermediate QoS control or media conversion modules are inserted by the CRM 
before the end-point is passed to the application.
• The operation of the CRM is asynchronous to individual connections and application 
requests. Multiple requests can be processed by the CRM simultaneously. Also, 
QoS control modules can notify applications QoS events asynchronously of CRM 
operation.
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In order to achieve these goals, the implementation has been divided into a number of well 
defined components for the CRM API, connection manager, and QoS control modules. These 
elements use local IPC mechanisms to transfer control requests between them according to 
the predetermined message formats described in the previous chapter. The overall 
configuration of the key elements is shown in Figure 6-1.
Figure 6-1: Key Components of the CRM Implementation 
In order to achieve the necessary inter-operation between components, a number of top-level 
implementation issues must be resolved. Firstly, the process model must be determined in 
order to resolve the type of process, its service requirements, and level within the operating 
system. Secondly, the way in which information is shared between the CRM and other 
middleware functions must be resolved to ensure efficient access without duplication, delays 
or deadlock. Finally, a way of establishing, passing and terminating connections on behalf of 
applications must be determined.
6.1.1 CRM Process Model
There are three components which must be considered within the CRM process model: 
multimedia applications, the CRM connection manager and the QoS Control mechanisms. 
Each of the components has been reviewed to define an appropriate process model which 
will allow the necessary rights, security and performance.
Under the CRM architecture, multimedia applications are maintained as a separate user level 
process within the operating system as per normal operation. Each application has the 
normal process identifier, owner and security rights which is registered with the CRM 
logging and security reasons. When connections are established, they are established with
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the correct rights and authorities for that user. The number of multimedia clients is only 
constrained by system limits.
The CRM connection manager is implemented as an iterative, connection-oriented single
process server [Comer 1994a]. This process model has the connection manager acting as a
single process within the workstation which accepts requests from all applications (clients).
It operates at the user level of the operating system in the same fashion as other ‘middleware’
functions such as directory and authentication services. Its operation consists of a main loop
which processes registration requests from new clients via the well-known port, or from
already registered clients via their unique port. The basic operation is defined below:
/* main.c and crmloop.c * / 
main( ){
parse options and set global options; 
initialise {
daemon process; 
shared memory segment; 
signal handlers;
>
loop forever{
set connections to listen on; 
block to receive(message) ; 
if (new connection)
register client;
else
determine client; 
process request(message);
}
>
The connection manager registers each client, and processes requests as they arrive. The 
connection manager is registered as a workstation service and attaches itself to a “well- 
known” port number. All applications register with the connection manager and are 
allocated a dedicated connection used for application requests and QoS feedback until the 
client unregisters. All control information is achieved via operating system IPC mechanisms 
to exchange information in the predefined CRM message formats.
6.1.2 Shared Memory
As presented in Section 5.4, the CRM must be able to maintain status information on a per 
application, per connection and even a per destination basis. This information is required for 
constant access by the CRM in order to perform negotiation and call admission functions, 
and to service application requests through the use of the CRM API. Furthermore, it is
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envisaged that this information may be accessed by other workstation components for overall 
application or workstation performance evaluation.
It must be noted, however, that the QoS control modules also need constant access to 
connection information in the case where the QoS parameters are renegotiated, or other 
resources are allocated to the connection. The QoS Control modules are also responsible for 
the update of statistics on a per packet and per interval (commonly per second) basis. This 
requires frequent updates to the status information of each connection.
Using the CRM API to transfer QoS updates and performance information between the CRM 
and QoS Control modules would cause a significant system overhead in processing IPC 
requests, memory copying, and context switches. Instead, the CRM and QoS Control 
modules are treated as a set of ‘middleweight’ processes and use shared memory to access 
the entire common connection information. This approach has additional benefits in 
reduced delays in servicing client query requests and reduced memory requirements within 
the workstation.
The CRM creates and maintains the shared memory segment structured as described in 
Section 5.4 using buffer management techniques based upon the mbuf structure [Leffler et 
al. 1988]. Each connection is allocated a portion of shared memory for the connection type 
structure:
typedef struct 
obj ect_t 
qos_t 
long int 
stat_t 
int 
int 
pid_t 
pid_t
struct conn 
} conn t;
conn_node { 
object; 
qos ; 
connid;
ins tat, ou ts ta t ; 
state ; 
fdnet; 
pid;
headpid; 
node * c next;
/* object details */
/* requested/ agreed QoS */
/* connection id */
/* inbound/ outbound stats */
/* state of connection */
/* file desc. of connection */
/* user controlling process id */ 
/* process id - top QoS module */ 
/* next connection for app */
It is the CRM’s responsibility to create and maintain the overall connection structure on a per 
application basis. Each connection forms a linked list attached to a dynamically grown client 
array structure. When QoS Control modules are launched, they are passed reference to the 
particular connection being processed, they are not required to have access across all 
connections. It must be noted that the allocation, linking and removing of connection
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structure pointers (*c_next) within shared memory is only applicable to the CRM. To 
ensure portability, the inclusion of shared memory within any process address space can not 
be guaranteed to be at the same location across all processes. Hence, the pointers are only 
meaningful to the address space of the CRM. Any reference to connections within QoS 
modules must be passed as an offset to the shared memory segment, usually as an initial 
parameter.
Within the CRM, connections must be allocated and deallocated asynchronously. In 
particular, the final processing by QoS modules occurs even after a teardown request has 
been received. Hence, the CRM must wait until the intermediate module has been completed 
processing before releasing the connection entry. Otherwise, an intermediate processing 
module may update the structure now allocated to a different connection. As such the CRM 
deallocates connection structures only after it has been notified that the processes has 
completed.
In order to ensure data integrity and maintain generalised buffer management mechanisms, 
semaphore locking is provided when manipulating the free lists of connections within the 
shared memory segment and the client array structures. To avoid deadlock, only the CRM 
has the ability to create and remove connection information from the shared memory 
segments. The QoS modules generally only access the information to check performance 
against the QoS specification and update statistics gathered.
6.1.3 Passing Communications End-Points
The core ability of the CRM is the ability to establish a network connection on behalf of a 
client and pass back only the communication end-point. Within the UNIX operating system, 
communications end-points are implemented as file descriptors. This gives a common access 
to local files, IPC mechanisms and network transport connections. Normal passing of file 
descriptors under UNIX only allows passing from parent to child processes. Within the 
CRM architecture, however, client are established independently of the CRM connection 
manager. As such, a mechanism is required to pass a communications end-point between 
unrelated processes.
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As the communications end-point resides as part of the operating system kernel address 
space, special features are required to enable passing of file descriptors to unrelated 
processes, including:
• There must be some form of notification to the process that a file descriptor is being 
passed.
• The receiving process must have provision for the file descriptor within its own user 
address space.
• The receiving process must be able to ensure the validity of the file descriptor (ie. 
authentication).
Fortunately, the requirement for has been identified as early as 1985 [Presotto and Ritchie 
1985] and facilities are available for both System V and BSD to pass file descriptors between 
processes as required. Despite this, passing file descriptors varies between the different 
implementations and versions of UNIX. The connection manager uses these mechanisms 
internally to present the same predefined CRM API system calls for passing communications 
end-points to client applications regardless of operating system.
A discussion of the file descriptor architecture, implementations and management is found at 
Appendix A along with a description of how file descriptors are manipulated internally to 
pass communications end-points between processes.
6.2 CRM API
The CRM API has been implemented as a library routine which is included by applications at 
compile time. The API translates application system calls into local IPC messages between 
the client application and connection manager. In order to use the API, applications replace 
the usual operating system code for establishing, managing, and tearing down connections. 
Instead of programming each application for the specific operating system interfaces, the 
client application can use CRM library functions to ensure source code independence of the 
operating system and simplify application development.
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For example, without the CRM, connection establishment typically includes system 
dependent:
• allocation and initialisation of communications end-point;
• mapping of service name to port number;
• mapping host name to network address;
• selecting the appropriate protocol; and
• opening the device/ connection.
Instead, using the CRM, the code is replaced with an API call which is independent of the 
system. This requires:
• a once off registration with the CRM
• completion of the “Object” and “QoS” parameters;
• a CRM client_connect library call.
By replacing the system specific interface with the CRM API interface, the application is 
also able to use the more advanced features of the CRM. For example, the application may 
establish signal handlers to respond to QoS exception events, or use queries to the CRM to 
determine the communications performance. In this way, application behaviour can be 
modified dependent on the communications system (ie. IPC, LAN or WAN). Also, the 
application may take advantage of QoS control conversion processes to transparently convert 
information formats as determined at run time and the workstation resources available.
The CRM library routines are developed as a single package across all applications and the 
connection manager itself. All code unique to particular operating systems is contained 
within system dependent libraries to assist portability. These routines include the routines 
for local IPC, passing file descriptors, initialising server processes, and error logging.
6.3 Connection Manager
The connection manager must be able to coordinate multiple connections at the same time. 
Also, it must ensure that only valid requests and operations are performed on a connection.
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As described in section 5.3, connection establishment, renegotiation and teardown have a 
predefined sequence which dictates which operations may come next. This operation is able 
to be defined within the context of state table transitions to form a connection control 
protocol.
The connection control protocol for the CRM is based on the USC ISI Connection Control 
Protocol (CCP) [Schooler 1992]. This protocol describes the connection establishment, 
renegotiation and teardown operations for teleconferencing. It also has advanced features for 
pre-arrangement and multiple connection synchronisation. The CRM uses the CCP state 
table operation to provide support for teleconferencing as well as other generic multimedia 
applications. The operations for each state may vary depending on the application, for 
example, the checking of service availability may be the confirmation of a information 
availability or the agreement of a conference invitation. As the acceptance is achieved by the 
server application and communicated via the CRM API, the connection manager operation is 
the same in all cases.
A full description of the CCP is contained in the reference which includes state diagrams for 
connection setup, renegotiation, pre-arrangement, and resynchronisation. The connection 
setup state diagram is reproduced in Figure 6-2 as used within the CRM architecture. The 
CRM connection manager has so far implemented the framework for this structure along 
with the functionality to provide services for connections to existing servers (such as Internet 
discovery services) and connections to local workstation services as described in section 3.3.
Figure 6-2 shows the operation of the CRM when establishing connections for both the client 
and server workstation connection managers. The state tables demonstrate the establishment 
process for a single connection by the CRM. However, in reality, multiple applications may 
be requesting connections at the same time. Each application cannot wait in turn until the 
connection process is fully completed for prior requests. Rather, the operation is event 
driven based on the CRM messages received, current state of the connection and associated 
actions. As such the amount of processing for each request is kept to an absolute minimum.
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CLIENT SERVER
The status of each connection is maintained within the CRM and is only changed according 
to the conditions within the state diagram. During the connection negotiation and 
establishment phases, QoS events, and connection teardown, the status within the connection 
manager is modified to reflect the current state and valid actions from that point.
Each request is processed according to the message received and the predefined state
transitions. The core of the CRM connection manager is the processing function which
actions each message and modifies the connection status information. An extract of the
CRM processing function is presented below to demonstrate the style in which the state table
is implemented.
/* crmprocess.c */
CRM_process_request (message) {
switch (message) {
case M_CLI_REGISTER: 
determine user; 
register new client; 
log entry; 
return;
case M_CLI_CONNECT:
read parameters ; 
log request;
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connection state = S_NEGOTIATING; 
if (negotiation required)
perform local negotiation;
send negotiate request to server CRM;
/* await M_NEGOTIATE_REPLY */
else
/* fall through */
case M_NE GOT I ATE_RE PLY:
determine which client request; 
read parameters; 
log entry;
if (connection state != S_NEGOTIATING) 
connection state == S_ERROR; 
log error; 
return;
else
connection state = S_INITIATING; 
newfd=CRM_client_connect(client,object, QoS); 
/*await for connection reply */
CRM_client_sendfd(newfd); 
connection state = S_CONNECTED; 
log entry; 
return;
case M_CLI_CLOSE:
read parameters; 
determine which connection; 
close network connection; 
connection state = S_IDLE; 
log entry; 
return;
default:
log error; 
return;
There are two signal handlers used by the CRM for asynchronous operation. The first is 
simply to catch any interrupt signals directed to the CRM. This allows the CRM, which 
operates in a continuous loop, to be shut down in an orderly fashion, print summary statistics 
and release shared memory. The second signal handler is to manage the shutdown of QoS 
control modules. When a QoS Control module has completed its function, the CRM is 
notified asynchronously using the signal mechanism which commences the freeing of 
resources and provides a summary of system resource usage by module. This enables the 
overhead experienced by the application due to the CRM to be quantified in terms of 
processor time, Input/Output activities and memory usage.
/* crmloop.c */ 
sig_child( ) {
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determine which QoS Module has completed; 
check termination status;
log QoS Control process resource usage time; 
free the resources held by that connection; 
log entry; 
return;
}
The full source code for these routines is attached in Appendix B along with other selected 
routines which perform the core functions of the CRM.
6.4 QoS Control Modules
The implementation of QoS Control modules is dependent on the operating system services 
available within the workstation. There are two models which can be used, the first is for 
each QoS module to be implemented as a separate user level process, the second is for each 
QoS module to be added as an additional processing module within the communications 
subsystem.
The first approach, to use separate user level processes, allows a significant amount of 
flexibility within the design and implementation of intermediate processing modules. Each 
module operates as a fully independent process within the operating system and has full IPC 
and asynchronous notification facilities. An example of operation is presented in Figure 6-3. 
In addition, facilities developed independently of the CRM architecture, such as continuous 
media filters [Yeadon et al 1996], can be readily used by the CRM for intermediate 
processing without modification of the applications.
Application
Level
Software
Services
Level
Device
Level
Figure 6-3: CRM Implementation - Separate Processes
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This approach, however, requires additional scheduling and memory copying between user 
and system space as the information is passed between layers. This affects the overall CPU 
utilisation and can form a bottleneck when the communications from the network is 
presented at a rate higher than the CPU can process and copy memory within the system.
The second approach for the implementation of QoS Modules is to use the facilities of the 
streams transport architecture which allows modules to be ‘pushed’ onto the communications 
stack which can perform the necessary functions of monitoring and intermediate processing 
as a part of the communications subsystem. The operation of the CRM within a streams 
based implementation was presented in Figure 4-2. Steams based implementation has a 
number of performance advantages over the previous approach since any processing that is 
required can be performed in kernel memory space which reduces copying between user and 
system space [Schmidt et al. 1993].
The approach of placing additional processing modules within the communications 
subsystem is becoming an established practice with the development of extensible protocol 
architectures [Fiuczynski et al. 1996] and various approaches to avoid information copying 
and context switches using kernel-level streaming [Murphy et al 1996]. The CRM 
architecture allows applications to use these facilities without modification to applications. 
Rather, only the connection manager is modified to have knowledge of the capabilities and 
capacity of the new transport system. As connection requests are received, they can then be 
serviced by the appropriate transport system transparently to the application.
6.4.1 Prototype Implementation
In order to prove the concept of the CRM, testing was conducted on the operation of the 
CRM when using the first approach above, implementing QoS modules as user level 
processes. As long as the communications rate was less than the rate able to be processed by 
the CPU, there was negligible overhead imposed by the intermediate processing modules. 
Hence the first approach was adopted to take advantage of increased flexibility and 
simplicity. The operation of the communications channels was maintained at a level under 
1.5Mbps (although generally at less than 512Kbps to simulate WAN traffic) which ensured
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that the QoS control modules were able to process information at the rate presented by the 
network and not form a bottleneck.
Using this approach, when the CRM launches a QoS Control mechanism (eg QoS monitor or 
flow control) between the network connection and application, the CRM spawns another 
process which has access to the same communication service access points and connection 
information as maintained by the CRM. This enables the spawned process sufficient 
information to conduct its function of manipulating the information flow. All connection 
service access points and information maintained for other connections are closed as the new 
QoS Control module is launched.
The QoS Control module only communicates directly with the application when an event 
occurs which breaches the specified QoS requirements. In these cases an asynchronous 
notification is sent using the signal mechanisms to the application process, indicating the 
occurrence of either a degradation or improvement of the connection quality characteristics. 
Clients are not permitted direct communications with QoS Control modules, rather they use 
the API to request information from the CRM. As the CRM does not have any involvement 
during the data transfer phases, except for servicing QoS events and client queries, the CRM 
may remain dormant during the data transfer phases. Hence workstation processing time is 
not tied up by the CRM when it is not required. Any ongoing monitoring of connections is 
conducted by QoS control mechanisms which generate QoS events to the CRM which in then 
activated.
All QoS control modules share a common ‘launching’ procedure which starts the new 
process, initialises data structures and establishes interprocess communications as described 
in Figure 6-1. This basic operation is described in the algorithm below:
/* main.c */
main( ){ .parse options and set global options,
initialise shared memory segment; 
establish connection structure; 
establish network and client fd's;
call specific processing module(fdclient, fdnet, connection);
>
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Each QoS module must be initialised with at least enough information to enable 
communications with the network connection, client process, and the CRM. The specific 
processing module takes information from either the network or client connections, performs 
any intermediate processing, and then passes it on through the connection. Where required, 
the module can notify the CRM of any breaches in QoS.
6.4.2 QoS Monitor Operation
The implementation of the CRM QoS Monitor serves as a good example of generic 
processing and core functionality of QoS modules. The QoS monitor has been implemented 
to pass information from the client to the network and vice-versa, ensuring the QoS 
specification is being maintained. As each packet of information is passed, the connection 
statistics are updated and compared against the QoS requirements of the CRM.
The basic algorithm of the QoS monitor is presented below:
qos monitor(fdellent, fdnet, connection stats) {
initialise per-interval signal handler; 
loop until (connection closed) {
wait for either incoming or outgoing packet; 
if (incoming)
read from network;
update connection stats (incoming); 
write to client; 
return; 
if (outgoing)
read from client;
update connection stats (outgoing); 
write to network; 
return;
}
}
signal_alarm ( ){
reset alarm for next interval; 
update incoming statistics; 
update outgoing statistics; 
check for breaches of contract; 
update time index;
>
The QoS monitor must maintain two sets of information for monitoring the statistics of each 
connection. These are dependent on the commitment level required of the connection QoS 
specification for either a per-packet basis, or a per-interval basis. Whilst the per-packet 
statistics are gathered within the main body of the loop, the per-interval statistics are
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gathered within the signal function. The statistics are maintained in separate fields to ensure 
there is no deadlock or conflict between them. The signal handler uses regularly set alarms 
which when expired initiate the calculation of statistics over all packets received in the 
current interval.
6.4.3 Statistics Gathered
Statistics for every connection are stored within the shared memory segment available to 
both the CRM and the QoS control module. This means that large amounts of statistical 
information need not be updated via IPC mechanisms which would place an unnecessary 
overhead on the CRM operation. In addition, this allows the CRM to adjust the QoS 
specification for a connection and the QoS Control module operation will immediately 
reflect the new parameters.
The statistics gathered for each connection are divided into four separate categories: per 
connection, per packet, per interval, and overall statistics. The per-connection statistics hold 
the connection establishment and teardown timing information, the per interval and per 
packet information hold the QoS parameters, whilst the overall statistics holds the ongoing 
calculations of throughput and jitter. The data structure used is:
/* crm.h */
typedef struct {
/* per connection stats */
struct timeval start time; /*
struct timeval finish time; /*
double connect time ; /*
struct timeval firstpk; /*
struct timeval lastpk; /*
/ * per read statistics */
double total time; /*
long int total reads; /*
long int total bytes; /*
long int max bytes; /*
long int min bytes; /*
double max interval; /*
double min interval; /*
double max instanttp; /*
double min instanttp; /*
/* per interval statistics */
long int curr reads ; /*
long int curr bytes ; /*
double curr throughput; /*
double curr jitter; /*
start time for connection */ 
finish time for connection */ 
time to establish connection*/ 
first data packet */ 
most recent data packet */
time so far */
nun of reads so far */
nun bytes so far */
max bytes per read */ 
min bytes per read */ 
max time between pk arrival */ 
min time between pk arrival */ 
max throughput on any read */ 
min throughput on any read */
num reads at last interval */ 
nun bytes at last interval */ 
num bytes this interval */ 
jitter for this interval */
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double max_throughput; /*double min_throughput; /*
/* overall statistics */
double avg_throughput; /*double avg_j itter; /*
} stat t;
max throughput per interval 
min throughput per interval
num bytes/ time so far */ 
overall std deviation */
*/
* /
The implementation of QoS modules has been designed to be as flexible as possible whilst 
enabling generic processing modules to be implemented. The full source code of the QoS 
Monitor is attached in Appendix C.
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7. Chapter Seven.
Testing and Measurement
This chapter provides the results of testing and measurements conducted using the prototype 
CRM implementation. Testing has been conducted to prove the overall operation of the 
CRM, to quantify any overheads imposed by the use of the CRM, and finally, to measure the 
improvement in performance able to be achieved by using the CRM. A suite of basic 
applications has been modified to use the facilities of the CRM which include an basic echo 
service (for testing), an Internet browser (to test overall operation and useability), and a 
traffic generator (to simulate various speeds and packet sizes for video and voice data).
The use of the CRM to coordinate workstation communications has allowed detailed 
monitoring of application communications performance. The QoS monitor has been used to 
provide end-to-end statistics for each connection. The results reflect the measurement of 
end-to-end data flow which includes the sum effects of the network, operating system and 
application performance. This chapter examines individual connections to assess QoS 
improvements and the information gathered across all connections for the CRM to base its 
resource management decisions.
7.1 Overall Operation
Applications are able to use the CRM with little modification of source code. Rather than 
establishing multimedia connections using operating system specific interfaces, an object 
description and QoS specification are formulated and passed to the CRM using the common 
library routines discussed in Chapter 6.2.
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7.1.1 Internet Resource Discovery Operation
An example of one such application is an Internet resource discovery application popular at 
the commencement of this research, X-Gopher. An X-Gopher client was modified bv 
removing all UNIX specific socket routines and replacing them with calls to common library 
routines for establishing and tearing-down connections to gopher-objects. Each individual 
gopher object is identified by a specific media type and formats. A summary of object types 
for Gopher is presented in Table 1 as presented in [RFC 1436]:
Type Description
0 Text File
1 Directory
2 CSO name server
4 Mac HQX file.
5 PC binary
7 Full Text Index (Gopher menu]
8 Telnet Session
9 Binary' File
s Sound
e Event (not in 2.06)
I Image (other than GIF)
M MIME multipart/mixed message
T T\3270 Session
c Calendar (not in 2.06)
g GIF image
h HTML, HyperText Markup Language
Table 1 : Gopher Object Types
A complete gopher object description is made up of the type, host, port, path and name of the 
file to be retrieved. An example X-Gopher object description of a postscript™ file 
containing graphic image is given in Figure 7-1.
Type=I
Host=pjr.elec.uow.edu.au 
Port=70
Path= 1/pictures 
Name=tiger.ps
Figure 7-1: Gopher Object Identification
The modified X-gopher client uses this information to complete the object description used 
by the CRM API. The QoS specification is formulated for each connection. It is determined 
by the media type, context in which it is being used and other application specific features.
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Most of the QoS specifications for connections requested by the X-Gopher client are set to a
minimum throughput, delay and jitter level with the connection being monitored for a breach
of these bounds. The exception to this is for directory objects which are not time sensitive,
consistently small, and have a more-or-less constant resource requirement. In these cases, it
is not warranted to set up QoS monitoring and a best-effort QoS is requested. A full example
of a CRM specification formed by the modified X-Gopher client for retrieval of the object
described in Figure 7-1 is given in Figure 7-2.
object_t object = {"tiger head", IMAGE, PS, "pjr.elec.uow.edu.au",
"gopher", NULL, "tiger.ps"}
qos_t qos_contract = {QOSJMonitor, QOS_NOTIFY_IF_FAIL, priority_2 
min_throughput = 32000, max_delay = 0.5, max_jitter = 0.25}
Figure 7-2: CRM Object and QoS Definitions
Figure 7-2 shows the object description and QoS specification used to request a connection 
from the CRM. It is not mandatory for the object to contain the port to be used or the 
network address for the specified host because the CRM is able to complete the object fields 
using network service lookups to determine ports numbers for given services and network 
addresses for given hosts. In this example, the QoS parameters specify that the connection 
should be monitored, since it has a second level relative priority and some minimum 
performance characteristics. The QOSN O TIFY IFFA IL parameter indicates that if the 
QoS performance varies outside the given parameters, then the application is to be notified.
An example of an Internet browsing session has been conducted and the full CRM session 
log attached at Appendix D. The session log was created during a browsing session on the 
University of Wollongong departmental LAN with selected objects being retrieved over the 
Internet. The CRM log shows the operation of the CRM including the registration, 
establishment, performance and teardown of different media connections.
7.1.2 Controlled System Operation
In order to evaluate the operation of the CRM in a controlled environment, a special traffic 
generation program has been developed to measure network performance when using the 
CRM. This client application “netcli” is able to generate traffic at a specified rate and 
measure overall performance (with or without the CRM) across a network. The “netcli”
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application is detailed at Appendix E. This application has been used in conjunction with a 
test-bench system to simulate a WAN environment where the network capacity and number 
of concurrent channels can be modified. The network configuration is described in Figure 7­
3:
Figure 7-3: Test-bed Configuration - Client side
The CRM client was implemented on a PC platform running the FreeBSD 2.1 version of 
UNIX connected via 10Mb ethemet LAN to a WAN router. The router platform was 
configured for IP routing using the RIP routing protocol. A network analyser was used to 
validate network loads and true network utilisation versus application throughput. The 
dedicated WAN connection was created using a modem eliminator which is able to be 
configured between 48 Kbps and 2.048 Mbps. The server side of the connection was 
provided using a similar configuration without the network analyser.
The testing of the CRM was based on providing a background traffic load and then 
requesting a new connection through the system. All connections within the system were 
requested by the “netcli” application and established by the CRM to include QoS monitoring. 
This allowed an evaluation of performance impact on the existing background connections, 
as well as the new connections.
As an example, Figure 7-4, presents the graphical output from the QoS Monitor for two 
connections being run and monitored concurrently. The network capacity for this example 
was set to 256 Kbps. The graph depicts two connections, the first at 128Kbps and the second 
at 192 Kbps. The network capacity is insufficient for both connections to operate 
concurrently at their full rate, hence, network contention occurs when they operate 
simultaneously.
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The network has no concept of priority between connections. Hence, the capacity available 
is equally between the two channels, ie. 128 Kbps each. As the 192 Kbps connection 
attempts to be transferred, the flow control mechanisms internal to TCP/IP regulate the flow 
based on the throughput of approximately 128 Kbps. In practice, as there is internal 
buffering, window mechanisms and also CPU scheduling factors, the 192 Kbps connection 
(which outputs more packets per second and is scheduled more often) has a slight advantage 
over the 128 Kbps connection. Nevertheless, aside from the peaks in performance 
(maximum 160 Kbps - average 131 Kbps), the results show the channel is shared more or 
less equally.
A closer examination of the performance during times of contention gives an average 
combined throughput of 256Kbps. There is a degradation of approximately 2.5% when two 
channels share the same channel at maximum capacity. This is due to various factors 
including the flow control mechanisms in use, the CPU scheduling, and the buffering 
mechanisms in place. This figure was seen to increase proportionally to the number of 
connections within the system.
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Figure 7-4: Throughput per Interval - Monitor Only 
As each packet is passed through the QoS Monitor, the inter-arrival time and number of bytes 
is recorded. This information allows distributions to be plotted for further analysis. The
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packet size distribution is, once again, only relevant for variable sized data packets. Figure 7­
5 shows the packet inter-arrival distribution for the connections in the previous example. 
The 128 Kbps connection has a packet inter-arrival time grouped around 0.02 seconds 
(«89%), 0.35 seconds («10%) and ‘other’ («1%). The 0.02 second inter-arrival time is the 
normal inter-arrival time for receiving packets from the remote service. The 0.35 interval 
period is caused by the scheduling time between groups of packets where there is a pause in 
between sending groups of packets (to simulate application processing and to form the 
precise data rate). The 1% of ‘other’ packet inter-arrival times is due to the various factors 
within the workstation and network.
The 192Kbps connection operating at an average of 131Kbps shows a more spread out inter­
arrival distribution due to the contention between the two connections for the full duration of 
its connection. Figure 7-5 shows the inter-arrival times groups around 0.02 («80%), with the 
remaining distribution spread between 0.04 and 0.28 («19%). The contention between 
connections causes extremes in delays of over 0.48 seconds (<1%).
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Figure 7-5: Inter-Arrival Distribution - Monitor Only 
Graphical output of results using the QoS Monitor have provided a useful tool in 
understanding the effects imposed by the network, especially when the offered load is over 
100%. As discussed in Chapter 4, the CRM is able to impose admission control to ensure
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that the offered load does not exceed its maximum capacity. However, where there is one 
connection which may be higher priority or more time sensitive than the other, the CRM can 
manipulate the connections to give a better overall performance. For example, the larger 
128Kbps connection could be dropped to 64Kbps to allow the full operation of the 192Kbps 
connection as shown in Section 5.5.
7.2 CRM Overheads
To quantify the overall improvements in end-to-end QoS, it is useful to identify any 
overheads imposed by the CRM itself. The overheads imposed by the CRM can be attributed 
to two separate causes, firstly, the use of the CRM for connection management and 
negotiation, and secondly, the overhead imposed by any QoS Modules. The overhead for 
connection management is a fixed overhead for each connection. In contrast, the overhead 
for QoS Modules varies according to the function and the implementation of the module.
The overhead for connection management is accumulated over the registration, connection, 
processing, and teardown of connections. The registration component is only incurred the 
first time an application requests a connection. For all subsequent connections, the 
application has a dedicated control connection with the CRM and the details are already 
registered with the CRM, hence, the overhead is not incurred. The connection component 
includes the time taken to perform network service lookups and establish the transport 
connection to the remote workstation.
The processing overhead is only dependent on the intermediate QoS modules. Once the 
connection end-point has been passed to the application, the CRM does not have any further 
involvement in the connection unless it is required to renegotiate parameters after 
notification of a breach by a QoS module. As long as the intermediate QoS modules are able 
to process the information at the maximum rate offered by the network, there should be no 
processing delay other than a minimal scheduling overhead. The final overhead component 
is associated with connection teardown which requires the CRM to close connections and 
remove any connection specific information.
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A series of one hundred measurements was taken to measure the CRM connection 
management overheads on the test bed system in Figure 7-3. The “netcli” application was 
used to transfer 100 kilobytes of information at 256Kbps with the data transfer rate also at 
256Kbps. The network service and addressing lookups were conducted using the 
workstation host and service tables. The time required to complete each component was 
measured and compared against a similar set of measurements for the same application 
which did not use the CRM. Each connection established using the CRM was monitored 
using the QoS Monitor module. The results are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Processing Time per Task
Task Register Connect Process Teardown
Netcli without CRM 
95% Confidence
0.0010
± 0.0054
0.0267
±0.0103
0.3215
± 0.0096
0.0056
± 0.0002
Netcli with CRM 
95% Confidence
0.0556
± 0.0752
0.0469
± 0.0209
0.3221
± 0.0275
0.0205
±0.0135
Difference 
95% Confidence
0.0456
± 0.0075
0.0202
± 0.0023
0.0006
± 0.0065
0.0148
±0.0014
The overheads presented in Table 2 are not affected by the data rate or the amount of data 
transferred via the CRM. This means that the cumulative overhead is constant regardless of 
the size of the data. Furthermore, because the bulk of the overhead occurs either before or 
after the data is transferred, it has little effect on the QoS experienced by the user.
A cumulative summary of the overhead introduced by the CRM is presented in Figure 7-6. 
This graph shows the cumulative overhead (in seconds) for each of the components of CRM 
operation. The error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval. The difference between the 
“netcli” operation without the CRM (labelled netcli) and “netcli” operation with the CRM 
(labelled CRM) is also plotted. The standard deviation of each set of measurements are 
calculated as per (Equation 7-1) [Wadsworth 1990]:
Xi = average (netcli) X2 = average (CRM)
Si = stddev (netcli) S2 = stddev (CRM)
m  = samples (netcli) n2 = samples (CRM)
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S X i  —  X 2  —  I S ]_2  +  S 2 2  
V nx n 2
(Equation 7-1)
To establish a 95% confidence interval a z of 1.96 is chosen so that the confidence interval is 
as per (Equation 7-2):
(Xx -  X2) ± 1 . 9 6  (SX i -  x 2)
(Equation 7-2)
Figure 7-6 shows that in general, the difference in cumulative overhead for the CRM is well 
below 0.15 seconds. The areas showing the largest 95% confidence intervals are the 
registration and connection components. These intervals are larger than the others because 
of the CPU scheduling contention between the netcli application, CRM process, and the 
newly launched QoS Monitor. If the “netcli” process is scheduled immediately after the 
CRM process is completed but before the QoS Monitor is launched then the connect time 
will be shorter. If the “netcli” process must wait to be scheduled until after the QoS Monitor 
is established then the connect time is adversely affected. The overall effect, however, 
remains relatively small.
Cumulative Overhead
0.45
0.35
T eardown
0.25
0.2
0.15
Connect
Process
Process
0.05
Regster
—*— Netcli 
-» -C R M  
— Difference
Figure 7-6: Cumulative Overhead versus Normal Operation
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The overhead introduced by the CRM connection management function is directly affected 
by the performance of Inter-Process Communications (IPC) on the local workstation. This 
will vary depending on the workstation platform, the IPC mechanism, and the operating 
system. Nevertheless, due to the essential nature of high-speed IPC for all workstation 
functions, the overhead will always remain low in comparison to the actual data transfer.
These results demonstrate that the overhead imposed by having the CRM coordinate 
communications is primarily experienced during the registration, connection, or teardown 
components of operation. The overhead is generally less than 0.15 seconds and has little 
affect on the end-to-end QoS as it only effects the start of the information flow rather than 
the performance during the connection. The teardown of the connection is also transparent to 
end-to-end QoS as perceived by the user. The actual processing delay imposed by this 
connection was measured to be an average of 0.0006 seconds although the 95% confidence 
interval shows that it causes no consistent delay in the end-to-end performance.
7.3 Backoff Mechanism
Instead of simulating the performance of the CRM, measurements were taken to demonstrate 
the operation against theoretical performance improvement. The “netcli” application was 
modified to adjust its data rate (r) upon notification from the CRM QoS Module of either a 
performance improvement or performance degradation. This technique has allowed the 
careful measurement of the CRM under various background loads (multiple instances of the 
“netcli” application”), data rates and backoff.
Figure 7-7 demonstrates the operation of the “netcli” program adapting to available channel 
bandwidth. The application commences operation at 256Kbps and upon receipt of the first 
notification drops by 25% to 192Kbps. This operation continues reducing the data rate by 
25% down to 64Kbps on receipt of each notification. Whilst this operation only shows 
degradation, the performance can also be improved as required.
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Adaptation Mechanism - Backoff
Figure 7-7: Adaptation Mechanism - CRM Backoff 
This effect could be achieved in the same fashion using the CRM QoS module to control the 
data flow. Rather than the QoS module notifying the application to drop the data rate, it 
could have adjusted its throughput to the same rate and the application would have 
experienced the same end-to-end QoS. This approach, however, requires buffering within 
the Operating System and flow control to be imposed on the application. Furthermore, the 
CRM module can only adjust the information flow if the QoS remains within the QoS 
specification. Otherwise, the application must be notified to allow a decision to be made to 
renegotiate the call and perform any adjustments to the user interface (eg, changing 
resolution, colours, frame rate).
7.3.1 Measured Improvements
Whilst the previous section provides the theoretical bounds on performance improvement, 
this section examines the measured improvement when using the CRM. The same system 
configuration outlined in Section 7.1.2 was used to pass a 1 Mb file @ 192Kbps connection 
through a 256Kbps channel with 50% utilisation caused by a 5 Mb file @ 128Kbps. Rather 
than allowing contention between the two connections (through sharing 128Kbps each), the 
CRM is used to coordinate the communications. The background connection (128Kbps) has 
been initiated with a QoS specification indicating that it may be reduced in throughput by
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50%. Hence, when the second connection is initiated with tight QoS constraints (requiring a 
full 192Kbps connection), the first connection is backed off.
The CRM QoS Monitor is used to monitor and graph the progress of the connections per 
specified interval (5 seconds in this case). The throughput experienced by both connections 
is plotted on the same graph in Figure 7-8. Using the CRM, the second connection is now 
able to operate at 192Kbps. In comparison to Figure 7-4, the first connection now drops to 
64Kbps and the second then has sufficient capacity to achieve its target throughput of 
192Kbps.
In Figure 7-8, it can be seen that the first connection does not return to its nominal rate of 
128Kbps until a small period has elapsed after the second connection has been completed. 
The reason for this is twofold. The first is that once the complete 1Mb file has been 
received, it requires processing and presentation to the user. In this case, the processing is 
caused by the calculation and graphical presentation of statistics which occurs straight after 
the file has been received. Hence the actual request has not been completed for this period 
after the data has been received. As the CPU utilisation and process scheduling may still 
affect the 128Kbps connection, the first connection’s data rate is not returned to 128Kbps 
until full completion of the second connection and the resources have been released.
The second factor for the delay in restoring the first connections data rate is the interval time 
between when the statistics are gathered. The connection statistics are calculated on a per­
interval basis, usually every 1-5 seconds. Hence, the notification is not sent until the end of 
an interval, not necessarily the second which the connection has been completed. These 
delays have no effect on the statistics for the background connection or the measured 
improvement for the new connection because the QoS-Monitor only calculates statistics on 
the actual throughput experienced by the user. The figures graphed below are an accurate 
representation of the end-to-end throughput of the 192Kbps connection.
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Throughput per Interval
—♦—5Mb @ 128Kbps 
1Mb @ 192Kbps
Figure 7-8: Throughput per Interval - 50% Backoff 
In Figure 7-8, the 192Kbps connection has a measured user throughput of 167778.5 bps. 
Allowing for a 1.125% measured channel overhead, the actual connection throughput is 
188750.1 bps. Due to the nature of the overheads and the contention between the two 
connections whilst operating the channel at maximum capacity, there is a loss of 
performance of approximately 2% for each connection. This is typical of the measured 
contention when two connections are operating at 192Kbps and 64Kbps continuously.
In order to properly depict the improvements, the measurements were taken over multiple 
runs of the experiment. A 95% confidence interval for the performance without the CRM is 
139361bps ± 11068bps, whilst the 95% confidence interval for the performance with the 
CRM is 185126bps ± 6824bps. This allows extremes of improvement between 10 and 60 
percent. The combined 95% confidence interval gives an improvement of between 
approximately 30 and 35 percent. The difference between this and the theoretical figure (50 
percent) is primarily due to scheduling within the workstation and buffering within the 
network which provides a higher bandwidth connection which is slightly better than a lower 
rate connection, even when they are sharing the same channel equally. As the important 
requirement was to ensure the QoS for the 192Kbps connection, the actual performance was 
185126 ± 6824bps which is within 91% to 98% of the theoretical maximum.
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When passing time sensitive information, aspects other than the throughput must be 
considered. Figure 7-9 presents the inter-arrival distribution for both connections when using 
the CRM. It can be clearly seen that the distribution is much ‘cleaner’ with the inter-arrival 
times for the 192Kbps connection clearly grouped around the 0.02 (packet inter-arrival) and 
0.22 (CPU scheduling time).
Inter-Arrival Distribution
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Figure 7-9: Inter-Arrival Distribution - CRM Operation, 50% Backoff
7.4 Summary
The testing and measurement conducted within this chapter clearly shows the operation of 
the CRM and its ability to measure communications performance and provide improvements 
within certain ranges of operation. In Section 7.1, the operation of the CRM with an Internet 
discovery application was described. This example demonstrated the use of the CRM with 
existing applications and typical object types, sizes and communications performance.
In Section 7.2 the overheads imposed by the CRM were presented. These results clearly 
show that the overall impact of the CRM is low (<0.15 seconds) and more importantly, the 
impact to actual transfer rates is minimal as shown by the processing time. This situation 
only holds true based on the requirement for the QoS module(s) to be able to process the 
information at the same rate as the network provides it. The bulk of the overhead only had
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an effect during connection startup, which has minimal impact to end-to-end QoS. Also, the 
teardown time has little effect on the user.
Measurements were provided to demonstrate the actual operation of the CRM against 
theoretical bounds. The CRM provided improvements within the theoretical bounds. The 
actual improvement was generally lower than the theoretical figures due to scheduling, 
buffering and flow control mechanisms in use by the network. Where the objective was to 
provide a high QoS connection, however, the measured results provided 90 - 98% of the 
theoretical maxima.
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8. Chapter Eight. 
Summary and Conclusions
This dissertation identifies a number of Quality of Service (QoS) issues caused by 
applications having direct access to workstation services and allocating resources on a first- 
come first-serve basis. These include: additional complexity within applications, inability to 
maintain QoS, and difficulties associated with measuring communications performance and 
usage characteristics. As the integrated multimedia environment evolves, there will be an 
increase of different workstation and network resources, greater requirements for time­
sensitive information, and many different types of multimedia applications operating at once. 
This will exacerbate the requirement for the coordination of end-to-end QoS.
Whilst some aspects of these problems will be solved by the introduction of integrated QoS 
architectures (which require replacement of components throughout the network), two active 
research problems have emerged which have provided the problem statement for this work:
• supporting QoS through multiple networks, and
• QoS support for existing systems.
This research has been conducted in the context of computer workstation communications in 
an environment where the workstation and network performance cannot be guaranteed and 
may be changing with time. This thesis presents a solution based on coordinating 
workstation and network resources in a way which will maximise the end-to-end QoS 
perceived by the user. The CRM is used to quantify application requirements, negotiate 
connections of the highest QoS available at that time, and perform ongoing management to 
ensure that the application can adapt to any subsequent improvements or degradations.
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8.1 Development of the CRM
The Communications Resource Manager has been designed and developed to coordinate all 
connections established within a multimedia workstation. As its core function, the CRM 
operates as a connection manager performing the established roles of invitation and 
arbitration, negotiation, and connection establishment. Traditionally, connection managers 
have been developed as a part of teleconferencing systems which coordinate external 
connections and devices. In contrast the CRM connection manager coordinates operating 
system connections between applications, devices and the network transport as abstract 
entities.
The CRM forms part of a QoS architecture divided into three layers. At the top layer, 
applications request services from the software services layer using a common API. The API 
requires that all connections be established on the basis of object characteristics and QoS 
requirements rather than specific device or network interfaces. The CRM connection 
manager is implemented at the software services layer as a ‘middleware’ function above the 
network and device levels. Accordingly, the CRM can negotiate application QoS 
requirements with its knowledge of workstation capabilities and other applications requests.
8.1.1 Connection Management
The CRM extends connection management to the integrated multimedia environment. It 
shows the ability of multimedia connections to be treated as abstract entities. Connections 
can be made between a variety of applications, devices and network transport services. The 
CRM coordinates the communications establishment transparently to the application, 
providing invitation and arbitration, negotiation and call setup. The CRM is only used in a 
coordination role within the workstation, it does not add another protocol layer to the 
information flow.
The CRM provides a flexible platform for different types of client-server interaction. It 
supports four models of client connections to:
• existing servers,
• servers utilising the CRM,
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• peer conferencing clients, and
• local services.
The CRM architecture provides support for all types of multimedia applications by 
presenting a common interface to workstation services which are coordinated by the CRM. 
By providing a common API, the CRM is able to perform functions currently implemented 
within individual applications, including all service lookups, connection establishment, 
coordination and synchronisation.
Where the particular services requested are unavailable or there is insufficient support for the 
service, the CRM can initiate user level processes to modify the information flow or 
negotiate an alternate service. The addition of QoS modules is achieved by inserting 
modules between the application and transport or operating system interface. QoS modules 
can be implemented through a variety of practices including the use of extensible protocol 
architectures, kernel-level streaming and implementation as user level processes. As 
communications speed increases so will communications support for guaranteed QoS, hence, 
fewer QoS modules will be required. Ultimately, the CRM will only be required to 
coordinate communications and match features rather than monitor and manipulate 
information flows.
The CRM is able to provide support for distribution transparency, presentation transparency, 
device transparency, real resource allocation and synchronisation of multimedia objects. The 
CRM has shown its ability to provide support to generic multimedia applications resulting in:
• simpler applications through reduced duplication of effort because the service 
lookups, feature negotiation, connection establishment, and management are 
performed by the CRM.
• less reliance on workstation devices and specific transport services by using requests 
based on capability rather than specific interfaces
• increased portability and easier rollout of services because applications do not have 
to be reconfigured or recompiled to take advantage of the new facilities.
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• ability to control and monitor connections, as well as provide feedback when QoS 
bounds are exceeded.
8.1.2 CRM Architecture
In order to support QoS, the CRM balances application requests against workstation and 
network resource usage. The CRM establishes communications at a level which will 
maximise the likelihood that each connection’s QoS can be sustained. It introduces QoS 
control modules, where required, to regulate the information flow and then notifies the 
relevant application of any breaches outside of the agreed bounds. These basic requirements 
for sustaining QoS require:
• knowledge of application requirements;
• knowledge of resource capacity and current usage; and
• the ability to control information flow.
The CRM uses the notion of ‘threshold’ QoS. Rather than quantifying performance at every 
layer throughout the system, the CRM considers only the end-to-end flow characteristics. 
The CRM coordinates system resources in a way which attempts to keep the end-to-end flow 
within the agreed bounds. Where this is not possible, the application is notified and the 
connection can then either proceed on a best-effort basis, be renegotiated (for a different 
media format, QoS specification, frame rate or compression level), or the connection or 
component thereof may be dropped.
The CRM provides a reactive method to supporting QoS. Where QoS guarantees cannot be 
provided and QoS is degraded, applications must react in a way which will improve overall 
system QoS. This can be achieved by backing off connections to allow other more QoS 
sensitive connections more resources. However, the CRM must assume a benevolent 
operation by other workstations such that if its connections are backed off, other 
workstation’s information flows will not take up the released system capacity and resources. 
Maximum benefits of backoff schemes occur when coordinating multiple applications 
controlled by the same CRM on a single workstation. The monitoring of connection 
performance always enable a real estimate of the available bandwidth to a certain destination.
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In order to further support QoS, other mechanisms are able to be used in conjunction with the 
CRM. Call admission can be enforced based on the CRM’s knowledge of applications 
requirements and workstation resource availability. The use of degradation paths allows a 
flexible arrangements for efficiently allocating bandwidth because low priority connections 
may be given all available resources until a higher QoS requirement connection is requested.
The CRM has also been designed to allow predictive methods of supporting QoS based on 
long term analysis of the state of the network. Instead of just gathering statistics on a per 
application and per connection basis, statistics can also be gathered on a per-destination 
basis. This allows the CRM to provide connections based on the expected network QoS 
parameters between the workstation and the destination. If there is abnormal QoS 
experienced based on the gathered statistics, the user can be notified to decide whether to, 
say, proceed, try again later, or renegotiate parameters.
The CRM architecture provides a generalised QoS framework which is able to be used on 
existing, as well as future, workstations. The architecture differs from other QoS 
architectures because it is not reliant on the integration principle. Rather than having to 
replace components within the workstation to ensure resource and performance guarantees, 
the CRM uses connection management to control overall resource usage. The CRM 
nevertheless supports the migration to fully integrated QoS through the use of the API and 
will use available workstation components with QoS guarantees. The applications will not 
have to be modified as the migration occurs.
The design of the CRM follows key QoS principles including the separation of control and 
information flows, application transparency of information manipulation, asynchronous 
resource, and adherence to general performance principles for structuring architectures. The 
key benefits of the architecture are that it:
• allows existing applications to work in an environment of known QoS with only 
minor modification.
• enables decisions to be made based on end-to-end QoS being experienced by an 
application at a particular time.
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• is able to use both reactive and predictive methods for dealing with a changing 
environment.
• serves as a platform for implementing various QoS control and management 
mechanisms on existing workstations.
• provides migration to a fully integrated environment without modification to 
applications.
• allows ongoing analysis of multimedia connection requests and performance results 
to study issues related to multimedia usage, scaleability and heterogeneity.
8.1.3 Implementation and Results
The core features of the CRM have been implemented under the UNIX operating system. 
The CRM API is implemented as a set of library routines which are linked to each 
multimedia application. The library routines translate service primitives into local IPC 
messages to the CRM connection manager. The connection manager operates as an iterative, 
connection-oriented single process server which processes all workstation application 
requests. Its operation is based on a state transition diagram which reflects an existing 
connection control protocol. QoS Control modules may be implemented as either separate 
processes or within streams modules for better performance.
The implementation demonstrates the key features of the CRM. A variety of applications 
have provided different traffic loads and characteristics for analysis. The CRM has shown its 
ability to provide connections based on the information provided by the API and the ability 
to control and manage connections on behalf of the application. The CRM’s use of the QoS 
Monitor has shown the ability to transparently add modules into the information flow and 
provide asynchronous feedback to applications. The trials conducted show the results of 
monitoring and the ability of applications to respond to notification.
The testing and measurement of CRM operation illustrates the overheads imposed by the 
architecture. The results show that the overall impact of the CRM is low (less than 0.15 
seconds for this implementation). This overhead is incurred primarily during the call 
establishment and teardown phases which has negligible impact on the user’s perceived QoS.
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The impact to end-to-end information flow is only dependent on intermediate QoS modules 
because the CRM passes the connection end-point to the application once it is established 
rather than adding an additional processing layer. Provided that the QoS module is able to 
process information at the rate provided by the network, it will not act as a bottleneck within 
the system (eg. adding 0.006 seconds for the QoS-Monitor module measured in Chapter 7).
The performance improvements achieved by the CRM are dependent on the channel 
capacity, background load, number of connections which make up the background load, and 
backoff able to be imposed on existing connections. The theoretical calculations bound the 
improved performance between operation with and without the CRM. The percentage 
improvement in performance is proportional to the number of connections operating within 
the channel, whilst the area in which there is an improved performance is proportional to the 
percentage backoff imposed on each connection.
The measured improvements in performance were generally 70 to 75 percent of the 
theoretical improvements on the test-bed configuration. This is due to the internal buffering 
and scheduling within the workstation and the network which gives a higher rate connection 
better throughput, even when they have equal shared bandwidth (ie. not using the CRM). 
However, when the CRM was used to increase the performance of a QoS sensitive 
connection, the connection experienced a performance in the range of 91 to 98 percent of 
theoretical maximum. The differences in measured versus theoretical results were expected 
due to the CRM overhead, contention between processes and variable backoff rates between 
connections.
8.2 Conclusions
The goal of this dissertation has been to show that improvements in end-to-end QoS can be 
achieved by providing communications as a workstation service rather than a shared 
responsibility between each application and the network. This has been achieved using a 
Communications Resource Manager (CRM) which coordinates application requests, current 
workstation and network usage, and existing connection performance.
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The CRM supports generic multimedia applications by using a common API for all 
applications. This provides an additional level of abstraction to establish communications 
based on multimedia object description and QoS requirements rather than specific interfaces. 
This simplifies applications through reduced duplication, places less reliance on specific 
communications and workstation resource interfaces, and aids in the portability of 
applications.
The CRM architecture provides a flexible framework for the support of both QoS 
management and QoS control mechanisms. The QoS management mechanisms support 
connection and negotiation services to coordinate resources, whilst the QoS control 
mechanisms provide the ability to regulate individual connections for resource allocation and 
synchronisation of multimedia connections.
Instead of using the integrated approach to providing QoS, where each of the layers within 
the workstation and network must provide independent guarantees, the CRM makes 
decisions based on the end-to-end QoS being experienced by each connection. This provides 
advantages over existing QoS techniques, as identified in the problem statement:
• Ability to ensure QoS through multiple systems where the connection must pass 
through a network without any guarantees, or there is no common QoS management 
scheme.
• Support for existing systems to allow applications to be developed today which can 
specify QoS and use feedback from the workstation on the performance of its 
connections.
The CRM negotiates communications requirements with network QoS and existing 
connections to achieve the maximum level of end-to-end QoS available at that time. The 
CRM enforces various call admission policies on each new connection based on current 
usage, long-term performance statistics and resource reservation techniques to ensure they do 
not adversely affect existing connections. Nevertheless, if the network changes and the QoS 
of an existing connection degrades, or in fact improves, the CRM is able to notify the 
application to renegotiate the connection and adapt to the new environment. In its most basic
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form, the CRM approach is only able to provide threshold QoS through the use of monitoring 
and application feedback. However, as more workstation services are developed with 
guaranteed QoS performance, the CRM will be able to use these services to provide 
compulsory QoS. This approach is reproduced in Figure 8-1.
Integrated Approach i
CRM with interfaces to
_____ guaranteed QoS components
CRM Approach 6 F
Existing systems
Figure 8-1: CRM approach to providing QoS
The testing and measurement of CRM performance has shown improvements over best-effort 
QoS through the use of simple backoff mechanisms. This approach provides an 
improvement over traditional call admission techniques which allocate resources on a first- 
come first-serve basis. Even when using channels with no in-built prioritisation, the CRM is 
able to coordinate connections is such a way to enable additional bandwidth for new 
connections with higher QoS requirements. The percentage improvement in performance is 
proportional to the number of connections operating within the channel, whilst the 
opportunity for improved performance is proportional to the percentage backoff able to be 
imposed on each connection.
Finally, the CRM is able to be implemented on existing workstations to provide QoS support 
for existing systems. Applications are able to be modified with minimal effort to use the 
CRM API. These applications are then able to operate with a notion of threshold QoS, and 
utilise the features of the CRM improving the end-to-end QoS presented to the user. When 
new services are added to the workstation or network, each application does not need to be 
modified. Instead the CRM is able to service the same application requests with the new 
service if appropriate based on the QoS requirements. As further mechanisms and services 
are developed with QoS guarantees, the CRM will facilitate a smooth migration to the fully 
integrated multimedia environment.
Compulsory QoS
Threshold QoS
Best Effort QoS
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8.3 Further Research
The CRM architecture provides a flexible framework for the study of a variety of issues 
surrounding the support of generic multimedia applications. This work has primarily focused 
on connection management, common application interfaces, and QoS control mechanisms. 
However, the architecture provides a rich research platform for the investigation of:
• application QoS feedback and adaptation to resource availability;
• examination of resource allocation across multiple connections during times of 
degradation;
• control and modification of multimedia information streams to meet QoS constraints;
• support for advanced QoS control mechanisms; and
• workstation multimedia usage, scaleability and heterogeneity.
At present, only basic test or information browsing applications have been modified to use 
the CRM interface. Whilst the replacement of system specific interfaces to allow the CRM 
to perform connection management functions for the application is simple, the CRM offers a 
wealth of other features.
It is proposed to extend the current suite of applications, both client and server, to take 
advantage of the QoS feedback and negotiation features. Where possible, existing 
applications will be modified. A simple example application under consideration is the 
modification of a WWW server which provides multimedia objects in a format suitable to the 
network capacity between itself and the client. In the case of low capacity links (eg mobile), 
other approaches propose the use of a proxy gateway to the low speed network. This requires 
the transmission of the entire object from the server to the proxy gateway which then passes 
a preview to the client. Using the CRM, the negotiation phase will establish that there is 
limited bandwidth and the server will pass only a low resource version, or preview of the 
object, directly to the client. Should the performance improve or degrade, the connection 
parameters can be renegotiated and the connection continued.
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Whilst the CRM provides the framework for coordinating resources, significant research is 
still required into resource allocation across multiple connections during periods of high 
activity and conflicting application requests. To effectively manage the resources which 
affect end-to-end QoS, the further abstraction of devices and internal operating system 
resources is required. Each of the components can be quantified in terms of the generic 
capabilities and capacity available to the workstation. The full development of the 
workstation configuration information service is considered a high priority in the further 
development of the CRM.
When negotiation is being conducted, the CRM can adjust the connection parameters 
according to a predefined QoS degradation path. The use of degradation paths is seen as a 
powerful technique for the resolution of feature and format interaction problems in order to 
achieve the highest possible QoS. Also, when QoS parameters are exceeded and the 
application is notified, the CRM must ensure that excessive renegotiation does not occur that 
will impact overall performance. A hysteresis model is required to allow the smooth 
degradation and improvement of communications services.
For the CRM architecture to provide gains in performance, efficient mechanisms must be 
available for the control and modification of information streams. To avoid a bottleneck 
within the system, any QoS control mechanisms must be capable of processing the 
information at the same speed, if not greater, than is received by the workstation. Recent 
research in the provision of continuous media filters and media streaming within the kernel 
could be easily applied to the architecture transparently to applications which will increase 
performance and allow for better QoS support. This equally applies to the implementation of 
other mechanisms such as media synchronisation. Instead of inter-media synchronisation 
being implemented within each application, the CRM can be used to implement 
synchronisation as a workstation service.
Finally, the CRM provides a platform for the study of issues related to the characteristics of 
multimedia usage, scaleability, and heterogeneity. Considerable attention has been given to 
the gathering of statistics on the multimedia objects requested, resources allocated and 
connection performance. The CRM allows performance to be studied in a consistent manner
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for various combinations of multimedia applications, workstation services and intermediate 
network services. Of great interest in the evaluation of the CRM performance has been work 
at USC in examining the scaleability of teleconferencing schemes using connection 
management [Schooler 1993b]. It is hoped that continued analysis and further deployment of 
the CRM on existing workstation technology will gather larger amounts of information on 
multimedia usage and scaleability issues.
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10. Appendix A.
Passing “Open” File Descriptors
The core function of the CRM is the ability of the connection manager to establish network 
connections and pass only the communication end-point back to the client. To implement 
this facility, there are two important design features which must be considered:
• the communications end-point resides as part of the operating system kernel address 
space; and,
• normal passing of file descriptors under UNIX only allows passing from parent to 
child processes by means of a fork() system call.
Fortunately, the requirement for file descriptors to be transferred between unrelated 
processes has been identified as early as 1985 [Presotto and Ritchie 1985]. This appendix 
describes the kernel structures used to maintain file descriptor information, the operations 
available to manipulate file descriptors, and finally, the functions required to pass file 
descriptors between unrelated processes.
10.1 Internal Data Structures
To understand the operation of passing file descriptors, we must have an understanding of 
what is required within the UNIX operating system kernel to allow two processes access to 
the same descriptor. The following sections cover:
• The filesystem: for an understanding of the file structures, in particular the basic 
information kept on a file (i-node) and the information kept about a file (including 
communication end-points) when active (v-node)
• The kernel data structures: which shows how a process maintains it references to 
multiple files and allows multiple access and file sharing;
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10.1.1 The UNIX Filesystem
As the name suggests, file descriptors generally provide access to a portion the UNIX File 
system. Over the years, the internal structures have been utilised and modified to allow the 
following eight types of UNIX files [Nemeth et al. 1989]:
• Regular files;
• Directories;
• Character device files;
• Block device files
• UNIX-domain sockets (BSD);
• Named Pipes (SVR4)
• Hard links
• Symbolic links (BSD)
10.1.1.1 i-nodes
Within a filesystem there are two main sections: The i - l i s t  and the d i r e c t o r y  and  
d a ta  b lo c k  a r e a .  The i-list area is divided into a series of i - n o d e s  (anywhere up to 
128 bytes). There is a unique i-node allocated for active file within the filesystem.
<ufs/inode.h>
/** The inode is used to describe each active (or recently active)
* file in the UFS filesystem. It is composed of two types of
* information. The first part is the information that is needed
* only while the file is active (such as the identity of the file
* and linkage to speed its lookup). The second part is the
* permanent meta-data associated with the file which is read
* in from the permanent dinode from long term storage when the
* file becomes active, and is put back when the file is no longer
* being used.
*/
struct inode { hash chain, MUST be first */ 
vnode associated with this inode */ 
vnode for block I/O */ 
see below */
device where inode resides */ 
the identity of the inode */ 
filesystem associated with this inode */ 
/* pointer to dquot structures */ 
head of byte-level lock list */ 
offset in dir, where found last entry */ 
end of useful stuff in directory */ 
the on-disk dinode */
struct inode *i_ chain[2]; /*
struct vnode *i_vnode; /*
struct vnode *i_ dewp; /*
u long i_flag; /*
dev_t i dev; /*
ino t i number, /*
struct fs *i_fs, /*
struct dquot *i_ dquot[QUOTAS] ; 
struct lockf *i_ lockf; /*
long i diroff, /*
off_t i endoff, /*
struct dinode i_ din; /*
The inode structure contains all the relevant disk information including: the type of file; 
number of bytes in file; owners user and group id; times last accessed, modified and
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changed; disk blocks address; and disk blocks held. As we are mainly concerned with the 
active portion of the i-node, in particular the v-node structure, the dinode is not discussed 
further.
The structure of the file system is depicted below (Figure 10-1) adapted from [Stevens 1992]
10.1.1.2 v-nodes
The v-node structure provides a degree of file system independence for UNIX filesystems. 
Each open file (or device) has an associated v-node structure which holds the information 
about the type of file and pointers that operate on the file.
directory blocks and data blocks
<sys/vnode.h>
/** The vnode is the focus of all file activity in UNIX.
* There is a unique vnode allocated for each active file,
* each current directory, each mounted-on file, text file, and the root. 
*/
/*
* vnode types. VNON means no type.
*/
enum vtype { VNON, VREG, VDIR, VBLK, VCHR, VLNK, VSOCK, VFIFO, VBAD };
struct vnode {
u long v flag; /* vnode flags (see below) */
short v usecount; /* reference count of users */
short v writecount; /* reference count of writers */
long v holdcnt; /* page & buffer references */
off_t v lastr; /* last read (read-ahead) */
u long v id; /* capability identifier */
struct mount *v mount; /* ptr to vfs we are in */
struct vnodeops *v op; /* vnode operations */
struct vnode *v freef; /* vnode freelist forward */
struct vnode **v freeb; /* vnode freelist back */
struct vnode *v mountf; /* vnode mountlist forward */
struct vnode **v mountb; /* vnode mountlist back */
struct buf *v cleanblkhd; /* clean blocklist head */
struct buf *v dirtyblkhd; /* dirty blocklist head */
long v numoutput; /* num of writes in progress */
enum vtype v type; /* vnode type */
union {
struct mount *vu mountedhere; /* ptr to mounted vfs (VDIR) */
struct socket *vu socket; /* unix ipc (VSOCK) */
caddr_t vu vmdata; /* private data for vm (VREG) */
struct specinfo *vu specinfo; /* device (VCHR, VBLK) */
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struct fifoinfo *vu_fifoinfo; /* fifo (VFIFO) */
} v_un;
enum vtagtype v_tag; /* type of underlying data */
char v_data[VN_MAXPRIVATE] ; /* private data for fs */
As will be seen in the following sections, when file is opened for the first time a v-node 
structure is created. The i-node information is actually stored within the v-node structure in 
the v_data area (up to VN JVLAXPRIVATE bytes). This allows any form of file system to be 
used with their own unique data structures and formats.
10.1.2 Kernel Data Structures
The UNIX kernel maintains a series of structures which are associated with each process that 
is running. Of particular interest to us are:
• Process table entries;
• Process file descriptor table; and
• File tables
10.1.2.1 Process Table Entry
Every process running is associated with a single process state table. This structure defines 
all attributes associated with a running process. As such, the structure is very large. The 
more interesting structure entries are defined below. Of particular not is the list of file 
descriptors (* p _ f d) that points to a file descriptor table detailed in the next section.
<sys/proc.h>
/** Description of a process.
* This structure contains the information needed to manage a thread of
* control, known in UNIX as a process; it has references to substructures
* containing descriptions of things that the process uses, but may share
* with related processes. The process structure and the substructures
* are always addressible except for those marked "(PROC ONLY)" below,
* which might be addressible only on a processor on which the process
* is running.
*/
struct
struct
struct
struct
struct
proc {
proc *p_link; 
proc *p__rlink; 
proc *p_nxt; 
proc **p_prev;
/* doubly-linked run/sleep queue */
/* linked list of active procs */
/* and zombies */
/* substructures: */
struct pcred *p_cred; /*
struct filedesc *p_fd; /*
struct pstats *p_stats; /*
struct plimit *p limit; /*
struct vmspace *p_vmspace; /*
struct sigacts *p_sigacts; /*
process owner's identity */ 
ptr to open files structure */ 
accounting/statistics (PROC ONLY) */ 
process limits */ 
address space */
signal actions, state (PROC ONLY) */
pid_t p_pid; 
struct proc *p_hash; 
struct proc *p_j>grpnxt; 
struct proc *p_pptr;
/* unique process id */
/* hashed based on p_pid for kill+exit+... */ 
/* pointer to next process in process group*/ 
/* pointer to process structure of parent */
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struct proc *p_osptr; /* pointer
struct proc *p_ysptr; /* pointerstruct proc *p_cptr; /* pointer
int p_sig; /* signals
sigset _t p_sigmask; /* current
sigset _t p_sigignore; /* signalssigset _t p_sigcatch; /* signals
to older sibling processes */
to younger siblings */ 
to youngest living child */
pending to this process */
signal mask */
being ignored */
being caught by user */
10.1.2.2 Process File Descriptor Table
Within each process table entry above there is a list of file descriptors maintained by the 
system. This substructure, s t r u c t  f  i l e d e s c ,  is shown below. Of particular note to our 
discussion is that each process has an array of file descriptors, f  d _ o f i l e s  [] which 
contain references to file table entries ( s t r u c t  f i l e )  which are discussed in the next 
section.
Associated with each open file descriptor is a 'per-process' file descriptor flag 
( fd _ o f  i l e f  la g s ) . The scope of these flags apply only to a single file descriptor in a
single process. Retrieving and modifying a flag is achieved by the f c n t l O  system call 
which is discussed towards the end of this section
</sys/fildesc.h>
/** This structure is used for the management of descriptors. It may be
* shared by multiple processes.
*
* A process is initially started out with NDFILE descriptors stored within
* this structure, selected to be enough for typical applications based on
* the historical limit of 20 open files (and the usage of descriptors by
* shells) . If these descriptors are exhausted, a larger descriptor table
* may be allocated, up to a process' resource limit; the internal arrays
* are then unused. The initial expansion is set to NDEXTENT; each time
* it runs out, it is doubled until the resource limit is reached. NDEXTENT
* should be selected to be the biggest multiple of OFILESIZE (see below)
* that will fit in a power-of-two sized piece of memory.
*/
#define NDFILE 20
#define NDEXTENT 50
struct filedesc (
struct file *fd_ofiles[ ] ; 
char *fd_ofileflags; 
struct vnode *fd_cdir; 
struct vnode *fd_rdir; 
int fd_nfiles; 
u short fd_lastfile; 
u_short fd_freefile; 
u short fd_cmask; 
u“short fd_refcnt;
} ;
/*
* Per-process open flags 
*/#define UF_EXCLOSE 0x01
#define UF_MAPPED 0x02
/* 250 bytes in 256-byte alloc. */
/* file structures for open files */ 
/* per-process open file flags */
/* current directory */
/* root directory */
/* number of open files allocated */ 
/* high-water mark of fd_ofiles */
/* approx, next free file */
/* mask for file creation */
/* reference count */
/* auto-close on exec */ 
/* mapped from device */
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10.1.2.3 File Tables
File table entries are maintained for all open files. This structure provides most of the 
flexibility for file sharing under UNIX. Instead of linking files descriptors directly to a file 
v-node, the use of the file table allows us to separate the use of each file into a separate 
logical entity. To understand this better, it is worth looking at the primary information stored 
within the file table entry:
• File status flag ( f _ f l a g ) :  This flag applies to all file descriptors within any 
process that points to this file status table.
• File reference count ( f _ c o u n t ): This flag refers to the number of file descriptors 
pointing to this structure. It is possible for more than one file descriptor to access the 
same file table entry, the most common occurrence of this is when a dup() call is 
performed or after a fork() and exec().
• Current file offset ( f _ o f  f  s e t ) : The offset field holds the current position within 
the open file.
The current file offset is of particular importance when manipulating file descriptors, if a 
processes wishes to have another reference to an open file) then it is sufficient to use an 
additional file descriptor and reference the file table entry, (ie. by either the dup() or fcntl() 
calls).
If a processes wishes to have separate access to file, ie. with different flags and offset, then it 
is necessary to create another file table entry using the openQ call)
</sys/file.h>
/*
* Kernel descriptor table.
* One entry for each open kernel vnode and socket. 
*/
#define DTYPE_VNODE
#define DTYPE SOCKET
1 /* file */
2 /* communications endpoint */
struct file {
struct file *f filef;
struct file **f fileb;
short f_flag;
short of type;
short f count;
short f msgcount;
struct ucred * f_cred;
struct fileops {
int (*fo read)
int (*fo write)
int (*fo ioctl)
int (*fo select)
/* list of active files */
/* list of active files */
/* see fcntl.h */
/* descriptor type (see above)*/
/* reference count */
/* references from message queue */ 
/* credentials assoc, with desc.*/
P((struct file *fp, struct uio *uio, 
struct ucred *cred));
P((struct file *fp, struct uio *uio, 
struct ucred *cred));
P((struct file *fp, int com,
caddr_t data, struct proc *p));
P((struct file *fp, int which, 
struct proc *p));
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} *f_ops;
off_t f_offset;
caddr_t f_data ; /* vnode or socket */
The comment on the last line of the above structure ( /*  vnode o r  s o c k e t  * /)  is 
slightly misleading as a socket is implemented as a type of v-node entry as seen in the 
previous subsection.
The relevant flags that are set for each file table entry (f_flag) are shown below:
</sys/fcntl.h>
/*
* File status flags: these are used by open(2), fcntl(2). 
*/
/* open-only flags */
#define o_RDONLY 0x0000 /* open for reading only */
#define o_’wRONLY 0x0001 /* open for writing only */
#define o_’RDWR 0x 0002 /* open for reading and writing */
#define 0_ ACCMODE 0x0003 /* mask for above modes */
#define o’’n o n b l o c k 0x0004 /* no delay */
tdefine o_APPEND 0x0008 /* set append mode */
#define o_SHLOCK 0x0010 /* open with shared file lock */
#define o’’e x l o c k 0x0020 /* open with exclusive file lock */
#define o’ ASYNC 0x0040 /* signal pgrp when data ready */
#define o’’FSYNC 0x 0080 /* synchronous writes */
#define o’’CREAT 0x0200 /* create if nonexistant */
#define o’’TRUNC 0x 0400 /* truncate to zero length */
#define o"’EXCL 0x 0800 /* error if already exists */
/* defined by POSIX 1003.1; BSD default, so no bit required */
#define 0_N0CTTY 0 /* don't assign controlling terminal */
These flags apply to all descriptors in any process that point to the given file entry table. 
Retrieving and modifying a flag is achieved by the fcntl() system call which is discussed 
towards the end of this section If we now link all the structures together as in Figure 10-2, we 
get a view of the relevant information stored for each running process (expanded from [Stevens 
1992]). This figure shows a single process with two files open, one socket (top v-node) and a 
plain file (bottom v-node)
struct proc struct file v-node table
f flag
v usecount
struct filedesc f count
struct socket
f  offset
v-node ptr i-node
information
f  count v usecount
f offset
struct socketv-node ptr
i-node
information
fdO: flags! ptr
fd 1: flags ptr
fd 2: flags) ptr
fd 4: flags1, ptr /
fd 5: flags ptr
Figure 10-2: Kernel Data Structures for Open Files
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70.2 Obtaining Information about File Descriptors
This section describes the information we are able to obtain from any file descriptor which as 
we have shown in the previous section is the process handle to any form of file including 
communication end-point.
10.2.1 fstatQ system call
The fstat() system call takes an open file descriptor and finds the i-node from the active i­
node list within the kernel [Rockhindl985]. Data from the i-node is rearranged and placed 
into the user supplied stat structure.
Since the connection manager is performing the open() function on our communication 
paths, it is re-assuring to know that we are able to obtain the same information using this 
system call:
"The f s t a t O  o b ta in s  th e  same in fo r m a t io n  a b o u t an  
open  f i l e  known by  th e  f i l e  d e s c r i p t o r  fd , su ch  a s  
w ould  be o b ta in e d  by  an  open c a l l ." [Berkeley 1991]
The format of the call is:
i n t  f s t a t ( i n t  f d ,  s t r u c t  s t a t  * s b u f ) ;
If successful the function returns 0 and fills the structure referenced by s b u f  as follows:
struct stat {
dev t st dev; /* device inode resides on */
ino t st ino; /* inode's number */
mode t st mode; /* inode protection mode */
nlink t st nlink; /* number or hard links to the file */
uid t st uid; /* user-id of owner */
gid_t st gid; /* group-id of owner */
dev_t st rdev; /* device type, for special file inode *
off t st size; /* file size, in bytes */
time t st atime; /* time of last access */
time t st mtime; /* time of last data modification */
time t st ctime; /* time of last file status change */
long st blksize,•/* optimal file sys I/O ops blocksize */
long st blocks; /* blocks allocated for file */
u long st flags; /* user defined flags for file */
u long st gen; /* file generation number */
/
Additional information can be gained from the status information word (st_m ode) bits as
follows:
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
S_IFMT
S_IFIFO 
SJEFCHR 
S_IFDIR 
S_IFBLK 
S_IFREG 
S IFLNK
0170000
0010000
0 0 2 0 0 0 0
0040000
0060000
0100000
0120000
/* type of file */
/* named pipe (fifo) */ 
/* character special */ 
/* directory */
/* block special */
/* regular */
/* symbolic link */
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#define S_IFSOCK 0140000 /* socket */
#define S_ISUID 0004000 /* set user id on execution */
#define S_ISGID 0002000 /* set group id on execution */
#define S_ISVTX 0001000 /* save swapped text even after use */ 
#define S_IRUSR 0000400 /* read permission, owner */
#define S__IWUSR 0000200 /* write permission, owner */
#define S_IXUSR 0000100 /* execute/search permission, owner */
These bitmaps are used as in the example:
if (sbuf->stmode & S_IFMT) == S_IFSOCK){
printf("File descriptor to socket\n");
}
On error this function returns -1 and sets erromo to indicate the reason for failure.
10.2.2 fcntlO system call
The fcntl() system call provides control over file descriptors:
int fcntl(int fd, int cmd, int arg);
This system calls takes arguments of the file descriptor, f  d, to be operated on by cmd with 
optional argument, a rg . The command allows a variety of file based operations as 
summarised below:
• FDUPFD Return a new descriptor using a file descriptor greater than or equal 
to arg.
• FGETFD Get the close-on-exec flag associated with the file descriptor fd. If 
the low-order bit of the returned value is 0, the file will remain open across exec(), 
otherwise the file will be closed upon execution of exec() (arg is ignored).
• F_SETFD Set the close-on-exec flag associated with fd to the low order bit of
arg (0 or 1 as above).
• FGETFL Get descriptor status flags, as described below (arg is ignored).
• F_SETFL Set descriptor status flags to arg.
• F GETOWN Get the process ID or process group currently receiving SIGIO and
SIGURG signals; process groups are returned as negative values (arg is ignored).
• F SETOWN Set the process or process group to receive SIGIO and SIGURG 
signals; process groups are specified by supplying arg as negative, otherwise arg is 
interpreted as a process ID.
The flags for the F GETFL and F_SETFL flags are as follows:
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• O NDELAY Non-blocking I/O; if no data is available to a read call, or if a write 
operation would block, the read or write call returns -1 with the error 
EWOULDBLOCK.
• OAPPEND Force each write to append at the end of file; corresponds to the 
OAPPEND flag of open(2).
• O ASYNC Enable the SIGIO signal to be sent to the process group when I/O is 
possible, eg., upon availability of data to be read.
10.2.3 ioctlf) system call
The ioctl() system call is known for being the catchall for all I/O operations [STEVENS 
1992]. Whilst the POSIX.l standard is replacing many of the operations with new functions 
there are still some operation still conducted by the ioctl() call. Each call is of the form:
int ioctl(int fd, unsigned long request, char *argp);
The following ioctl() call are still in use today:
/* file i/o controls */
#define FIOCLEX /* set close on exec on fd */
#define FIONCLEX /* remove close on exec */
#define FIONREAD /* get # bytes to read */
#define FIONBIO /* set/clear non-blocking i/o */
#define FIOASYNC /* set/clear async i/o */
#define FIOSETOWN /* set owner */
#define FIOGETOWN /* get owner */
/* socket i/o controls */
#define SIOCSHIWAT /* set high watermark */
#define SIOCGHIWAT /* get high watermark */
#define SIOCSLOWAT /* set low watermark */
#define SIOCGLOWAT /* get low watermark */
#define SIOCATMARK /* at oob mark? */
#define SIOCSPGRP /* set process group */
#define SIOCGPGRP /* get process group */
#define SIOCADDRT /* add route */
#define SIOCDELRT /* delete route */
#define SIOCSIFADDR /* set ifnet address */
#define SIOCGIFADDR /* get ifnet address */
#define SIOCSIFDSTADDR /* set p-p address */
#define SIOCGIFDSTADDR /* get p-p address */
#define SIOCSIFFLAGS /* set ifnet flags */
#define SIOCGIFFLAGS /* get ifnet flags */
#define SIOCGIFBRDADDR /* get broadcast addr */
#define SIOCSIFBRDADDR /* set broadcast addr */
#define SIOCGIFCONF /* get ifnet list */
#define SIOCGIFNETMASK /* get net addr mask */
#define SIOCSIFNETMASK /* set net addr mask */
#define SIOCGIFMETRIC /* get IF metric */
#define SIOCSIFMETRIC /* set IF metric */
#define SIOCDIFADDR /* delete IF addr */
#define SIOCAIFADDR /* add/chg IF alias */
#define SIOCSARP /* set arp entry */
#define SIOCGARP /* get arp entry */
#define SIOCDARP /* delete arp entry */
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The full details of these calls are explained in [Stevens 1990].
10.3 UNIX System Calls for Handling File Descriptors
In the previous section we have seen the internal file structures used by the UNIX kernel to 
provide a range of file-sharing capabilities. This section analyses the different calls available 
under UNIX to provide different combinations of the structures above. There are three main 
calls that are used to manipulate these structures:
•  dup()7 : The dup() call duplicates a file descriptor within the processes own
file descriptor table and increments the f_count field within the file table entry.
•  open(): The open() calls creates a new file table entry with flags as specified
and returns an new file descriptor to the table. Note: only one v-node is required for 
a given file.
•  fork() and exec(): The fork() call duplicates an entire process table including
the file descriptor table. This allows both processes to access the same file table 
entries, albeit with the restriction that the processes must be related. The exec() call 
is often used to change the child process image whilst maintaining the open file 
descriptors.
Each of these calls is briefly documented below showing the result within the internal kernel 
structures.
10.3.1 dupO System Call7 8
int dup(int oldd);
dup() duplicates an existing object descriptor and returns its value to the calling process 
(newd = dup(oldd)). The argument oldd is a small non- negative integer index in the 
per-process descriptor table. The value must be less than the size of the table, which is 
returned by getdtablesize(2). The new descriptor returned by the call is the lowest 
numbered descriptor currently not in use by the process.
The object referenced by the descriptor does not distinguish between oldd and newd in any 
way. Thus if newd and oldd are duplicate references to an open file, read(2), write(2) and
7 The f c n t l  () is able to perform the same function using the F_DUPFD command and some versions o f  
UNIX allow an o p e n ( )  on/dev/fd.
8 T h e  d e s c r ip t io n  o f  dup ( )  is  f r o m [B E R K E L E Y  1 9 9 1 ] ,
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lseek(2) calls all move a single pointer into the file, and append mode, non-blocking I/O and 
asynchronous I/O options are shared between the references. If a separate pointer in to the 
file is desired, a different object reference to the file must be obtained by issuing an 
additional open(2) call. The close-on-exec flag on the new file descriptor is unset.
A view of the internal structures is shown below in Figure 10-3:
struct proc struct file v-node table
Figure 10-3: dup( ) Returning a New File Descriptor to Same File Table 
10.3.2 open() system call
int open(const char *path, int flags, mode_t mode);
The open() call creates a new file entry table to the file specified by path and returns a file 
descriptor within the process table. The mode is used if the flags field (as specified in the 
fcntl header above) is O CREAT when the mode refers to the access mode.
When a file is opened multiple times within the same process, or indeed from separate 
processes, each instance requires its own flags and current offset (for example two files 
reading the motd file 0_RD0NLY at the same time) and hence file state table. Both of the 
file table entries will point to a single v-node for the unique file. For any file within the 
filesystem, there is only one v-node entry.
Both situations are depicted in Figure 10-4. The first example, a single process having two 
instances of the file is depicted by the top process having two file descriptors referencing two 
separate file state tables which reference a single v-node entry. In the second case, depicted 
by a hash line and the second process, each process has a single file descriptor referencing 
two separate file state tables as before.
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Figure 10-4: open() Performed on the Same File
When the open() call has been placed, all control over the file is isolated to the v-node itself. 
The processes are independent and changing the access method, for example, for one process 
will not affect the other.
10.3.3 fork() System Call
Within a processes it is often required that child processes are created to perform sub-tasks 
on behalf of the parent. For this to occur, the child requires all of the same access to 
structures as the parent. An example of this may be where the parent has opened the file for 
operation and then wishes the child to process the contents. Instead of passing all the details 
to the client so it can re-create an identical state table entry it is more desirable to be able to 
be able to pass the reference to the open file (ie. file descriptor).
The format of the call is as follows^: 
p i d _ t  f o r k ( v o i d ) ;
The fork() call causes the creation of a new process. The new process (child process) is an 
exact copy of the calling process (parent process) except for the following:
• The child has a unique process ID
• The child process has a different parent process ID (ie. the process ID of the parent 
process.
• The child process has its own copy of the parent's descriptors. These descriptors 
reference the same underlying objects, so that, for instance, file pointers in file 
objects are shared between the child and the parent.
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• The child process utilisations are set to 0.
Once a process with open file descriptors has been forked, the file descriptor table within the 
parent is duplicated in the child leading to the situation depicted in Figure 10-5. In effect, the 
open file descriptor has been passed from the parent to the child.
struct proc struct file v-node table
Figure 10-5: Passing of File Descriptors using fork( )
10.4 Sharing "Open" File Descriptors between Unrelated 
Processes
In the previous section we have reviewed some of the standard system calls available under 
UNIX to manipulate file descriptors. Returning now, however, to the process model 
developed for the connection manager, we review our requirement for being able to pass a 
communications end-point from the connection manager to an unrelated client. It will not 
suffice for each client to fork() and exec() its own version of the connection manager.
Whilst there is provision for passing file descriptors under UNIX, there is no single system 
call to allow us to send a file descriptor from one process to another unrelated process. The 
reasons for this are simple, including:
•  There must be some form of notification to the process that a file descriptor is being 
passed;
•  The receiving process must have provision for the file descriptor within its own user 
address space; and
9 i h e  d e s c r ip t io n  o f  f o r k  ( )  is  fro m  [B E R K E L E Y  1 9 9 1 ]
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•  The receiving process must be able to ensure the validity of the file descriptor (ie. 
authentication).
The following subsections describe the ability to pass file descriptors between unrelated 
processes under both BSD and System V. The process is very much the same for both types 
of connections as proposed in [Presotto and Ritchie 1985]:
•  Establish a local connection between the two processes;
•  Have the originating process obtain a valid file descriptor and send a special message 
containing the file descriptor to the receiving process;
•  Have the client process receive the special message and reference to the file 
descriptor; and
•  Perform any authentication checks required.
Under BSD, file descriptors are passed as special component of the sendmsg() system call 
between UNIX domain sockets. The sendmsg() and corresponding recvmsg() calls have a 
special parameter for either "msg_accrights" or under more recent versions of BSD ancillary 
data in "msg control"
The concept of passing "access" rights was to indicate that the process had the access to a 
system maintained object. In our case the object is a file, device, or socket. Although it is 
feasible for other types of access rights to be transferred (for example access to a portion of 
memory), BSD4.3 only supports the passing of file descriptors [Stevens 1990]. In recent 
versions of BSD, the "msg_accrights" field has been replaced by a more generic control 
structure defined by a control message header "cmsghdr"
10.4.1 sendmsgO and recvmsgO system calls10
Before describing the procedure required to send a file descriptor, the sendmsgO and 
recvmsgO system calls are described. These function are used to transfer messages between 
sockets:
int sendmsg(int fd, const struct msghdr *msg, int flags); 
int recvmsg(int fd, struct msghdr *msg, int flags);
10 Based on [BERKELEY 1991]
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No indication of failure to deliver is implicit in a send(). Locally detected errors are 
indicated by a return value of -1. The recvmsg routines returns the length of the message on 
successful completion.
Both calls uses a msghdr structure to minimise the number of directly supplied parameters. 
This structure has the following form,
<sys/socket.h>:
struct msghdr {
caddr_t msg_name; 
u_int msg_namelen;
struct iovec *msg_iov; 
u_int msg_iovlen; 
caddr_t msg_control; 
u_int msg_controllen; 
int msg_flags;
} ;
Here msgname and msg namelen specify the destination address if the socket is 
unconnected; msg_name may be given as a null pointer if no names are desired or required. 
Msg_iov and msg iovlen describe scatter gather locations, as discussed below. Msg_control, 
which has length msg_controllen, points to a buffer for other protocol control related 
messages or other miscellaneous ancillary data. The messages are of the form:
struct cmsghdr {
uint cmsg_len; /* data byte count, including hdr */
int cmsg_level; /* originating protocol */
int cmsgtype; /* protocol-specific type */
/* followed by 
u char cmsgdataU; */
};
/* optional address */
/* size of address */
/* scatter/gather array */
/* # elements in msg_iov */
/* ancillary data, see below */ 
/* ancillary data buffer len */ 
/* flags on received message */
The following flags are used:
MSG OOB /* process out-of-band data */
MSG_DONTROUTE /* bypass routing, use direct interface */
SG_WAITALL /* wait for full request or error */
MSG PEEK /* return start of queue without removing msg */
The flag MSG_OOB is used to send “out-of-band” data on sockets that support this notion 
(e.g. SOCK STREAM); the underlying protocol must al- so support "out-of-band" data. 
MSG_DONTROUTE is usually used only by diagnostic or routing programs. Some 
protocols place expedited data at the head of the normal data queue, and thus this flag cannot 
be used with such protocols.
The MSG PEEK flag causes the receive operation to return data from the beginning of the 
receive queue without removing that data from the queue. Thus, a subsequent receive call 
will return the same data.
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The MSG WAITALL flag requests that the operation block until the full request is satisfied. 
However, the call may still return less data than requested if a signal is caught, an error or 
disconnect occurs, or the next data to be received is of a different type than that re- turned.
If no messages are available at the socket, the receive call waits for a message to arrive, 
unless the socket is nonblocking (see fcntl(2)) in which case the value -1 is returned and the 
external variable ermo is set to EWOULDBLOCK.
The data component of the message is contained within the iovec structure which points to 
several pieces of data which form part of the message. This minimises copying within the 
user space to get a contiguous request. The iovec structure is:
struct iovec {
caddr_t iov_base;
int iov_len;
}
The completed structure is depicted in Figure 10-6:
struct msghdr
Figure 10-6: Message Structure for sendmsgQ and RecvmsgQ
10.4.2 Basic sendfdO Routine
The facility provided under BSD version 4.3 to pass open file descriptors is to pass them as 
ancillary data for AF UNIX domain sockets, with cmsg level set to SOL SOCKET and 
cmsg_type set to SCM RIGHTS.
To achieve the passing of file descriptors, one process must pass a message using the 
structure described in the previous section, whilst another must receive the message and 
hence be aware of the incoming file descriptor. The basic routine to perform the sending of a 
file descriptor is given below:
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#include
#include
#include
#include
<sys/types.h> 
<stdio.h> 
<sys/socket.h> 
<sys/uio.h>
/* struct msghdr */ 
/* struct iovec */
/*
* define the size of the control buffer to the size of the
* header plus the size of one file descriptor 
*/
#define CONTROLLEN (sizeof(struct cmsghdr) + sizeof(int))
/*--------- -------------------- ----------------
*
* send_fd: send a file descriptor to client
*
\* ............. ............ ............ ...................................
- * \
*
*
*
*/
int
send_fd(int clientconn, int fd)
{
struct iovec iov[l]; 
struct msghdr msg; 
struct cmsghdr cmptr;
msg.msg name = NULL; /* msg name not reqd */
msg.msg namelen = 0;
iov[0].iov base = NULL; /* a blank message */
iov[0].iov len = 0;
msg.msg iov = iov;
msg.msg iovlen = 1;
cmptr.cmsglevel = SOL_ SOCKET; /* fill in control */
cmptr.cmsg_type = SCM RIGHTS;
cmptr.cmsg_len = CONTROLLEN;
msg.msg_control = (caddrt) &cmptr; 
msg.msgcontrollen = CONTROLLEN;
* (int *)CMSG_DATA(&cmptr) = fd; /* the fd to pass */
/*
* send it 
*/
if (sendmsg(clientconn, &msg, 0) != 2)
return(-1);
return(0);
}
This routine is used as the basis of the CRM send fd routine to allow the passing of open file 
descriptors. The CRM module is extended to allow the passing of additional data (such as 
message type) and status information (success/ failure).
10.4.3 Basic recv fdO Routine
A basic routine which receives a file descriptor is given below:
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <sys/uio.h>
/** define the size of the <
* header plus the size of
*/#define CONTROLLEN
/* struct msghdr */
/* struct iovec */
(sizeof(struct cmsghdr) + sizeof(int))
/*-----★
•*\★
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★
★
*/
int
recv_fd(int serverconn)
{
int newfd;
struct iovec iov[l]; 
struct msghdr msg; 
struct cmsghdr cmptr;
msg.msg_name = NULL; /* msg name not reqd */
msg.msg_namelen = 0;
iov[0].iov_base = NULL; /* a blank message */
iov 10].iov_len = 0; 
msg.msg_iov = iov;
msg.msg_iovlen = 1;
msg.msg_control = (caddr_t) &cmptr; /* fill in control */ 
msg.msg_controllen = CONTROLLEN;
/*
* recv it 
*/
if ( recvmsg(serverconn, &msg, 0) < 0) 
return(-1);
newfd = * (int *)CMSG_DATA(ficmptr); /* new descriptor */
return(newfd);
)
recv_fd: recv a file descriptor from a server★
\*--------------------------------------
The use of both the send_fd and recv fd routines allows programs such as the CRM to pass 
open-file descriptors. The facilities are still implementation specific for the various versions 
of UNIX, although the functionality is equal. The CRM maintains the code in a separate 
operating system dependant library which always allows the same function calls within the 
CRM code.
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11. Appendix B.
Selected Source Code for CRM
This appendix contains selected source code for the CRM as implemented under FreeBSD 
version 2.01 (BSD 4.4 derivative). This section contains the major routines for the 
implementation of the CRM API and connection manager. The full source code can be 
requested via http://www.elec.uow.edu.au.
The code is divided onto the following sections:
• Common files. These are the common data structures, message types, global 
declarations and function prototypes for the utility routines used by the CRM.
• Connection manager. These files contain the implementation of the major 
connection manager features. The routines include the establishment of the daemon 
server, receiving and processing of messages, registration of client, establishment of 
connections and teardown.
• Shared memory. These files create, allocate and free buffers contained within the 
shared memory segment, ensuring control through the use of the semaphores. Both 
the CRM and QoS Control modules include these files to share connection 
information and statistics.
11.1 Common Files
All CRM routines include this common header and global declarations to allow use of the 
common message types and utility routines.
11.1.1 crm.h
/* crm.h - CRM Global header */
-----------------------------------------------------------
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
★
*
*
★
★
*
* _
*/
Program:
Purpose:
Use:
Author:
Last Modified: 
Acknowledgements:
CRM
Global header file for Message types, 
data structures and function definitions
To be included after all system headers
Reynolds
04 November 1995
Nil
#ifndef __connmgr_h
#define __connmgr_h
/*
* standard include files 
*/
#include <sys/types.h> /*
#include <sys/time.h> /*
#include <stdio.h> /*
#include <string.h> /*
#include <unistd.h> /*
#include "crmqos.h" /*
#include "crmdata.h" /*
/*
* #defines — > constants
*/
#define BUFFSIZE 8192 /*
#define MESSAGELEN 1024 /*
#define FILENAMESIZE 64 /*
#define MAXLINE 4096 /*
#define LINELEN 128 /*
#define FILE MODE (SJERUSR |
required for some of our prototypes */
required for some of our structures */
for convenience */
for convenience */
for convenience */
implementation specific qos_t */
implementation specific media types */
Maximum buffer size */
Maximum request size */
Maximum descriptor/ path length */ 
max line length */ 
expected line length */
S IWUSR | S IRGRP | S_IROTH)
/* connmgr specific */
#define MGRCONN "/var/tmp/connmgr_socket" /* connmgr's well-known name */
#define M_CLI_REGISTER 
ttdefine M_CLI_CONNECT 
#define M_CLI_FD 
#define M_CLI_CLOSE 
#define M_CLI_REPLY 
#define M_CLI_UNREGISTER 
#define M_CLI_QUERY
#define M_NEGOTIATE_REQUEST 
#define M_NEGOTIATE_REPLY 
#define M_RENEGOTIATE_REQUEST 
#define M_RENEGOTIATE_REPLY 
#define M_DISCONNECT_REQUEST 
#define M_DISCONNECT_REPLY
#define M_S E RVE R_RE QUE S T 
#define M_SERVER_REPLY 
#define M_SERVER_DISCONNECT 
#define M SERVER_DISCONNECTED
0x01 /* message types */
0x02
0x03
0x04
0x05
0x06
0x07
0x10
0x11
0x12
0x13
0x14
0x15
0x20
0x21
0x23
0x24
/* compatibility modules */ 
#define CRM_listen serv_listen 
#define CRM_accept serv_accept 
#define EOL_STRING "\r\n"
#define BUFFER_READ(from, to, size) {bcopy((from), (to), (size));\
(from)+=(size);}
#define BUFFERJWRITE(from, to, size) (bcopy((from), (to), (size));\
(to)+=(size);)
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#define NAMELEN 100
#define SERVERLEN 100 
#define SERVICELEN 20
/*
* data types 
*/
typedef s true t { /* multimedia object description */
char name[NAMELEN]; /* short name description */char server[SERVERLEN]; /* host name */char service[SERVICELEN]; /* service eg. gopher, echo, www */
int port ; /* port number */
ushort media; /* media: TEXT/ VIDEO etc */
ushort type; /* type: PS, ASCII, BINARY */
char description[FILENAMESIZE]; /* full description */char instance[LINELEN]; /* instance/ unique identifier */
} object t;
typedef struct { 
double 
long int 
} dist t;
/* per read statistics gathered by QoS-M */ 
interval; 
bytes ;
typedef struct 
long int 
long int 
long int 
double 
double 
} sample t;
/* per interval statistics gathered by QoS-M */ 
second; 
num_bytes; 
num_reads; 
throughput; 
jitter;
typedef struct { /* overall statistics gathered by QoS-M */
/* per connection stats */ 
struct timeval start_time; 
struct timeval finish_time; 
double connect_time; 
struct timeval firstpk; 
struct timeval lastpk;
/* start time for connection */
/* finish time for connection */
/* time taken to establishing connection*/ 
/* first data packet */
/* most recent data packet */
/* per read statistics */
double total time; /* time time so far */
long int total reads; /* num of reads so far */
long int total_bytes; /* num bytes so far */
long int max bytes; /* max bytes per read */
long int min bytes; /* min bytes per read */
double max interval; /* max time between pk arrival */
double min interval; /* min time between pk arrival */
double max instanttp; /* max throughput on any read */
double min__ins tanttp; /* min throughput on any read */
/* per interval staticstics */
long int curr reads; /* num reads at last interval */
long int curr bytes; /* num bytes at last interval */
double curr_throughput; /* num bytes this interval */
double curr jitter; /* jitter for this interval */
double max throughput; /* max throughput per interval */
double min throughput; /* min throughput per interval */
/* overall statistics */
double
double
avg_throughput; 
avg jitter;
/* num bytes / total time so far */ 
/* overall std deviation */
} stat_t;
typedef struct conn__node { 
object_t object;
/* full connection information */ 
/* object details */
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qos_t qos; /* requested qos */long int connid; /* connection id */stat t instat, outstat; /* inbound/ outbound stats */int state; /* state of connection */int fdnet; /* file descriptor of connection */pid_t pid; /* user controlling process id */int headpid; /* process of topmost process */struct conn node *c next; /* next connection for this client */} conn t;
typedef struct { /* one Client struct per connected client */
int fd; /* fd, or -1 if available */uid t uid; /* user id */conn t *conn; /* conn list = NULLCONN to start with */} client t;
/*
* function prototypes 
*/
/* crm routines */
int s_pipe(int *) ; /* {Stevens Progs svr4 spipe bsd spipe) */
int daemon init(void) ; /* {Stevens Progs daemoninit} */int CRM_1 isten(const char *) ; /* {Stevens Progs servlisten 44bsd) */
int CRM_accept(int, uid t *) ; /* {Stevens Progs servaccept 44bsd) */
int buf_args(char *, int (*func)(int , char * *));
int writen(int, void *, size_t); 
int gopherreq(char *, int);
/* client routines */
int client_register(const char *) ; /* {Stevens Progs cliconn_44bsd} */
int CRM_recv(int, ssize_t (*func) (int, const void *, size_t) , int *,
void *, int); /* pjr crmsend.c */
int CRM_send(int, int, void *, int,
int, const char *) ; /* pjr crmread.c */
int connectTCP(char *, char *); 
int connectUDP(char *, char *); 
int connectsock(char *, char *, char *) 
int TCPecho(int, char *) ;
/* comer connectTCP routine */ 
/* comer connectUDP routine */ 
/* comer connectsock routine */ 
/* comer TCPecho routine */
void
void
void
void
void
err_dump(const char *, ...);
errjnsg(const char *, ...); 
err_quit(const char *, ...);
err_ret(const char *, ...);
err_sys(const char *, ...);
/* Stevens error routines */
void
void
void
void
void
log_msg(const char *, 
log_open(const char *, 
log_quit(const char *, 
log_ret(const char *, 
log_sys(const char *,
int, 
. . .) 
..) ; 
..) ;
/* Stevens loging routines */ 
int) ;
#endif /* __connmgr_h */
11.1.2 globals.c
/* globals.c - connmgr global variables*/
/ * "■ ' 
* Program: connmgr
* Purpose: holds the global variables for the connmgr
* Use: linked at compile time
* Author: Reynolds
* Last Modified: 04 November 1995
* Acknowledgements:
*
Nil
*/
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#include "conn.h"
/*
* Globals 
*/
int debug = 0; 
int graph = 0; 
int stats = 0; 
int intval = INTERVAL
/* connection manager specific stuff */
/* debug flag - default = OFF */ 
/* graph flag - default = OFF*/
/* display stats - default = OFF*/ 
/* interval for stats gathering */
char outputfile[FILENAMESIZE]; /* output file name */char errmsg[MAXLINE]; /* error message */char *pathname; /* for connecitons */char * servername;
char *username;
client t ♦client = NULL; /* start of the client array */int client size; /* current size of client array */long int globalid = GLOBALID; /* starting connection id */long int connid[OPEN_MAX]; /* allocated connections */int shmid; /* shared memory segment id */char *qargv[MAXARGS]; /* default options to all progs */int qarge; /* number of default options */
11.2 Connection Manager
11.2.1 Makefile
# make definitions for the CRM
# Definitions required in all program directories to compile and link
# C programs using gcc.
CC=cc
COMPILE.c=$(CC) $(CFLAGS) $(CPPFLAGS) -C 
NOANSICOMPILE.C=$(CC) $ (NOANSICFLAGS) $ (CPPFLAGS) -C 
LINK.c=$(CC) $ (CFLAGS) $ (CPPFLAGS) $ (LDFLAGS)
LDLIBS=../libmisc.a
# Common definitions
# We don't normally use -O with gcc on the spare.
CFLAGS = -Wall -g
CFLAGSO = -Wall -O -g
# Our library that almost every program needs.
LIB = ../libmisc.a
# Common temp files to delete from each directory.
TEMPFILES = core core.* *.o temp.* *.out typescript*
PROGS = connmgr
OBJS = gopherreq.o whoisreq.o crmclient.o crmloop.o main.o \
crmprocess.o crmconn.o crmshm.o crmsem.o globals.o crmlaunch.o \ 
util.o connectsock.o connectTCP.o crmstats.o
all: ${PROGS}
${OBJS}: ../erm.h
connmgr: ${OBJS}
${LINK.C } -o $0 ${OBJS} $(LDLIBS}
clean:
rm -f ${PROGS) ${TEMPFILES)
11.2.2 main.c
/* main.c - connection manager main function */
/*-------------------------------------------------------------
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* Program:*
* Purpose:*
★
*
* Use:
*
* Author:
*
* Last Modified:
Acknowledgements:
*
*/
connmgr
main function for the connection manager - reads the 
command line options, kicks off the daemon process and 
sets up the cleanup interupt handler.
connmgr [-d][-g][-o OutputFile][-i: interval]
Reynolds
04 November 1995
Nil
/*
* include files
*/
#include <syslog.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <signal.h>
#include "crmloop.h'
#include "crmshm.h"
#include "crmsem.h"
#include "conn.h"
/*
* Externals 
*/
/* parameters */
extern int debug; /* turn debugging on */
extern int graph; /* turn graphing on */
extern int stats; /* display ongoing stats */
extern int intval; /* specify intval (default = 1) */
extern char outputfile[]; /* output file name */
extern char *qargv[]; /* default options */
extern int qarge; /* number of default options */
/* for shmared memory creation and deletion */
extern int shmid; /* shared memory id */
extern conn t **Freeconn; /* the start of the shmem segment */
extern int _ *Fsem; /* the Semaphore id */
/*
* Functions 
*/
static void sig_int(); /* our signal handler */
static void crm init(int, char **); /* Uet options */
int
main(int arge, char **argv)
{
/* print a welcome */
printf("Communications Resource Management (CRM) Process\n");
#ifdef D_CONN
printf("open.serv %d %d\n", LOG_PID, LOG_USER);
#endif
/* set global options - return options and command line parameters */ 
(void) crm_init(arge, argv);
if (debug == 0)
daemon init();
/* initialise shared memory */ 
shmid = conn_init (SHM_CREATE) ;
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/* set up deletion procedure - 
* NB: race condition but its only for convenience 
*/
if (signal(SIGINT, sig_int) =  SIG_ERR) 
log_sys("signal interupt error");
loop(); /* never returns */
return(0); /* keep the compiler happy */
}
static void
crm_init(int arge, char **argv)
{
int ch; /* options variables */
int i ; /* just a counter */
char *myname; /* this program name */
extern char * optarg; /* argument passed as option */
extern int optind; /* index to options */
extern int optopt; /* option found */
extern int opterr; /* disbable error display to stdout */
myname = argv[0];
(void) strepy(outputfile, OUTPUTFILE);
opterr =0; /* don't want getopt() writing to stderr */
while ((ch = getopt(argc, argv, "dsgi:o:")) != EOF)
switch(ch) {
case 'd':
debug = 1; /*debug*/ 
break;
case 's':
stats = 1; /*display ongoing stats*/ 
break;
case 'g':
graph = 1; /*produce graphs*/ 
break;
case 'o' :
(void) strepy(outputfile,optarg); /*output file*/ 
break;
case 'i ':
intval = atoi(optarg); /*override default stats*/ 
break;
case '?':
default:
log quit("unrecognized option: -%c",optopt); 
} ~~
/* setup the qargv -> globals options to all spawed processes */
qarge = optind; 
for (i = 0; i < optind; i++) 
qargv[i] = argv[i];
arge -= optind; 
argv += optind;
switch (arge) { 
case 0:
/* no action required - there should be none left */ 
break;
)
default:
log_quit("usage: %s [-dgi:o :]",myname);
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static void 
sig_int()
{
int i;
write(STDERR_FILENO,"\nSIGINT Caught- Cleaning up\n", 28);
i=0; /* points to the first free one */ 
while (*Freeconn != NULLCONN){ 
i++;
*Freeconn = (*Freeconn)->c_next;
>
log_msg("Number of Free Conns = %d\n",i); 
if (semctl(*Fsem, 0, IPC_RMID, 0) < 0) 
log_sys("semctl error"); 
if (shmctl(shmid, IPC_RMID, 0) < 0) 
log_sys("shmctl error"); 
exit(0);
}
11.2.3 crmloop.c
/*
/*-*
*
*
*  
k  
:k 
k  
k  
k  
k  
k  
k  
k
k -
*/
crmloop.c - main loop or connmgr */
Program:
Purpose:
Use:
Author:
Last Modified: 
Acknowledgements:
connmgr
Main loop for the connextion manager to listen for new 
requests and receive requests from registered clients
called from main, loops forever
Reynolds
04 November 1995
Nil
#include <sys/time.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/resource.h>
#include <signal.h>
#include <sys/wait.h>
#include "crmprocess.h"
#include "crmclient.h"
#include "crmshm.h"
#include "crmloop.h"
static void sig_chld(int);
void
loop (void) 
{
int i, n , maxfd, maxi,
uid t uid;
fd set rset, allset;
int messagetype;
char buffer[MESSAGELEN]
/* set up child handler */
/* reaping children
if (signal(SIGCHLD, sig_chld) == SIG_ERR) 
log sys("signal child error");
*/
nread;
FD ZERO(fiallset);
/* obtain fd to listen for client requests on */ 
if ( (mgrconn = CRM_listen(MGRCONN)) < 0) 
log sys("CRM_listen error");
FD SET(mgrconn, &allset);
maxfd = mgrconn;
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maxi = -l; 
for ( ; ; ) {
rset = allset; /* rset gets modified each time around */
if ( (n = select(maxfd + 1, &rset, NULL, NULL, NULL)) < 0) { 
if (errno =  EINTR) {
/*caught child stats alarm*/ 
continue;
} else
log_sys("select error");
}
}
if (FD_ISSET(mgrconn, ¿rset)) {
/* accept new client request on the well knowm CRM port
* number and accepts() the connection by registering the
* client and having its own port to listen on 
*/
if ( (clientfd = CRM_accept(mgrconn, &uid)) < 0)
log_sys("CRM_accept error: %d\n", clientfd);
else {
messagetype = M_CLI_REGISTER;
FD_SET(clientfd, ¿allset);
CRM_process_request(clientfd, ¿i,messagetype, ¿uid);
)
if (i > maxi)
maxi = i; /* max index in client[] array */ 
if (clientfd > maxfd)
maxfd = clientfd; /* max fd for select () */
continue;
>
for (i = 0; i <= maxi; i++) {
/* receive a request from a particular client, ie. a
connection, status, close, or unregister. Go through 
the client[] array to find which connection and 
process request */
if ( (clientfd = client[i].fd) < 0) 
continue;
if (FD_ISSET(clientfd, &rset)) { /* read request from client */ 
if ( (nread = CRM_recv(clientfd,write,¿messagetype, 
¿buffer, sizeof buffer)) < 0) 
log_sys("CRM_read_request error: %d\n", clientfd); 
else {
if (nread = 0 )  { /* have a valid read */
messagetype = M_CLI_UNREGISTER;
FD_CLR(clientfd, ¿allset);
)
CRM_process_request(clientfd, &i,messagetype,¿buffer);
}
)
>
/* SIGCHLD handler, invoked when a child terminates. */
void
sig_chld(int signo)
{
int 
pid_t 
struct
#ifdef FREENOW 
long int 
client_t 
#endif
stat, errno
pid;
rusage chiIds;
connid;
*currclient;
save;
errno_save = errno; /* log_msg() might change errno */
if ( (pid = wait4(-l, ¿stat, 0, ¿childs)) <= 0) 
log sys("wait4 error");
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if (WIFEXITED(stat) != 0) {
/* inform of termination status*/ 
log_msg("\nChild %d terminated normally: %04x", 
pid, WEXITSTATUS(stat)) ;
/* print resource usage time */
log_msg("User time = %ld.%ld",childs.ru_utime.tv_sec,
childs.ru_utime.tv_usec);
log_msg("System time = %ld.%ld",childs.ru_stime.ty_sec,
childs.ru_stime.tv usee);
#ifdef FREENOW
/* lets find the client and connection which has just terminated */ 
if ( (connid = client_findpid(&currclient, pid)) =  0) { 
log_msg("Client not found"); 
return;
}
/* free up the resources -> its all over
* THIS HAS A POTENTIAL DEADLOCK 
*/
if ( (c_delete(&(currclient->conn),connid)) < 0) 
log_msg("unsuccessfull deletion of id");
/* UP TO HERE -> because of the semaphore,
* thats why it isn't released here anymore (#FREENOW not set)
*/
else
log_msg("conn id %d deleted from client list", connid);
#endif
} else
log_msg("\nChild %d terminated abnormally: %04x", pid, stat); 
errno = errno_save;
return; /* probably interrupts accept() in serv_accept() */
}
11.2.4 crmprocess.c
/* erm process.c - process each CRM request */
/*-
* Program :
★
* Purpose :
★
* Use:
* Author:
*
* Last Modified
★
* Acknowledgements : Nil
CRM
Processes each CRM request passed to the connection manager 
CRM process request (client connection, index, message, buffer) 
Reynolds
04 November 1995
*/
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include
"crmclient.h" 
"crmconn.h" 
"crmshm.h" 
"crmsem.h" 
"crmlaunch.h" 
"ermstats.h" 
"crmprocess.h"
void
CRM process_request(int clientfd,
client_t
conn_t
conn_t
uid_t
char
*currclient; 
*newconn;
*currconn; 
*uidp; 
♦index;
int *clientindex, int message, void *buffer)
/* current client we are working on */
/* if a new connection is received */
/* existing connection */
/* user id of requesting application */
/* index in client array */
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int newfd; /* for new connections */int progfd; /* for QoS Modules */
long int connid; /* unique connection id */struct passwd *p; /* to lookup whose who */
struct timeval now; /* to measure connection times */
/*set up current parameters*/ 
index = buffer;
switch (message) {
case M_CLI_REGISTER: /* add the client entry */
uidp = (uid_t *)buffer;
*clientindex = client_add(clientfd, *uidp); 
if ( (p = getpwuid(*uidp)) =  NULL) 
log_sys("getpwuid");
log_msg("\nReceived new registration: %s, fd %d", p->pw_name,
clientfd);
/* set the close on exec flag - a lot of clients not pased to all*/ 
if (fentl(clientfd, F_SETFD, FD_CLOEXEC) == -1) 
log_sys("fcntl");
break;
case M_CLI_UNREGI STER: /* remove the client entry */
/* print a summary */
(void) CRM_j?rint_summary(clientfd, &(client[*clientindex]));
/* free all the resources */
log msg("Freeing all resources for this connection"); 
c freem(client[*clientindex].conn);
/* delete the client entry */
client_del(clientfd); /* client has closed conn */ 
close(clientfd);
if ( (p = getpwuid(client[*clientindex].uid)) == NULL) 
log_sys("getpwuid");
log_msg("\nclosed uid %s, fd %d", p->pw_name, clientfd); 
break;
case M CLI CONNECT: /* get remaining parameters and make call */
“ currclient = (client_t *) &(client[*clientindex]); 
newconn = c_get(); /* get a new buffer */
/* read in the parameters */
BUFFER READ(index,&(newconn->object),sizeof(object_t));
BUFFEREREAD(index,&(newconn->qos),sizeof(qos_t));
BUFFER READ(index,&(newconn->pid),sizeof (pid_t));
/* find out who its from */
if ( (P = getpwuid(currclient->uid)) == NULL) 
log_sys("getpwuid");
log msg("\nReceived request to %s, from uid %s, pid %d, for object:%s", 
— newconn->object.server, p->pw_name,
newconn->pid, newconn—>object.name);
#ifdef NEG_IMPLEMENTED
/* if we need to negotiate - send request and wait for reply */ 
if (QOSISSET commit_throughput(newconn->qos)) {
CRM negotiate_request (p->pw__name, newconn->object, 
newconn->qos) ;
newconn->s tate = S_NEGOTIATING; 
break;
/* await negotiate reply */
}
else
/* fall through */ 
case M NEGOTIATE REPLY:“ currclient = (client_t*) & (client [*clientindex]) ;
BUFFER READ(index, ficonnid,sizeof(long int));
/* find the correct connection */
currconn = c_find(currclient->conn, connid);
if (currconn != S_NEGOTIATING) (
log_msg("invalid request"); 
break;
)
#endif ./* establish the connection */
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newconn->state = S_INITIATING;
if ( (newfd = CRM_client_connect(clientfd, currclient, newconn)) < 0) { 
log_msg("Unable to perform CBM_establish");
/* delete the correct connection */
(void) c_free(newconn); 
break;
}
/* set up connection properly */ 
c_add(&(currclient->conn),newconn); 
newconn->fdnet = newfd; 
newconn->connid = globalid++; 
newconn->s tate = S_SYNCHRONISING;
log_msg("Established new network connection %d, fd = %d",
newconn->connid, newfd);
/* ready to launch the qosmonitor if required */ 
if (QOSISSET_monitor(newconn->qos)) (
progfd = CRM_launch(QOSMONITOR, newfd, newconn); 
log_msg("Added qos process %d inline, new fd = %d, for %d", 
newconn->headpid, progfd, newconn->connid); 
newconn->fdnet = progfd;
close(newfd); /* we don't need this reference now */ 
newfd = progfd;
}
/* set the close on exec flag - a lot of FDs not to be pased to all*/ 
if (fcntl(newfd,F_SETFD, FD_CLOEXEC) =  -1) 
log_sys("fcntl");
CRM_client_sendfd(clientfd, currclient, newconn, newfd); 
log_msg("Sent fd %d over fd %d for %s from %s", newfd, clientfd, 
newconn->object.name, newconn->object.server);
/* if all seems to be OK */ 
newconn->state = S CONNECTED;
break;
case M CLI CLOSE: /* get remaining parameters and make call */ 
— currclient = (client_t *) &(client[*clientindex]);
/*
*/
BUFFER READ(index, ficormid,sizeof(long int));
/* find the correct connection */ 
currconn = c_find(currclient->conn, connid); 
if (currconn == NULLCONN) {
log_msg("invalid connid"); 
break;
}
log_msg("\nReceived close request for %d, fd %d", 
currconn->connid, currconn->fdnet);
/* close the fd assosiated with the network/qos connection */ 
close(currconn->fdnet);
log msg("Closed CRM fd to network connection");
/* calculate finsh time */
(void) gettimeofday(Snow, (struct timezone *)NULL); 
currconn->instat.finish_time.tv_sec = now.tv_sec; 
currconn->instat.finish_time.tv_sec = now.tv_sec; 
currconn->outstat.finish_time.tv_usec = now.tv_usec; 
currconn->outstat.finish_time.tv_usec = now.tv_usec;
/* we cannot delete the correct connection as the other process 
may still be using it, how about we wait until we get a signal 
saying it is good and ready FREENOW or until the whole session is 
complete */
if ( (c_delete(&(currclient->conn),connid)) < 0) 
log_msg("unsuccessfull deletion of id");
else
log_msg("conn id %d deleted from client list", connid);
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break;
default: /* error */
log_sys("invalid message"); 
return;
}
}
11.2.5 crmlaunch.c
/* crmlaunch.h - CRM routine to establish QoS Modules */
/*■
* Program: connmgr
*
* Purpose: launch a new process for QoS Control
CRM_launch(QoS Module, net connection, current conection) 
Reynolds
04 November 1995
★
* Acknowledgements: Nil
* Use:
* Author:
*
* Last Modified:
*/
#include "crmlaunch.h"
#include "conn.h"
int
CRM_launch(char *prog, int fdnet, conn_t *currconn)
{
char str_offset[FILENAMESIZE];
int fd[2]; /* file descriptors for unnamed pipe */
int childpid;
/* make the conection from this process to qosm */ 
if (socketpair(AF_UNIX, SOCK_STREAM, 0, fd) <0 ) 
log_sys("socketpair failed");
#ifdef D_SHMEM
log msg("currconn = %x",currconn);
log~msg("Freeconn = %x",(conn_t *) Freeconn);
log_msg("Offset is %d", currconn - (conn_t *)Freeconn);
#endif
sprintf(str_offset,"%d",currconn - (conn_t *)Freeconn);
/* create the two processes */ 
if ( (childpid = fork()) < 0) { 
log_sys("can't fork");
}
else if (childpid > 0) { /* parent */
close(fdnet);
close(fd[CRM]); /* CRM (parent) doesn't need to talk to CRM */
/* thats about all the parent needs to do */
/* we might like to make a reference to who the child process is ? */ 
/* but thats not too scaleable - better off to just accept this */
/* new end as the network connection 
*/
/* perhaps not */ 
currconn->headpid = childpid;
) else { /* child server */
close(fd[PROG]); /* PROG (child) doesn't need to talk to me */
/* clears close on exec during dup2 */ 
if (dup2(fd[CRM],STDIN_FILENO) —  -1) /* client end*/ 
log_sys("dup2");
if (dup2(fdnet,STDOUT_FILENO) =  -1) /* network end */
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log_sys("dup2");
/* leave stderr as is */
/* but I must close the rest -> set through close on exec */ 
/* only interesteed in keeping the options to pass to qosm */ 
qargv[qargc++] = str_offset; 
qargv[qargc++] = '\0';
if (execv(prog,qargv) =  -1) 
log_sys("execv");
/* should never get this far */ 
exit(O);
}
return(fd[PROG]);
}
11.3 Memory Management
11.3.1 crmshm.h
/* crmshm.h - header file for crm shared memory segment */
/*-★ Program: CRM
* Purpose : header file for shared memory routines
★
*
ie
Use : To be included by all routines requiring access to the 
shared memory segment
* Author:
★
* Last Modified:
*
* Acknowledgements:
★
★
Reynolds
30 October 1995
Adapted from Warren Toomey for CRM operation 
[Toomey 1990] and [Reynolds and Toomey 1990]
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/ipc.h>
#include <sys/shm.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <sys/mman.h>
#include "../crm.h"
#define SHM SIZE
#define NUMCONN
#define SHMKEY
#define SHM CREATE
#define SHM ATTACH
#define NULLCONN
/* #define D_SHMEM */
/** Macros 
*/
/* —  CGET gets a
*/
/* size of segment (multiples of conn_t) 
*/
/* just a key */
/* user read/write/create 
/* user read/write */
1000
1000 /* duplicate
((key_t) 7890)
(0666 I IPC_CREAT) 
(0666)
(conn t *) NULL
/* Shared memory debugging */
 conn_t buffer (c) from the Freeconn list
#define CGET(c) (\
sem_acquire(*Fsem);\
if ((c=*Freeconn) != NULLCONN) (\
*/
*/
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*Freeconn=c->c_next; \ 
c->connid = 0; \ 
c->c_next = NULLCONN; } \ 
sem_release(*Fsem); }
/* CFREE Given a conn_t buffer (c), it frees this mbuf and returns
—  the next one in the chain in (n)
*/
#define CFREE(c,n) {\
sem_acquire(*Fsem);\ 
n=c->c_next; \ 
c->c_next = *Freeconn; \ 
c->connid =0; \
*Freeconn = c; \ 
sem release(*Fsem); }
/*
* Function declarations 
*/
int conn_init(int);
conn_t *c_get(void);
conn_t *c_free (conn_t *) ;
void c_freem(conn_t *);
void c_add(conn_t **, conn_t *) ;
int c_delete(conn_t **, int);
conn_t *c_find(conn_t *, int);
long int c_findpid(conn_t *, pid_t);
void c_print(conn_t *);
11.3.2 crmshm.c
/* crmshm.c - crm shared memory functions */
/*■* Program: CRM
* Purpose : shared memory routines
* Use: basic initialisation, allocation, freeing routines
★ shared memory segment
★ Author : Reynolds
* Last Modified: 30 October 1995
★ Acknowledgements: Adapted from Warren Toomey for CRM operation
*
★
[Toomey 1990] and [Reynolds and Toomey 1990]
★.
*/
♦include "crmshm.h"
♦include "crmsem.h"
/* global declarations */
conn t **Freeconn = NULL; /* the list of connections */
extern int *Fsem; /* the semaphone for access */
/* —  conn init grab a chunk of shared memory and carve it up into a
_ series of conn buffers. Mode must be SHM_CREATE to
_ create the memory (CRM's job) - others just attach
*/
int
conn init(int mode)
{ ~ . int shmid,i ;
conn t *temp;
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if ( (shmid = shinget(SHMKEY, SHM_SIZE * sizeof (conn_t) , mode)) < 0) 
log_sys("shmget error");
#ifdef D_SHMEM
log_msg("shmem size:%d * %d = %d" ,SHM_SIZE, sizeof (conn_t) ,
SHM_SIZE * sizeof(conn_t)); 
log_msg("shm id is %d: ",shmid);
#endif
if ( (temp = (conn_t *) shmat(shmid, (char *)0, 0)) == (void *) -1) 
log_sys("shmat error");
#ifdef D_SHMEM
log_msg("shared memory attached from %x to %x", temp, temp+SHM_SIZE) ; 
#endif
Freeconn = (conn_t **)temp; /* allocate the first one to the be start
of the free list */
Fsem = (int *) ((int)temp + sizeof(conn_t **)); /* the one after */
if (mode == SHM_CREATE) { /*initialise the memory */
*Fsem = sem_create(SEM_CREATE); 
temp++; /* jump over first location */
for (i=NUMCONN-l, *Freeconn = NULLCONN; i; i— , temp++) { 
temp->c_next = *Freeconn;
♦Freeconn = temp;
}
#ifdef D_SHMEM
log_msg("the first one will start at %x", *Freeconn); 
log~msg("the offset is %d", *Freeconn - (conn_t *)Freeconn);
#endif
sem release(*Fsem);
}
return(shmid);
>
conn_t * 
c_get(void)
{
register conn_t *c;
CGET(c);
if (C == NULLCONN)
return(NULLCONN);
/♦perfomrm any initialisation*/
c->state =0; /* prob shouldn't do this here - nothing to do with me */
c->headpid = -1; 
c->connid = 0; 
c->c_next = NULLCONN;
return (c);
)
conn_t *
c_free(conn_t *c)
( register conn_t *n;
#ifdef D_SHMEM
log_msg("Freeing Conn: %ld",c->connid); 
#endif
CFREE(c,n); 
return(n);
}
/* free a chain of conn_t buffers */ 
void
c freem(conn_t *c)
{“ while (c!=NULLCONN) { 
c = c_free (c) ;
}
}
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/* “ c_add add a conn buffer to the end of the list
*/
void
c_add(conn_t **clist, conn t *new)
{
register conn_t *c;
sem_acquire(*Fsem); 
if (*clist == NULLCONN) {
*clist = new; 
new->c_next = NULLCONN;
} else {
c = *clist;
while(c->c_next!=NULLCONN)
c = c->c_next; 
c->c_next = new; 
new->c_next = NULLCONN;
}
#ifdef D_SHMEM
log_msg("added new %ld",new->connid);
#endif
sem_release(*Fsem);
}
/* —  c find find a specific conn from a list of buffers as matched
—  by the connid (returns 0 if ok, -1 otherwise)
*/
conn_t *
c_find(conn_t *clist, int id)
{
conn_t *c;
c = clist; /* the first conn or NULLCONN */
sem_acquire(*Fsem);
while (c != NULLCONN && c->connid != id) { 
c = c->c_next;
}sem_release(*Fsem); 
return(c);
}
/* _ c findpid find a specific conn from a list of buffers as matched
—  — by the headpid (returns 0 if ok, -1 otherwise)
*/
long int
c_findpid(conn_t *clist, pid_t pid)
{
conn_t *c;
c _ ciisf /* the first conn or NULLCONN */
}
sem_acquire(*Fsem);
while (c != NULLCONN && c->headpid != pid) { 
c = c->c_next;
}sem_release(*Fsem); 
if (c =  NULLCONN) 
return(0);
else
return(c->connid);
_ c delete delete a specific conn from a list of buffers as matched
_ — by the connid (returns 0 if ok, -1 otherwise)
*/
intc delete(conn_t **clist, int id)
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conn__t *p,*c;
c = *clist; /* the first conn or NULLCONN */
if (c->connid == id) { /*
*clist = c->c_next; 
(void) c_free(c); 
return(0);
} else {
the first entry */
/* search along until found *sem_acquire(*Fsem);
while (c != NULLCONN && c->connid != id) {
/
P = c;
c = c->c next;
}
sem_release(*Fsem);
}
if (c == NULLCONN) 
return(-1);
sem_acquire(*Fsem) ; 
p->c_next = c->c_next; 
sem_release(*Fsem); 
(void) c_free(c);
return(0);
}
/* —  c_print print a list of conn buffers
*/
void
c_print(conn_t *clist)
{
register conn_t *c;
c = clist;
if (C == NULLCONN) {
#ifdef D_SHMEM
log_msg("Empty list");
#endif
} else {
while(c •=NULLCONN) (
#ifdef D_SHMEM
log_msg("Connid = %ld",c->connid);
#endif
c = c->c_next;
}
}
}
11.3.3 crmsem.h
/* crmsem.h - header file for crm semaphore operations */
/*■
Program: CRM
Purpose:
Use:
* Author:
* Last Modified:
header file for semaphore routines
To be included by all routines requiring access to the 
shared memory segment
Reynolds
30 October 1995
* Acknowledgements : Adapted from Warren Toomey for CRM operation 
[Toomey 1990] and [Reynolds and Toomey 1990]
*/
#include <sys/types.h>
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#include <sys/ipc.h>
#include <sys/sem.h>
#include "../crm.h" /* library routines ★ /
#define SEMKEY ( (key_t) 7891) /* unique key for semaphore */
#define SEM_CREATE (0666 | IPC_CREAT) /* user read/write ★/
/* procedure declarations */
int sem_create(int); 
void sem_acquire(int); 
void sem_release(int);
11.3.4 crmsem.c
/*crmsem.c - semaphore routines */
/*-
* Program:
*
* Purpose :
*
* Use:
*
•k
* Author:
★
* Last Modified:
CRM
routines for semaphore operations
functions to create, aquire and release the semaphore to 
shared memory segment
Reynolds
30 October 1995
Acknowledgements : Adapted from Warren Toomey for CRM operation 
[Toomey 1990] and [Reynolds and Toomey 1990]
*/
#include "crmsem.h" 
int *Fsem = NULL; 
int
sem_create(int mode)
{
int sid;
/★create a semaphore, return it's id */
if ((sid = semget(SEMKEY, 1, mode)) == -1)
log sys("can't create semaphore");
return(sid);
}
static void semcall(int sid, int op) /*call semop */
{
struct sembuf sb;
sb.sem_num = 0 ; 
sb. sem_op = op ; 
sb.sem_flg = 0 ;
}
if (semop(sid, &sb, 1) == -1) 
log_sys("semop");
void
sem_acquire(int sid) /* P(semid) */
{ semcall(sid, -1);
}
void
sem_release(int sid) /* P(semid) */
{
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semcall(sid, 1) ;
}
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12. Appendix C.
Selected Source Code for QoS-M
This appendix contains source code for the Quality of Service Monitoring (QoS-M) module 
developed for use with the CRM. The CRM inserts a QoS-M module within the information 
flow of connections whenever specified by the application in the QoS specification.
12.1 Common Files
12.1.1 qosm.h
/* qosm.h - qosm global variables*/
/*-
* Purpose :
*
* Use:
Program: QOSM
header file for QoS Monitor routines 
To be included by all QOSM routines
*
* Author: Reynolds
*
* Last Modified: 19 September 1995
★
* Acknowledgements: Nil
★  —  
*/
#include <sys/types.h> 
#include <errno.h>
#include "../crm.h"
/*
* #defines — > constants 
*/
/* #define D_QOS */ 
/* #define PAUSE */ 
/* #define BYTES */
/★debugging mode -> mainly for launch */
/* pause for last interval (is it useful? )*/
/* print results in bytes per seconds not bps */
#define CLIENT 0
#define QOSM 1
/* the socket descriptor index for client end */ 
/* the socket descriptor index for qosm end */
#define NUM_DIST 10240 
#define NUM_SAMPLE 1024
/* 10000 reads in the buffer */
/* 1000 seconds worth in the buffer */
#define MAXDEG 2
#define QOSBUF 512
#define INTERVAL 1
/* standard bytes to read from net/client */ 
/* standard bytes to read from net/client */ 
/* standard interval (seconds) */
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#define OUTPUTFILE "/usr/home/pjr/connmgr/qos/qos" /* default file name */
/*
* macros 
*/
#define min(a,b) ((a) < (b) ? (a) : (b))
#define max(a,b) ((a) > (b) ? (a) : (b))
/*
* function prototypes 
*/
int qos_monitor(int, int, conn t *);
12.1.2 stats.h
/* stats.h - header file for stats routines */
★
★ Program: QOSM
★
*
Purpose : header file for stats components of QOSM
*
*
Use : To be included all routines requiring access stats
*
*
Author : Reynolds
* Last Modified: 12 September 1995
★
* Acknowledgements : Nil
*
★ -------------- ----------------------
*/
#include <values.h> 
#include <signal.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include "qosm.h"
/*
* defines 
*/
#define CRM INDEPENDANT /* incomming and outgoing statistics are assumed to 
be independant (depends on data being analysed? */
#define NET_STATS 
/* #define CLI_STATS */ 
/* #define D_STATS */
/* calc network stats -> always */ 
/* calc client stats */
/* debugging info */
/*
* externals 
*/
extern int debug; /* 
extern int graph; /* 
extern int stats; /* 
extern int intval; /*
debugging information */ 
produce graphing results */ 
display ongoing stats */ 
intval for gathering stats */
extern struct timeval start_time, conn_time; /* gloabal times */ 
extern long int second; /* keep track of time */
extern conn_t *currconn; 
extern dist_t injitter[];
extern dist_t outjitter[]; 
extern sample_t insample[]; 
extern sample_t outsample[];
extern FILE *outf; 
extern FILE *inf; 
extern char outputfile[];
/* current connection */
/* distribution information */
/* distribution information */ 
/* sample information */
/* sample information */
/* output stats file stream */ 
/* input stats file stream */ 
/* output file name */
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extern int inindex; 
extern int outindex;
/*
* functions 
*/
void update_stats(int, struct timeval *, stat_t *, dist_t []); 
void print_stats (FILE *, stat_t *, dist_t [] , sample_t []); 
void check_contract(conn_t *, stat_t *) ;
void update_samples(stat_t *, dist_t [], sample_t [] , int *) ;
FILE *init_stats(stat_t *, char *) ; 
void start_stats(conn_t *) ;
void tvsub(struct timeval *, struct timeval *, struct timeval *) ;
/*where up to in processing */ 
/* where up to in processing */
12.1.3 Makefile
12.2 QoS Monitor
12.2.1 main.c
/* main.c - qosm main routine */
/ J' ★ Program: QOSM
* Purpose : header file for shared memory routines
* Use: qosm [-dg -i intval -o filename] offset
★ Author : Reynolds
* Last Modified: 12 September 1995
* Acknowledgements : Nil
*/
#include <stdio.h>
ttinclude <stdlib.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <sys/wait.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <sys/time.h>
#include "crmshm.h"
#include "qosm.h"
/*
* External 
*/
extern int debug; 
extern int graph; 
extern int stats; 
extern int intval; 
extern char outputfile[]; 
extern conn_t **Freeconn; 
extern conn t *currconn;
/* debug flag */
/* graph flag */
/* stats flag */
/* intval for stats gathering */ 
/* filename for output */
/* top of the pile */
/* this current connection */
int
main(arge, argv) 
int arge; 
char *argv[];
{ char *myname;
extern char *optarg; 
extern int optind;
/* this programs name */
/* argument passed as option */ 
/* index to options */
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extern int optopt; 
extern int opterr; 
int ch;
int shmid; 
int conn_offset;
/* initialise variables */
opterr = 0;
debug = 0;
graph = 0;
intval = INTERVAL;
myname = argv[0];
(void) strcpy(outputfile, OUTPUTFILE);
/* option found */
/* disbable error display to stdout */ 
/* options variables */
/* shmem id */
/* offset to shmem */
while ((ch = getopt(argc, argv, "dsgi:o:")) != EOF) 
switch(ch) { 
case 'd':
debug =1; /*debug*/
break;
case 's':
stats = 1; /*produce graphs*/
break;
case 'g':
graph = 1; /*produce graphs*/
break;
case 'o':
(void) strcpy(outputfile,optarg) ; /*output file*/ 
break;
case 'i ':
intval = atoi(optarg); /*override default stats*/ 
break;
case '?': 
default:
log_quit("unrecognized option: -%c",optopt);
}
argc -= optind; 
argv += optind;
switch (argc) { 
case 1:
conn_offset = atoi(argv(0]); 
break; 
default:
log_quit("usage: %s [-dg -i intval -o filename] offset ",
myname);
}
#ifdef D_QOS
log_msg("qosm child offset: %d",conn_offset);
#endif
/*
* ready to go 
*/
/* set up the shared memory segment */ 
shmid = conn_init(SHM_ATTACH) ;
/* determine the current connection */ 
currconn = (conn_t *)Freeconn + conn_offset;
#ifdef D_QOS
log msgC'qosm: connid = %d", currconn->connid) ; 
#endif
qos monitor(STDIN_FILENO,STDOUT_FILENO, currconn); 
/* un-attach the shared memory segment */ 
close(STDIN_FILENO);
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close(STDOUT_FILENO); 
exit(0);
}
12.2.2 qosmonitor.c
/* qosmonitor.c - qos monitor */ 
/*------------------------------
* Program:* qosmonitor
* Purpose :
•k
read in on one socket (client) and write to other (net) and 
vice-versa
* Use: qos monitor(fdclient,fdnet)
* Author: Reynolds
* Date:
★
15 September 1995
*/
#include <signal.h>
#include "qosm.h"
#include "stats.h"
/*
* Externals 
*/
static void sig_alrm(int); 
intqos_monitor (int fdclient, int fdnet, conn_t *currconn)
{ _
int maxfd, nread,n ;
char buf[QOSBUF]; 
fd_set rset, allset;
struct timeval timeout; /* for select */
#ifdef D_QOS
log msgC'connid = %d",currconn->connid); 
#endif
/* set up the signal handler*/ 
if (signal(SIGALRM, sig_alrm) =  SIG_ERR) 
log_sys("signal user error");
/* initialise statistics & signal handlers */ 
start_stats(currconn);
FD_ZERO(&allset);
FD_SET(fdclient, fiallset);
FD_SET(fdnet, &allset); 
maxfd = max(fdnet, fdclient);
for ( ; ; ) (
timeout.tv_sec = 100; 
timeout.tv_usec = 0;
rset = allset; /*rset gets modified each time roiand */
if ( (n = select(maxfd+1, firset, NULL, NULL, &timeout)) < 0) { 
if (errno =  EINTR) {
/*caught update stats alarm*/ 
continue;
} else
log_sys("select error");
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}
if (FD_ISSET (fdclient, &rset) ) { /* read from dient -> net */
if ( (nread = read(fdclient, buf, QOSBUF)) < 0) 
log_sys("read error on fd %d", fdclient);
#ifdef CLI STATS
#endif
>
else if (nread =  0) { 
if (stats)
log_msg("qosm: Connection: %d, closed client fd %d", 
currconn->connid, fdclient); 
FD_CLR(fdclient, &allset); 
break;
} else { /* its OK */
if (write(fdnet, buf, nread) < 0)
log_sys("write: sending to network");
(void) update_stats(nread, &timeout, (stat_t *)
&(currconn->outstat), (dist_t *) fioutjitter);
>
if (FD__ISSET (fdnet, &rset) ) { /* read from net -> client */
if ( (nread = read(fdnet, buf, QOSBUF)) < 0)
log_sys("read error on fd %d", fdnet);
else if (nread == 0) { 
if (stats)
log_msg("qosm: Connection: %d, closed network fd %d", 
currconn->connid, fdnet);
FD_CLR(fdnet, fiallset); 
break;
&injitter);
>
}
} else { /* its OK */
if ( write(fdclient, buf, nread) < 0)
log sys("write: sending to client"); 
(void)update_stats(nread, &timeout,
(stat t *) &(currconn->instat), (dist_t *)
}
/*complete processing */ 
alarm(0);
/* note that we are discarding information about the last interval 
* but afterall we have complete bytes etc 
*/
/* print both sets of statistics */
#ifdef CLI_STATS
if (stats)
log_msg("\nThese are the client stats for: %d", currconn->connid); 
print_stats(outf, (stat_t *) &(currconn->outstat),
(dist_t *)fioutjitter, (sample_t *)fioutsample);
#endif
if (stats)log msg("\nThese are the network stats for: %d", currconn->connid); 
print stats~(inf, (stat_t *) & (currconn->instat) , (dist_t *)&injitter,
— (sample_t *)fiinsample);
/* return to close down the FD's */ 
return (0);
static void
sig alrm(int signo)
{ ~static int inalarm = 0;
#ifdef D_STATS
log_msg("\nSIGALRM Caught");
#endif
/* set the next alarm */
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alarm(intval) ; 
if (inalarm =  1)
log_msg("qosm: I AM ALREADY IN THE ALARM");
/* functions not re-entrant -> must be completed within 1 second */ 
inalarm = 1;
/*
* update per-interval statistics 
*/
update_samples((stat_t *)&(currconn->instat) , (dist_t *)&injitter,
(sample_t *)&insample, Sinindex);
#ifdef CLI_STATS
update_samples((stat_t *)&(currconn->outstat), (dist_t *)fioutjitter, 
(sample_t *)&outsample, Soutindex);
#endif
inalarm = 0;
/*
* check for breaches of contract 
*/
if (QOSISSET_commit_throughput (currconn->qos) ) {
check_contract(currconn, (stat_t *) &(currconn->instat)) ; 
#ifdef CLI_STATS
check_contract(currconn, (stat_t *) &(currconn->outstat));
#endif
)
/* update index */ 
second++;
return;
)
12.2.3 stats.c
/* stats.c - stats routines*/
/*------------
* Program: stats.c
* Purpose: statistics gathering for qos monitor
* Use: init stats(stat record)
* update stats(nread, timeout, stat record)
* Author: Reynolds
* Date:
★
15 September 1995
*/
#include <signal.h> 
#include "stats.h"
voidupdate_stats (int nread, struct timeval *timeout, stat_t *stat, 
dist_t jitter[])
{ struct timeval now,tmp;
double curr_interval; /* current insterval */
do\able instanttp; /* instant throughput for this read */
/* get the current time to calculate the interval since last update */ 
(void) gettimeofday(Snow, (struct timezone *)NULL);
/* update the first packet times */
if (stat->firstpk.tv_sec == -1) { /*update the first pk - either this
is the first or start-time holds it */ 
s tat->firs tpk.tv_sec = now.tv_sec;
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stat->firstpk.tv_usec = now.tv_usec;
#ifndef CRM_INDEPENDANT
if (start_time.tv_sec =  -1) { /*update the overall starting time */ #endif /*CRM_INDEPENDANT*/
start_time.tv_sec = now.tv sec; 
s tart_time.tv_usec = now.tv_usec; 
stat->lastpk.tv_sec = now.tv_sec; 
stat->lastpk.tv_usec = now.tv_usec;
#ifndef CRM_INDEPENDANT 
} else {
stat->lastpk.tv_sec = start_time.tv sec; 
stat->lastpk.ty_usec = start_time.tv usee;
} “
#endif /*CRM_INDEPENDANT*/
}
/* work out the interval */ 
tvsub(Snow, &stat->lastpk, &tmp);
curr_interval = ((double)tmp.tv_sec) + ((double) tmp. tv_usec) /1000000.0; 
#ifdef D_STATS
log_msg("info: bytes read = %d", nread);
log_msg("info: interval time = %.6f s", curr_interval);
#endif
/* update the per read statistics */ 
stat->total_bytes += nread; 
stat->total_time +=curr_interval;
/* update the variance & plotting information */
jitter[stat->total_reads%NUM_DIST].bytes = nread;
jitter[stat->total_reads%NUM_DIST].interval = curr_interval;
stat->total_reads++;
stat->max_bytes = max(stat->max_bytes, nread); 
stat->min_bytes = min(stat->min_bytes, nread);
if (curr_interval == 0)
return; /* no point gathering stats for first time round */
/*update the ongoing */ 
stat->lastpk.tv_sec = now.tv_sec; 
stat->lastpk. tv_usec = now. tv__usec;
instanttp = nread / curr_interval;
stat->max_instanttp = max(stat->max_instanttp, instanttp); 
stat->min_instanttp = min(stat->min_instanttp, instanttp);
stat->max_interval = max(stat->max_interval, curr_interval); 
stat->min_interval = min(stat->min_interval, curr_interval) ;
#ifdef D_STATS
log_msg("info: time from start = % . 6f s", stat->total_time); 
log_msg("info: instant throughput= %f b/s", instanttp);
#endif
)
void
check_contract(conn_t *currconn, stat_t *stat)
{
/* have to be change before try client stats */ 
static int okinarow = 0; 
static int degraded = 0;
int deginterval = 2; /* times before say OK */
struct timeval now;
/** Check throughput first 
*/
if(stat->curr_throughput < QOS_min_throughput(currconn->qos)) {
/* set up notification */
#ifdef BYTES
log_msg("BREACH: Connection %d: throughput = %f, reads = %d", 
currconn->connid, stat->curr_throughput,
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#else
#endif
stat->total_reads);
log_msg("BREACH : Connection %d: throughput = %f, reads = %d", 
currconn->connid, stat->curr_throughput*8.0, 
stat->total reads);
/* decide whether this is unusual */ 
if (degraded == 0) {
/* send a signal to the user controlling process */ 
if (kill(currconn->pid, SIGUSR1) == -1) 
log_sys("kill");
/* get the current time to notify when happened */ 
(void) gettimeofday(Snow, (struct timezone *)NULL);
log_msg("BREACH sent: %.24s",ctime(Snow.tv_sec));
if (stat->curr_throughput ==0.00) {
log_msg("second = %d, index = %d, reads = %d, bytes = %d", 
second, inindex, stat->total_reads, stat->total_bytes);
}
>
if (degraded < MAXDEG) 
degraded++; 
okinarow = 0;
} else { /* its ok */ 
okinarow++; 
if (degraded >0) {
if (okinarow > deginterval) ( /* been ok for a while */ 
degraded = degraded - 1; 
okinarow = 0;
#ifdef D_QOS 
#endif
#ifdef BYTES
>
log_msg("okinarow = %d",okinarow);
if (degraded == 0) { /* long enough */
log_msg("IMPROVEMENT: Connection %d: throughput = %f,
reads = %d", currconn->connid, 
stat->curr_throughput, stat->total_reads);
#else log msg("IMPROVEMENT: Connection %d: throughput = %f, 
reads = %d",
currconn->connid, stat->curr_throughput*8.0, 
stat->total reads);
/* get the current time to notify when happened */ 
(void) gettimeofday(Snow, (struct timezone *)NULL);
log msg("IMPROVEMENT sent: %.24s",ctime(Snow.tv_sec));
/* send an ok notification back */ 
if (kill(currconn->pid, SIGUSR2) == -1) 
log_sys("kill");
update_samples (stat_t *stat, dist_t jitter [], sample_t sampled, m t  *index)
{ double avgint;
doiible s\jmjit = 0.0;
int totaltime; 
int numbytes; 
int numreads; 
int i;
/* update seconds (same for in and out) */
totaltime = (second+1) *intval; /* +1 to allow for first */ 
sample[second%NUM_SAMPLE].second = totaltime;
/* update num_bytes */
numbytes = stat->total_bytes - stat->curr_bytes;
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sample[second%NUM_SAMPLE].num_bytes = numbytes; 
stat->curr_bytes= stat->total_bytes;
/* update number of reads */
numreads = stat->total_reads - stat->curr_reads; 
sample[second%NUM_SAMPLE].num_reads = numreads; 
stat->curr_reads = stat->total_reads;
/* print some debugging if required */
#ifdef D_STATS
log_msg("\nqosm: Bytes in/out since last read = %d \t %d", 
numbytes, numbytes);
#endif /* D_STATS */
/* update current throughput */ 
stat->curr_throughput = numbytes / intval;
stat->max_throughput = max (stat->max_throughput, stat->curr_throughput) ; 
stat->min_throughput = min(stat->min_throughput, stat->curr_throughput) ; 
sample [second%NUM_SAMPLE] . throughput = stat->curr_throughput ;
#ifdef D_STATS
log_msg("\nqosm: current throughput in = %f ", 
stat->curr_throughput);
#endif
/* calculate the Jitter and byte variance */ 
avgint = stat->total_time / stat->total_reads;
for (i=*index,sumjit=0.0; i!=(stat->total_reads%NUM_DIST); i=(i+1)%NUM_DXST) {
sumjit += ( (jitter[i] .interval - avgint) *
(jitter[i].interval - avgint));
>stat->curr_jitter = sqrt(sumjit/(i-1));
sample[second%NUM_SAMPLE].jitter = stat->curr_jitter;
♦index = stat->total_reads;
#ifdef D_STATS
log_msg("qos: Interval Jitter (as std deviation) in: %f", 
stat->curr_jitter);
#endif
/* set up overall average */
stat->avg_throughput = stat->total_bytes / stat->total_time;
) ”
/*
* tvsub —* Slab tract 2 timeval structs: out = two - one. two is assumed to
* be >= one.
*/
void
tvsub(two, one, tmp)
register struct timeval *two, *one, *tmp;
{ tmp->tv sec = two->tv_sec - one->tv_sec; 
if ((tmp->tv usee = two->tv_usec - one->tv_usec) < 0) (
— tmp->tv_sec;
tmp->tv_usec += 1000000;
}
)
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13. Appendix D.
Example of CRM Operation
This appendix presents output from the operation of the CRM. All operations within the 
CRM are logged to a special log file (or to the screen) which shows the sequence of events 
and the performance of each connection. This log is explained in the following section 
before a full example of the CRM being used in conjunction with an Internet browsing 
application is presented.
13.1 CRM Session Log
The CRM produces a complete session log of all connections established across each 
application. As the applications must register before the first connection is established, the 
CRM is also able to collate statistics and summaries for all connections by application. The 
session log is divided into the following components:
• application registration
• connection requests
• connection manipulation and QoS module operation
• connection teardown
• application deregistration and summary
An example CRM session log for a data transfer over the test-bed setup is presented in Table 
3. The netcli application is initiated by user “pjr” and registers with the CRM using a unique 
IPC connection (1). A “netcli” connection request is initiated for a 1 Megabyte data file at 
192 Kbps from “tlp.elec.uow.edu.au” and passed to the CRM. The CRM establishes the
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connection on behalf of the application using TCP and assigns a unique connection identifier 
starting at 1000 (2). A QoS Monitor is added in-line with the connection (3) before being 
passed back to the application (4).
Once the connection is completed, any intermediate modules will automatically close the 
network connection and notify the CRM (5). When “netcli” has received all data it passes a 
close request to the CRM and the local connection is closed (6). Once all connections have 
been completed (in this case only a single connection was made during the execution of the 
application), a summary of each connections is produced (7) and totals produced across all 
connections (8). Finally, all resources (memory buffers for holding connection details) are 
released before the application is unregistered and connection to the application is closed (9).
C R M
Received new registration: pjr, fd 4 <---- (1)
Received request to tlp.elec.uow.edu.au, from uid pjr, pid 208, for: netcli
Performing TCP request
Established new network connection 1000, fd = 5 <---- (2)
Added qos process 209 inline, new fd = 7, for 1000 <---- (3)
Sent fd 7 over fd 4 for netcli from tip <---- (4)
qosm: Connection: 1000, closed network fd 1 <---- (5)
Received close request for 1000, fd 7 
Closed CRM fd to network connection <---- (6)
Summary connection stats for uid pjr, fd 4: <---- (7)
Id: 1000, Reads: 2002, Bytes: 1024000, Throughput: 172006. 2, Object: netcli
Total Reads = 2002, Total Bytes = 1024000 <---- (8)
Minimum Throughput = 158184.0, Maximum Throughput = 172032 .0
Freeing all resources for this connection 
closed uid pjr, fd 4 <---- (9)
Table 3: CRM Session Log
Once the QoS Monitoring process is complete, it is possible to list the statistics (based on 
command line parameter ‘-s’) from either direction (ie. from the network to the application 
or vice-versa). The statistics for the above connection are shown in Table 4. In this case, 
since the data transfer was uni-directional from the network, only the network statistics are 
displayed.
The QoS Monitor summary includes the time taken to establish the connection (1), and the 
core statistics for the number of bytes, number of reads, and total time taken to complete the 
connection (2). The averages for the inter-arrival distribution, number of bytes per read, and
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average throughput are also displayed (3). The total number of reads and average bytes have 
little significance in this example as a fixed packet size is used. The statistics are maintained 
primarily for variable packet sized connections. Finally, the details of the exit status and the 
CPU resource consumed by the QoS Monitor are displayed.
QoS Monitor
These are the network stats for: 1000
Connect interval: 0.037247 s <--- - (1)Total bytes: 1024000
Total reads: 2002
Total seconds: 47.626179 s
<----- - (2)
Average interval: 0.023789 s 
Average Bytes: 511
Average throughput: 172006.240517 bps
<----- - (3)
Child 209 terminated normally: 0000 
User time = 1.249036 
System time = 11.441795
<--- - (4)
Table 4: QoS Monitor Statistics
The average throughput shown above is approximately 172Kbps. This is the rate at which 
data is presented to the application. The actual data rate through the network, however, is 
192Kbps as measured by the network analyser. An overhead is incurred due to the various 
layers of encapsulation and network overheads and therefore requires an adjustment factor of 
1.125 to reflect the actual network data rate.
13.2 Internet Browser Session Log
This section provides an example of the use of the CRM in conjunction with an Internet 
browser application to select and display a variety of multimedia objects. The CRM log 
shows each multimedia request during the browsing session. Depending on the type of 
multimedia object being requested, the QoS specification reflects whether the connection is 
to be monitored and hence whether statistics are produced.
Communications Resource Management (CRM) Process 
Received new registration: pjr, fd 4
Received request to home.navy.gov.au, from uid pjr, pid 0, 
for object: Home Gopher Information Service 
Performing specific gopher req
Established new network connection 1000, fd = 5
Sent fd 5 over fd 4 for Home Gopher Information Service from home.navy.gov.au
Received close request for 1000, fd 5 
Closed CRM fd to network connection
Received request to pjr.navy.gov.au, from uid pjr, pid 0,
for object: About
Performing specific gopher req
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Established new network connection 1001, fd = 5 
Added qos process 640 inline, new fd = 7, for 1001 
Sent fd 7 over fd 4 for About from pjr.navy.gov.au 
qosm: Connection: 1001, closed network fd 1
These are the network stats for: 1001
Connect interval: 0.026477 s
Total bytes: 123
Total reads: 2
Total seconds: 0.005934 s
Average interval: 0.002967 s
Average Bytes: 61
Average throughput: 165824.064712 bps
Child 640 terminated normally: 0000 
User time = 0.35196 
System time = 0.105588
Received close request for 1001, fd 7 
Closed CRM fd to network connection
Received request to pjr.navy.gov.au, from uid pjr, pid 0,
for object: tiger
Performing specific gopher req
Established new network connection 1002, fd = 5
Added qos process 642 inline, new fd = 7, for 1002
Sent fd 7 over fd 4 for tiger from pjr.navy.gov.au
qosm: Connection: 1002, closed network fd 1
These are the network stats for: 1002
Connect interval: 0.028871 s
Total bytes: 81255
Total reads: 159
Total seconds: 15.895980 s
Average interval: 0.099975 s
Average Bytes: 511
Average throughput: 40893.357943 bps
Received close request for 1002, fd 7 
Closed CRM fd to network connection
Child 642 terminated normally: 0000 
User time = 0.118233 
System time = 3.665242
Received request to pjr.navy.gov.au, from uid pjr, pid 0,
for object: views
Performing specific gopher req
Established new network connection 1003, fd = 5 
Sent fd 5 over fd 4 for views from pjr.navy.gov.au
Received close request for 1003, fd 5 
Closed CRM fd to network connection
Received request to pjr.navy.gov.au, from uid pjr, pid 0, 
for object: t-shirt 
Performing specific gopher req
Established new network connection 1004, fd = 5 
Added qos process 645 inline, new fd = 7, for 1004 
Sent fd 7 over fd 4 for t-shirt from pjr.navy.gov.au 
qosm: Connection: 1004, closed network fd 1
These are the network stats for: 1004
Connect interval: 0.026098 s
Total bytes: 909
Total reads: 2
Total seconds: 0.001532 s
Average interval: 0.000766 s
Average Bytes: 454
Average throughput: 4746736.292428 bps
Child 645 terminated normally: 0000 
User time = 0.48251 
System time = 0.96502
Received close request for 1004, fd 7
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Closed CRM fd to network connection
Received request to pjr.navy.gov.au, from uid pjr, pid 0,
for object: links
Performing specific gopher req
Established new network connection 1005, fd = 5
Sent fd 5 over fd 4 for links from pjr.navy.gov.au
Received close request for 1005, fd 5 
Closed CRM fd to network connection
Received request to gopher.adfa.oz.au, from uid pjr, pid 0,
for object: ADFA
Performing specific gopher req
Established new network connection 1006, fd = 5 
Sent fd 5 over fd 4 for ADFA from gopher.adfa.oz.au
Received close request for 1006, fd 5 
Closed CRM fd to network connection
Received request to gopher.adfa.oz.au, from uid pjr, pid 0, 
for object: About ADFA 
Performing specific gopher req
Established new network connection 1007, fd = 5
Sent fd 5 over fd 4 for About ADFA from gopher.adfa.oz.au
Received close request for 1007, fd 5 
Closed CRM fd to network connection
Received request to gopher.adfa.oz.au, from uid pjr, pid 0, 
for object: Computer Science 
Performing specific gopher req
Established new network connection 1008, fd = 5
Sent fd 5 over fd 4 for Computer Science from gopher.adfa.oz.au
Received close request for 1008, fd 5 
Closed CRM fd to network connection
Received request to gopher.adfa.oz.au, from uid pjr, pid 0, 
for object: Technical Reports 
Performing specific gopher req
Established new network connection 1009, fd = 5
Sent fd 5 over fd 4 for Technical Reports from gopher.adfa.oz.au
Received close request for 1009, fd 5 
Closed CRM fd to network connection
Received request to gopher.adfa.oz.au, from uid pjr, pid 0,
for object: TR CS93-1 - TRUMP A Fast Reliable Transport Protocol for Distributed 
Systems
Performing specific gopher req
Established new network connection 1010, fd = 5 
Added qos process 650 inline, new fd = 7, for 1010
Sent fd 7 over fd 4 for TR CS93-1 - TRUMP A Fast Reliable Transport Protocol for 
Distributed Systems from gopher.adfa.oz.au 
qosm: Connection: 1010, closed network fd 1
These are the network stats for: 1010
Connect interval: 0.425266 s
Total bytes: 80538
Total reads: 159
Total seconds: 66.211026 s
Average interval: 0.416422 s
Average Bytes: 506
Average throughput: 9731.068055 bps
Received close request for 1010, fd 7 
Closed CRM fd to network connection
Child 650 terminated normally: 0000 
User time = 0.173352 
System time = 1.528656
Received request to gopher.adfa.oz.au, from uid pjr, pid 0, 
for object: Computer Centre 
Performing specific gopher req
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Established new network connection 1011, fd = 5
Sent fd 5 over fd 4 for Computer Centre from gopher.adfa.oz.au
Received close request for 1011, fd 5 
Closed CRM fd to network connection
Received request to gopher.adfa.oz.au, from uid pjr, pid 0, 
for object: Computer Centre Newsletters 
Performing specific gopher req 
Established new network connection 1012, fd = 5
Sent fd 5 over fd 4 for Computer Centre Newsletters from gopher.adfa.oz.au
Received close request for 1012, fd 5 
Closed CFM fd to network connection
Received request to gopher.adfa.oz.au, from uid pjr, pid 0, 
for object: Spring 1992 
Performing specific gopher req
Established new network connection 1013, fd = 5
Sent fd 5 over fd 4 for Spring 1992 from gopher.adfa.oz.au
Received close request for 1013, fd 5 
Closed CRM fd to network connection
Received request to gopher.adfa.oz.au, from uid pjr, pid 0, 
for object: The CSO Nameserver (Electronic Phonebook)
Performing specific gopher req
Established new network connection 1014, fd = 5 
Added qos process 654 inline, new fd = 7, for 1014
Sent fd 7 over fd 4 for The CSO Nameserver (Electronic Phonebook) from 
gopher.adfa.oz.au
qosm: Connection: 1014, closed network fd 1
These are the network stats for: 1014
Connect interval: 0.031045 s
Total bytes: 1815
Total reads: 4
Total seconds: 0.266728 s
Average interval: 0.066682 s
Average Bytes: 453
Average throughput: 54437.479380 bps
Child 654 terminated normally: 0000 
User time = 0.49118 
System time = 0.114608
Received close request for 1014, fd 7 
Closed CRM fd to network connection
Received request to gopher.adfa.oz.au, from uid pjr, pid 0, 
for object: The CSO Nameserver (Electronic Phonebook) - 
Performing specific gopher req
Established new network connection 1015, fd = 5 
Added qos process 655 inline, new fd = 7, for 1015
Sent fd 7 over fd 4 for The CSO Nameserver (Electronic Phonebook) - from 
gopher.adfa.oz.au
qosm: Connection: 1015, closed network fd 1
These are the network stats for: 1015
Connect interval: 0.184208 s
Total bytes: 5726
Total reads: 12
Total seconds: 1.163763 s
Average interval: 0.096980 s
Average Bytes: 477
Average throughput: 39361.966311 bps
Child 655 terminated normally: 0000 
User time = 0.28229 
System time = 0.204666
Received close request for 1015, fd 7 
Closed CRM fd to network connection
Summary connection stats for uid pjr, fd 4:
Id: 1000, Object: Home Gophe
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Id: 1001, Reads: 2, Bytes: 123, Throughput: 165824.1, Object: About 
Id: 1002, Reads: 159, Bytes: 81255, Throughput: 40893.4, Object: tiger 
Id: 1003, Object: views
Id: 1004, Reads: 2, Bytes: 909, Throughput: 4746736.3, Object: t-shirt
Id: 1005, Object: links
Id: 1006, Object: ADFA
Id: 1007, Object: About ADFA
Id: 1008, Object: Computer S
Id: 1009, Object: Technical
Id: 1010, Reads: 159, Bytes: 80538, Throughput: 9731.1 , Object: TR CS93-1 
Id: 1011, Object: Computer C 
Id: 1012, Object: Computer C 
Id: 1013, Object: Spring 199
Id: 1014, Reads: 4, Bytes: 1815, Throughput: 54437.5, Object: The CSO Na 
Id: 1015, Reads: 12, Bytes: 5726, Throughput: 39362.0, Object: The CSO Na
Total Reads = 338, Total Bytes = 170366
Minimum Throughput = 0.000000, Maximim Throughput = 86016.000000 
Freeing all resources for this connection
closed uid pjr, fd 4
SIGINT Caught- Cleaning up 
Number of Free Conns = 999
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14. Appendix E.
Operations Manual - Netcli Application
The client application, “Netcli”, was developed in ‘C’ to generate traffic and simulate time 
sensitive voice/video connections. The QoS parameters for each connection are specified in 
an initialisation file “netcli.rc”. The program can be executed to vary the:
• amount of data to be transferred (from 1 kilobyte to 10 Megabytes)
• data rate (from 64 Kbps to 526 Kbps)
• statistics that are to be monitored (passed to CRM)
• option for graph information to be generated (passed to CRM)
• debugging information to be displayed
The “netcli” program accesses a special server program either on the local or remote 
workstation called “netcat”. The “netcaf ’ program, also developed in ‘C’ can be executed to 
vary the:
• size of each packet (128 bytes to 1024 bytes)
• port on which to listen for application requests
Together, these applications are able to be used to simulate multimedia traffic within the 
workstation. The actual source code is presented in the next sections:
14.1 Netcli Application
14.1.1 Makefile
• Common make definitions for make under 386BSD.
• Definitions required in all program directories to compile and link
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# C programs using cc.
CC=cc
COMPILE.c=$(CC) $ (CFLAGS) $ (CPPFLAGS) -C 
NOANSICOMPILE.c=$(CC) $ (NOANSICFLAGS) $ (CPPFLAGS) -c 
LINK.C=$(CC) $ (CFLAGS) $ (CPPFLAGS) $ (LDFLAGS)
LDLIBS=../libmisc.a
# Common definitions
CFLAGS = -Wall -g
CFLAGSO = -Wall -O -g
# We don't normally use -O with gcc on the spare.
LIB = ../libmisc.a
# Our library that almost every program needs.
TEMPFILES = core core. * *.o temp.* *.out typescript*
# Common temp files to delete from each directory.
PROGS = netcli
OBJS = main.o copen.o TCPecho.o connectTCP.o connectsock.o util.o
all: ${PROGS)
${OBJS}: netcli.h
netcli: $(OBJS)
${LINK.C) -O $@ ${OBJS} $(LDLIBS)
clean:
rm -f ${PROGS) ${TEMPFILES)
14.1.2 netcli.h
/* qclient - qclient.h */
/*------------------------------------
* Program: qclient
"k
* Purpose: qclient for echo service
*
* Use: qclient hostname service
*
* Author: Peter Reynolds, Wollongong University
★
* Date: 01 November 1995
★
*--------------------------------------------------------------------
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <signal.h>
#include <sys/socket .h>
#include <sys/wait. h>
#include <time.h>
#include <sys/time.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include "../erm.h"
/** Globals
*/
/* #define SELF */
client */ 
the server */
/★default output file name */#define OUTPUTFILE "/usr/home/pur/connmgr/qos/qos"
#define CLIENT 
Ärfefine SERVER
/* the fd going to 
/* the fd going to
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#define MAXARGS 10 /*max number of input arguments for qosm */
14.1.3 main.c
/* qclient - main.c */
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* Program: qclient
*
* Purpose: qclient for echo service vi CRM★
* Use: qclient hostname service
*
* Author: Peter Reynolds, Wollongong University★
* Date: 10 November 1995
*
★ --------------------------------- ------- -------- -- ----- -----
*/
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/time.h>
#include <sys/resource.h>
#include "netcli.h"
#include "client.h"
/*
* Globals 
*/
/* #define SELF */
int debug; /* debug flag */
int graph; /* graph flag */
int stats; /* stats flag */
int count=l; /* stats flag */
u_int sleepint =0; /* degradation delta T in uS*/
/* figures for with monitoring */ 
float deg[5] = {1.0,2.8,4.0,6.5,14.0};
/* figures for without monitoring */
/* float deg[5] = {2.1, 3.3, 4.5, 6.9, 14.0}; */
char outputfile[FILENAMESIZE];
FILE *of ;
/* output file name */
/* output file stream */
void getstats(qos_t *) ; 
static void sig_usr(int);
int
maintint arge, char **argv)
{ char *host = "localhost"; 
char *service = "echo"; 
char *myname;
extern char *optarg; 
extern int optind; 
extern int optopt; 
extern int opterr; 
int ch;
/* default if none is supplied */
/* default service name */
/* this programs name */
/* argument passed as option */
/* index to options */
/* option found */
/* disbable error display to stdout */ 
/* options variables */
struct rusage myusage; /* how many resource has this process taken */
struct timeval now,later; /* to measure connection time */
float connecttime; /* connect time in seconds */
float totaltime; /* total time in seconds */
int fdnet; /* socket descriptor of network connection*/
object_t request = {"netcli", "", 0, TEXT, ASCII,"",""};
qos_t contract;
/★timer information */
int interval =1; /* 1 second default interval */
opterr = 0;
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debug = 0 ; 
graph = 0; 
stats = 0;
myname = argv[0];
(void) strcpy(outputfile, OUTPUTFILE);
while ((ch = getopt(argc, 
switch(ch) { 
case 'd':
debug = 1; 
break;
case 's':
stats = 1; 
break;
case 'g':
graph = 1; 
break;
argv, "dgsi:o:w:")) != EOF)
/*debug*/
/★produce stats */ 
/★produce graphs*/
case 'o' :
(void) strcpy(outputfile,optarg); /*output file*/ 
break;
case 'i ':
interval = atoi(optarg); /*override default stats*/ 
break;
case 'w':
sleepint = atoi(optarg); /*override default stats*/ 
break;
case '?': 
default:
err quit("unrecognized option: -%c",optopt);
}
argc-= optind; 
argv += optind;
switch (argc) { 
case 0 :
/* no action required */ 
break;
case 2 :
service = argv[l];
/* FALL THROUGH */
case 1 :
host = argv[0]; 
break; 
default:
err_quit("usage: %s [-d] [host [port]]",myname);
}
if (debug) {
err_msg("host: %s",host); 
err_msg("service : %s",service);
)
/*
* ready to go
*/ ./* prepare the parameters */
strcpy(request.server, host); 
strcpy(request.service,service);
QOS_init(contract); 
if (stats) {err msg("setting stats");
QOSSET monitor(contract); /* monitor the connection */ 
getstats(ficontract);
/* set up a signal handler for QoS exceptions */ 
if (signal(SIGUSR1, sig_usr) == SIG_ERR) 
err sys("can't catch SIGUSRl"); 
if Tsignal(SIGUSR2, sig_usr) == SIG_ERR) 
err sys("can't catch SIGUSR2");
)
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for (;count;count— ) {
/* make a network connection to the host / service */
/* start the timer */
(void) gettimeofday(Snow, (struct timezone *)NULL);#ifdef SELF
fdnet = connectTCP(request.server, request.service);#else
fdnet = client_connect(¿request, Scontract);#endif
/* end the timer */
(void) gettimeofday(Slater, (struct timezone *)NULL); 
tvsub(Slater,Snow);
connecttime = ((double)later.tv_sec) + ((double)later. tv usee) /1000000.0; 
printf("\t%f", connecttime);
/♦perform the processing */
(void) TCPecho(fdnet, service);/* echo to SERVER */
/* now that its done -> see how long it took */
(void) gettimeofday(Slater, (struct timezone *)NULL); 
tvsub(Slater,Snow);
totaltime = ((double)later.tv_sec) + ((double)later.tv_usec) /1000000.0; 
printf("\t%f", totaltime);
#ifdef SELF
close(fdnet);
#else
if (client_close(fdnet) < 0) {
printf("Difficulties in closing\n"); 
exit(0);
}
#endif
/* end the overall timer */
(void) gettimeofday(Slater, (struct timezone *)NULL); 
tvsub(Slater,Snow);
totaltime = ((double)later.tv_sec) + ((double)later.tv_usec) /1000000.0; 
printf("\t%f\n", totaltime);
/* the connection to the server will be closed on exit... */
/* see how much resources we used */ 
getrusage (RUSAGE_SELF, Smyusage) ;
/* print resource usage time */
/* err msgC'User time = %ld. %ld" ,myusage.ru_utime.tv_sec, 
myusage.ru_utime.tv_usec);
err_msg (" System time = %ld. %ld" , myusage. ru_stime. tv_sec, 
myusage.ru_stime.tv_usec); */
/* wait to see the final output */ 
sleep(5);
}
exit(0);
}
void
getstats(qos_t *contract)
{
FILE *fp; 
int input;
char *infile = "netcli.rc"; 
char buffer[LINELEN];
/* open the file */
if ( (fp = fopen(infile,"r")) == NULL) 
err sys("fopen input file");
/* read each line is a predetermined order (discaring comments)*/
/*the title line */ 
fgets(buffer, sizeof buffer, fp); 
err msg("\nnetcli.rc: %s",buffer);
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/* min throughput */ 
fgets(buffer, sizeof buffer, fp); 
sscanf(buffer, "%d" ,&input); 
if (input >0) {
QOSSET_min_throughput(contract, input); /* set theguideline */
QOSSET_commit_throughput (contract) ; /* commit to it */
QOSSET_adapt_notify(throughput, contract); /* how to notify */
err__msg ( "Min_throughput set to %d" , input) ;
}
fgets(buffer, sizeof buffer, fp); 
sscanf(buffer, "%d",fiinput); 
if (input > 0) {
QOSSET_max_throughput(contract, input);
QOSSET_commit_throughput(contract) ; /* commit to it */
QOSSET_adapt_notify(throughput, contract); /* how to notify */
errjnsg("Max_throughput set to %d" ,input);
)
fclose(fp);
}
static void
sig_usr(int signo) /*argument is signal number */
{
if (signo == SIGUSR1) {
err_msg("received QoS Degradation notification\n") ; 
/* reset the interval between sends */ 
sleepint++;
/* better find out how the stats are ? */
)
else if (signo == SIGUSR2) {
err_msg("received QoS Improvement notification \n"); 
sleepint— ;
)
else
err_dump("received signal %d\n", signo);
return;
}
14.2 Netcat Application
14.2.1 Makefile
#
# Makefile for whois application
#
CFLAGS= -DBSD -DETHERNET -g
SERVER = netcat.o
all: server
server: $ (SERVER)
cc -o netcat $ (SERVER)
clean:
rm -rf netcat * . o
14.2.2 netcat.c
/* netcat.c - main */
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <fcntl.h> 
#include <sys/types.h>
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#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <netinet/in.h>
#include <netdb.h>
#include <unistd.h>
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Program: netcat
*
* Purpose: server to cat to a network connection
* Use: netcat [buffersize [server port]]
*
* Author: pjr based on Barry Shein, Boston University (whoisserver)
*
* Date: 18 September 1995
*
*----------------- ------- --------- ---- --------- ------ ---------------- -- -------- -------
*/
#define BACKLOG 5
#define MAXHOSTNAME 100
#define MAXBUFSIZ 10240 
#define SPORT 500
/*
* Globals 
*/
int service;
int buffersize
/* default port (to be mapped to USER range) */ 
/* buffer size to be used */
int
main(arge, argv) 
int arge; 
char *argv[];
{
int s,t; /*
int i ; /*
struct sockaddr_in sa,isa; /*
struct hostent *hp; /*
char *myname; /*
char localhost [MAXHOSTNAME+1] ;
long mylong;
socket descriptors */ 
general purpose integer */ 
Internet socket addr. structure */ 
result of host name lookup */ 
pointer to name of this program */
/* local host name as a char str */
myname = argv[0];
service = IPPORT_USERRESERVED + SPORT; 
buffersize = BUFSIZ;
switch (arge) { 
case 3:
service = IPPORT_USERRESERVED + atoi(argv[2]); 
printf("Service port set to %d\n", service);
/* fall through */ 
case 2:
buffersize = atoi(argv[l]); 
if (buffersize > MAXBUFSIZ) {
buffersize = MAXBUFSIZ;
printf("Buffer size maximum set to %d\n", buffersize); 
break; 
case 1: 
break; 
default:printf("usage: %s [buffsize [port]]",myname);
>
/** get our own host name 
*/gethostname(localhost,MAXHOSTNAME);
if ((hp=gethostbyname(localhost)) == NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,"%s: cannot get local host info?\n",myname); 
exit(l);
}
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/*
* put the socket number and our address info
* into the socket structure 
*/
sa.sin_addr.s_addr = htonl(INADDR_ANY); 
sa.sin_j?ort = htons(service);
/*bcopy((char *)hp->h_addr, (char *)&sa.sin_addr, hp->h_length); */ 
sa.sin_addr.s_addr = htonl(INADDR_ANY); 
sa.sin_family = hp->h_addrtype;
/*
* allocate an open socket for incomming connections 
*/
if ((s = socket(hp->h_addrtype, SOCK_STREAM, 0)) < 0) { 
perror("socket") ; 
exit(l);
}
/*
* Bind the socket to the service port so we here incomming
* connections 
*/
if(bind(s, (struct sockaddr *) &sa, sizeof sa) < 0) { 
perror("bind"); 
exit(l);
}
/*
* Set the maximum connections we will fall behind 
*/
listen(s,BACKLOG);
/*
* Go into an infinite loop waiting for new connections 
*/
while(1) {
i = sizeof isa;
/* * We hang in accept() while waiting for new customers
*/if ((t = accept(s, (struct sockaddr *) &isa,&i)) < 0 ) {
perror("bind"); 
exit(l);
}netcat(t); /* perform the actual WHOIS service */ 
close(t); /* close the connection */
}
}
/*
* Get the MYCAT Request from the remote host and format a reply
*/
int
netcat(sock) 
int sock;
{ char filename [MAXHOSTNAME+1 ] ; 
char buf[MAXBUFSIZ]; 
int n;int fd; /*file descriptor to open and cat */
/** Get one line request — > the filename to open 
*/if ( (n = read(sock,filename,MAXHOSTNAME)) <= 0) 
return(1);filename[n-1] = '\0'; /*NULL Terminate over the '\n'*/
/* • t* open the file and return it
*/
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if ( (fd = open(filename, 0_RD0NLY)) < 0) {
perror("open error");
#ifdef DEBUG
printf("File : %s not opened\n",filename);#endif
return(1);
} else
#ifdef DEBUG
printf("File : %s opened\n",filename);
#endif
while ( (n = read(fd, buf, buffersize)) > 0) { 
#ifdef DEBUF
printf("read: \n");
#endif
if (write(sock, buf, n) != n) { 
perror("write");
}
if (n < 0)
perror("read error");
}
#ifdef DEBUG
printf("file completed\n");
#endif
return(0);
}
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